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In this Issue
The first issue of the HP Journalwas publishedin september 1949,so this
issue,october 1989, is the first of the Hp Journal'sforty{irst year of publication.(However,becauseof a 197g change,Volume41 doesn'tbegin until
February1990.)coincidentally,the Hewlett-packardcompany is celJbrating
its fiftiethanniversarythis year.To AssociateEditorchuck teitn, tnis double
milestone---40years of the Hp Journal and 50 years of Hp-fairly cried out
for recognition,so he has assembleda special commemorativearticleto
mark the occasion.The article,which beginson page 6, tracesthe development of HP technologyas reportedin the pages of the Hp Journal.
As signal generatordesignersat HP's Spokane Divisionsaw things, general-purposesignal
generatorswere deliveringa lot of capabilityto the customer-so much, in fact,
that few uJers
neededall of it and were thereforepayingfor featuresthey neverused.On the otherhand,
offering
a differentproduct for each applicationcould mean the loss of manufacturingeconomies
and
therefore higher prices. Their solution is a new family of internallymodular signal generators.
Whileoptionsallowcustomersto buy only as muchcapabilityas they need,produltionlconomies
are retainedby using a lot of the same hardwareand firmwarein alLofthe membersof the famiry.
Called the PerformanceSignal Generators(PSG), the family includesthe Hp 86444 t-GHz
or
z-G.HzSynthesizedSignal Generator,the HP 8645A 1-GHi or Z-GHzAgile Signal Generator,
and the HP 8665A 4.2-.GHzSynthesizedSignal Generator.The Hp 8644A iJ designedwith
traditionalout-of-channeltransceivertest applicationsin mind, and the Hp g6454 is focused
on
frequency agile transceivertesting. The HP 8665A is designedfor radar, telemetry,
spurious
testingof UHFtransceivers,and similarapplications.On page 14,two pSG R&D projecimanagers
give an overview of the family and the basic design, which differs from previous
microwave
synthesizedsignalgeneratorsin that it usesonly a singlephase-lockedloop insteadof the multiple
loopscommonin earlierdesigns.An advancedfractionaldividermakesthe simplificationpossible.
Supplementingthe single-loopdesignare a new methodof introducingfrequencymodulation
and
one or two optionalfrequency-lockedloops for additionalphase noise reduction.Details
of the
synthesis,FM, and noise reductiontechniquesare in the articleon page27. How fast frequency
hopping' a capabilityof the HP 86454, influencedits design is explainedin the article p"g"
on
34. The articleson pages 37,42, and 51 cover the design of the HP 86654 synthesis,outpJt,
and pulse modulationsystems.Firmwaredesignfor the three instrumentsis treatedin the article
on page 20' and RFI (radlofrequencyinterference)reductionis the subjectof the articleon page
59. A particularlysimple and quick RFI test turns out to be one of the most difficultto pasJit
consistsof placinga pager next to the signal generatorand notingwhether it detectsanything.

The Hewlett-Packard Journal is publishedbimonthlyby the Hewlett-Packardcompany to remgnize
technicatcontributionsmade by Hewlett-packard(Hp) personnet.while
the lnformationfound in this publicationis believedto be accurate,the Hewlett-Packardcompany
makes no warranties,express or implied,as to the accuracyor reliabilityof
suchinformation.TheHew|ett-Packardcompanydisc|aimSa||warrantieso|merchantabiIi
includingbut not limited to indirect,special, or mnsequential damages, attorney'sand expert'sfees,
and court costs, arising out of or in connectionwith this publiGtion.
subscrlptions: The Hewlett-PackardJournal is distributedfree of charge to HP research,design, and
manufacluringengineeringpersonnel,as we' as to quatifiednon-Hp
individuals,|ibraries,andedUcationa|institutions'PleaseaddresssUbscriptionorchangeo
on the back cover that is closestto you when submittinga change of address,please includeyour
zip or postal code and a copy of your old label.
submlssions: Although articles in the Hewlett-PackardJournal are primarilyauthored by HP employees,
articlesfrom non-Hp authors dealing with Hp-related researchor
solutionsto technical problems made possible by using HP equipmentare also consideredfor publication.please
conlaci the Editor before submittingsuch articles.Also, the
Hew|ett.PackardJourna|enmuragestechnicaIdiscussionso|thetopicspresentedinrecentartic|esandmaypub|jsh|etterseXpttedtob
be brief, and are subject to editing by Hp.
copyright o 1989 Hewlett-Packardcompany. All rights reserved. Permissionto copy without fee
atl or part ol this publicationis hereby granted providedthat 1) the @pies
are not made, used, displayed,or distributedfor commelcial advantage;2) the Hewlett-Packard
Company @pyright notice and the tifle of the pubticationand date appear on
the copies; and 3) a notice stating that the copylng is by permissionol the Hewlett-Packardcompany
apiears on the copies. otheruise, no ponion of this publicationmay be
producedor transminedin any form or by any means, electronicor mechanical,includingphotocopying,
*oroing, or by any informationstoragererrevat syslem wilhout written
permissionof the Hewlett-PackardCompany.
Please address inquiries,submissions,and requeststo: Editor, Hewlett-packardJournal, 3200
HillviewAvenue, pato A[o, cA 94304. u.s.A.
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first TechnicalWomen'sConferencewas held in October1988.The confer'
Hewlett-Packard's
ence was organizedto showcasethe achievementsand contributionsof technicalwomen at HP
andto promotetheirprofessionaldevelopmentintoleadershiproles.Approximately400 HP women
engineersand scientistsand their managersattendedthe conference.Many sectionand Division
managersparticipatedas speakersand paneldiscussionleaders.Topicsof the technicalpresentations includedhardware,software,computers,instruments,manufacturing,components,ancl
other subjects.Papersbasedon six of the presentationsappearin this issue.On page 69, Susan
Sloanof the MicrowaveTechnologyDivisionreportson work done to determinethe best method
photodetectors
for use in HP lightwave
of surfacepreparationand passivationfor low-dark-current
receivers.Among the requirementsfor these photodiodesare maximumdark currentsof a few
nanoamperesand good responseto modulationfrequenciesbeyond22 GHz. On page 76, Eve
Tanner of the PersonalComputergroup tells how a usefulsymbolicdebuggingcapabilitycan be
given to programmersdevelopingdrivers to run under the HP-UX operatingsystem when the
HP-UX source code is not available.The techniquetakes advantageof availablecompilerinformationto insert HP-UX global data recordsinto the user's file. On page 81, Cathy Keely of HP
Laboratoriesdescribesan experimentallaser-basedmethodof findingbad solderjointson surface
mount components.Vibrationsinducedin the leads by an air jet are detectedand analyzedby
laser Dopplervibrometry.On page 86, Stacy Martelliof the GeneralSystemsDivisiondiscusses
a model for HP-UX shared librariesthat was developedto provide shared librarycapabilityto
users of a particularsoftwarepackagein the absenceof operatingsystemsupportfor them. The
modelrequiredonlyminorchangesto the HP-UXlinker.On page90,LucyBerlinof HP Laboratories
acquiringand applyinguserinformationin the definition
describesa methodologyfor systematically
analysis,and storyboardingare key elements.On
task
Interviewing,
of software applications.
page 98, CarolynJones of the OptoelectronicsDivisiondiscussesthe design of light guides for
copiers.Well-dediodesusedlor selectiveerasingin electrophotographic
an arrayof light-emitting
which
are
one millimeter
from
the
LEDs,
finedspotsof lighthaveto be formedsome distanceaway
in
all
directions.
light
apartand emit
R . P .Dolan
Editor

Cover
Not a soacestationf rom a sciencelictionfilm,butthe fractional-Nmodulef rom HP'sPerformance
view,see Fig. 8 on page 19'
SignalGeneratorfamily.For a more conventional

What's Ahcad
2D and 3D graphicslibrarythat runs
The HP StarbaseGraphicsLibraryis a high-performance
on HP 9000 Computersunder the HP-UX operatingsystem. In the Decemberissue,six articles
willdescribethe Starbase/Xl1 MergeSystem,whichenablesStarbaseapplicationsand X Window
System6oapplicationsto coexistin the same windowsystem.Therewill be two paperson aspects
on the radiositymethodof
of the HP 9000 Series300/800Turbo SRX graphicssubsystem---one
globalillumination
modelingand one on the customVLSIchipsused in the graphicspipeline.HP
Source Reader, a CD-ROM system that gives HP support engineersfast access to HP 3000
Computeroperatingsystemsourcecode, will be described.The Decemberissuewill also contain
the 1989 Index.
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FiftyYearsof
Lookingto theFuture

40 Yearsof ChroniclingTechnical
Achievement
Overthelast40yearsfheHPJournalhascreateda record
of HP'stechnicalachievements
by communicating
technicalinformationto professionalpeoplein all fields
servedby HP. WithHewlett-Packard
celebratingits S)th
anniversaryit seemsappropriateto takea look at fhe Hp
Journal,pastand present,and someof the technological
historyof Hewlett-Packard
it haschronicled.
by Charles L. Leath
Associate
Editor

HIS YEAR HEWLETT-PACKARDis celebratingits first fifty
years as a company and coincidentally the HP /ournol is
in its 40th vear of nublication.
In September 1949, when the first issue of the HP Journol was
published, HP had 150 employees, 7o electronic measurement
instruments in the product catalog, and 2/n million dollars in
sales. Other significant technological events during this period
were the invention of the transistor at Bell Laboratories in Ig47
and the operation of the first supercomputer, the ENIAC, in 1946.
Today HP has over 90,000 employees, over tO billion dollars in
sales, and over 10,000 products that appear or are alluded to in
the HP product catalog. The HP product line today includes not
only electronic
measuring
instruments,
but also computer
hardware and software systems, peripherals, medical electronic
equipment, analytic instruments for chemical analysis, electronic
components, and a host of other services and products.
The initial idea for the HP/ournol came from a periodical called
the Generol Rodio Experimenter. General Radio, now known as
GenRad, produced primarily electronic measurement instrumentation, and the Experimenter was a monthly publication devoted
to supplying "unbiased information pertaining to radio apparatus
design and application."l The Experimenter started publishing in
1926 (11 years after the founding of General Radio) and was the
first periodical of its type in the radio industry. It was distributed
free of charge to qualified experimenters and it was a popular
periodical in the industry. Many HP engineers were devoted readers of the Experimenter. One of those readers, David packard, was
impressed with the quality of the articles and thought that Hp
should have something similar. This idea turned into reality when
Frank Burkhard, the first HP lournal editor, was assigned the task
of creating HP's version of the Experimenter. There was some
consideration given to calling the Journal the HP Experimenter.
However, after examining periodicals from other companies Ie.g.,
the Bell System Technical )ournal) the name HP /ournol stuck.
Although one of the initial objectives for the /ournol was to
produce a periodical similar to the GeneroJ Rodio Experimenter,
other objectives included telling customers about Hp products
and their applications, showing the quality and workmanship that
went into each product, and giving credit to the product designers.
The Experimenter also included information about the product
designers. Like HP's corporate objectives, the /ournol's original
objectives have been expanded and clarified. Today the Hp/ournol
is a periodical for the communication of technical information
from all of HP's R&D, manufacturing, and quality organizations
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to professional people in all fields served by Hp.
When this issue (Volume 4O Number 5) is printed there will
have been 466 issues of the HP /ournol. Since the late 1950s the
HP /ournol has been a monthly publication, and in December 1987
it became bimonthly. When the HP fournol started. it was circulated only in the continental U.S.A. Today the Hp |ournal's circulation includes subscribers all over the world. Up until the late
1950s the HP /ournol averaged four to six pages per issue, and
today it averages around 90 pages per issue.

FirstJournal
The first HP /ourno.l featured the HP 4604, a wideband noninverting amplifier whose main features included distortionless
pulse amplification with a very short rise time (3 ns) and almost
zero overshoot, a frequency range of 3 kHz to 140 kHz, a gain of
20 dB into a 200O load, and a weight of 10 pounds. The rise time
was pretty good even by today's standards. The HP 460,{ was used
in situations where it was necessary to amplify pulses faster than
0.01 ps. Application areas included nuclear research and tele^
vision, VHF, UHF, and SHF (superhigh-frequency or microwave)
tesearch. It was also used as a preamplifier for oscilloscopes and
to increase the sensitivity of voltmeters. The original cost of the
HP 460A was $185.00, and when it was discontinued in 1967 it
cost $285.00. Fig. 1 shows a reduced reprint of this first HP /ourno.l
issue.
In 1964, the year HP celebrated its 25th anniversary and the HP
/ournoi was up to eight pages per issue, two broadband, solid-state
versions of the HP 460A were introduced, the HP 461,{ and HP
462A (March 1964).* The HP 461,{ was optimized for a flat frequency response over a wide bandwidth, and the HP 462,\ was
similar to the HP 461A, but had a smaller bandwidth and was
optimized for a fast rise time (less than 4 ns) with an overshoot
of less than 5%. These amplifiers could be cascaded with the HP
460 Series broadband amplifiers for high-voltage applications by
using a 50O-to-200O matching transformer. The HP 461A had a
frequency range of 1 kHz to 150 kHz, a maximum gain of 40 dB
operating into a 50f,) load, and a weight of four pounds. It cost
$325.00.
Today the performance characteristics of the HP 460 and 461
Series amplifiers are achieved and exceeded in thick-film hybrid
circuits and HP amplifiers. For example, the HP 8449A Preamplifier, which is used in RF and microwave applications, is programmable and has up to 2S dB of gainat22 GHz. There are also pulse
.Themonthandyearin parentheses
indicate
theJournal
issuein whichthe referenced
articleor topicappears.

Generator, which can produce pulses with widths less than 0.5
n s , r i s e a n d f a l l t i m e s l e s st h a n 2 0 0 p s , a n d f r e q u e n c i e st o 5 0 0 M H z .
After Vol. 1 No. 1
HP /ournol articles have covered everything from products and
a p p l i c a t i o n s t o t u t o r i a l s a n d r e s e a r c ht o p i c s . M a n y o f t h e a p p l i c a tion articles showed the practical and diverse uses of HP products.
For example, the October 1957 issue included a supplement that
described the use of an HP counter and digital recorder to capture
transmissions from the Russian earth satellite Sputnik. One of the
more international applications appeared in the fuly 1964 issue
which described the "Flying Clock" experiment, in which the HP

5060A Cesium-Beam Frequency Standard was used to compare
time standards in the U.S.A. and Europe and the results were used
by the official agencies of the two continents to improve their time
synchronization. This same product was later used in a test of
Einstein's relativity theory. Although applications, tutorials, and
other items populated the /ournol pages, new product designs
dominated the /ournol articles.
In 1983 reprints of articles from 32 HP Journal issues were bound
together in a book called Inventions of Opportunity.2 The articles
i n c l u d e d i n t h e b o o k w e r e c h o s e n b e c a u s et h e y d e s c r i b e d p r o d u c t s
or innovations that represented important milestones in the
technological history of the Hewlett-PackardCompany. The selec-
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Fig. 2. (a) Nov. 1949. fhls lssue
l):rrgr \,'rr. .ir rjJr Rr!i\i.! r!!
is the firstof a two-partserlesde( :rr.r.rtr Orr iil.rto; ( irLrit
I
scribing deslgn rssues related to
the resi stance-capacity osciIIator.
()::'
(b) June 1951. The Journalissue
descriilng the HP 202A Low-Frequency Function Generator.This
instrumenthad a frequencyrange
of 0.01Hzto 1 kHz.(c) Nov. 1965.
Ihis lssue descrlbes a successor
to the HP 202A, the HP 33004
Low-FrequencyFunctionGenerator. Thebasic instrumentprovided
(b)
sine,square,and triangularwaves
throughouta frequencyrange of 0.01 Hz to 100 kHz. fhe Journalcover shows some of the waveformsthat could be
aeneratedwith this instrument.

':5--

tion committee consisted of 20 or more individuals who had been
with HP for a long time and who had a broad perspective on the
technological history of HP. The collection begins with the resistance-capacity oscillator (November 1949) and ends with an article
on a new plotting technology (October 1981). Bill Hewlett wrote
the introduction, describing the history behind each of the products included in the book.
What follows is a synopsis of some of the Journal issues and
technical areas covered in Inventions of Opportunity, and of some
significant /ournol issues published since October 1981. The discussion also shows what has happened to a particular product
line since it first appeared in the pages of the /ournoi. Because of
space limitations we can only show the front covers of the /ournol
issues being discussed, but these covers are interesting in themselves, because in addition to showing the product or something
about it, they also show the changes in the style of the /ournol
over the years.
Signal Sources
Many of the HP /ourno.l issues in 1949 described products that
had been developed years earlier. The most famous of these products was the resistance-capacity oscillator, HP's first product. The
RC oscillator had been introduced ten years before the /ournol
article. These two issues discussed the problems that had to be
overcome in designing these instruments, such as extending the
low and high frequency ranges with the components available at
the time. Fig. 2a shows the first of these two issues.
Although HP had oscillators that operated as low as 1 Hz, there
were needs for much lower-frequency sources. A technical paper
from a student contest sponsored by the the San Francisco section
of the IRE (predecessor to the IEEEJ in 1950 described a technique
for extending the range of an oscillator to very low frequencies.
The rights to the technique were acquired from the student and
his professor and very shortly HP developed the HP 202A Low
Frequency Function Generator. This generator also had the ability
to produce triangular and square waveform shapes-a big deal at
the time. See Fig. 2b.
Today, signal sources are usually frequency synthesizers. The
f i r s t s y n t h e s i z e r p r o d u c e d b y H P , t h e H P 5 1 0 0 A / 5 11 0 A F r e q u e n c y
Synthesizer (see Fig. 3), could generate high-stability signals from
0.01 Hz to 50 MHz. It used a direct synthesis approach. Direct
synthesis involves performing a series of arithmetic operarrons on
a signal from a frequency standard to achieve the desired output
frequency. In today's synthesizers, indirect synthesis, which involves deriving the signal from one or more oscillators phaselocked to a reference source, is used. The development of the HP
51004/5110A instrument was the first time HP had made such a
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major commitment to a new technology-the proiect required almost 40-engineer-years of development effort spread over a period
of about three years.3
Microwave Equipment
During World War II, development of microwave systems was
quite intensive. However, after the war many companies dropped
much of their microwave work. HP continued to develop microwave equipment including such items as detectors, standing-wave
indicators, directional couplers, waveguides, and so on, "all with
the aim of simplifying measurement in this very difficult field."a
Microwave products were so pervasive in the early days that out
ol 24 HP Journo.l articles between September 1950 and September
1952, half were devoted to microwave equipment. The /ournol
cover shown in Fig. 4a does not represent a significant product,
but it is representative of the type of /ournol issues published at
the time that covered microwave equipment.
Today with new technologies, HP continues to develop microwave components, signal sources, and measurement instruments.

ft..ftiiinrvil

Fig.3. (a) May 1964. Ihls issue described the HP 5100A1
51 10A FrequencySynthestzerThe unit with all the buttons
(top unit) is the HP 5100A Synthesizerand the unit on the
bottom is the HP 51 10A SynthesizerDriver. The driver untt
containsthe frequencystandard (b) May 7983. Ihis issue
describesa product that shows where we were tn 1983with
regard to frequency synfhesls techniques. The HP 8673A
SynthesizedSignalGenerator,whrch has a frequencyrange
of 2 to 26.6 GHz, is featured.
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Fig. 4. (a) Feb. 1951. fhis rssueexplained HP'sprogram tn
1951 regardingmicrowavewaveguideequipment,and it is
typical of the many Journallssues at the time that featured
microwaveequipment.Among the waveguidesdiscussedrn
this issue,the one with highestrange went to 1B GHz, or 1B
kilomegacycles in the vernacular of the ttme. (b) Nov. 1986
fhls Journalcoyer shows four HP 11970 Serieswaveguide
harmonicmixers.Threeof themhave theirown hornantennas
which come in different stzes for operation rn dtfferent frequency Danos.
One of the bestexamplesof theseeffortsis the HP 11970Series
of waveguideharmonicmixersdescribedin the HP,fournolissue
shown Fig. ab. This issue describesthe effortsby HP Laboratories
and the HP MicrowaveTechnologyDivisionto developsmall-scale
integratedand hybrid circuits that operateat 100GHz and beyond.
Electromagneticenergy in the frequencyrangeof 26 to 300 gigahertz is called millimeterwaves.
Gounters
The first high-speedfrequencycounter, the HP 524A, was deof unknown
velopedin 1951.It revolutionizedthe measurement
frequencies.At the time, frequency measurementrequired three
separatepiecesof equipment-a frequencystandard,an interpolating system,and a detector.The technologyfor the HP 524A came
from an instrument called a scaler,a frequency-dividinginstru-

ment capable of dividing quantities of pulses by an arbitrary factor,
usually 10" or 2". The HP 520A, a 10-MHz scaler that provided
the technology for the HP 524A, consisted of two decades, giving
a scalingfactor of one hundred, so that for every 100 pulses applied
to the scaler a single output pulse was generated. This scaler was
intended for the nuclear instrumentation market. Conventional
scalers at the time operated to about 100,000 counts per second.
T h e H P 5 2 0 A c o u l d b e u s e d a s a p r e s c a l e rt h a t c o u l d a c c e p t c o u n t
r a t e s a s h i g h a s 1 0 m i l l i o n c o u n t s p e r s e c o n d a n d s c a l et h e m d o w n
b y a f a c t o r o f 1 0 0 t o b e f e d i n t o c o n v e n t i o n a l s c a l e r s .T h e H P 5 2 0 A
was successfully developed, but the need for it never materialtzed."
The technology of the HP 520A was combined with a very accur a t e t i m e g a t ec i r c u i t t o p r o d u c e t h e H P 5 2 4 A . T h e c o m p l e t e c o u n t ing circuit for the HP 5244. consisted of eight cascaded scalers.
All the scalers generated one output pulse for every ten counts.
The first two scalers produced their counts on a panel meter and
the remaining six displayed their counts in neon lights.
With more functionality and greater capabilities provided by
firmware and new circuit technologies, counter technology has
come a long way since the HP 524.4 as evidenced by the descendants described in the HP,fournol issues shown in Fig. 5.
Oscilloscopes
Technical innovation is not always the resuit of a major
technological breakthrough. Sometimes it is simply the application of old or existing concepts in different ways and possibly
with new technologies. The HP 185A/187A Sampling Oscilloscope
was just such an example of using an existing concept. The concept
was waveform sampling, a technique that had been used earlier
in the power generation field to measure the waveform of an alternator. The technique had proven to be applicable to very highspeed signals, and the HP 185A/187A was the first practical application of this concept to measuring periodically recurring
waveforms. In the instrument, the sampling technique used a
stroboscopic approach to reconstruct the input waveform. In reconstructing the waveform, the sampling circuit was turned on
for a very short interval. The waveform voltage at that instant was
measured and the CRT spot was positioned to correspond to the
sampled amplitude. This process was repeated on the next cycle
of the waveform except at a later point than the first sample.
Continuing in this way the sampling scope reconstructed the entire
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Fig. 5. (a) Jan. 1951. fhis lssue
''r
l':
describesthe HP 524A High,r",''"''r1'
Speed Frequency Counter. The
',., ', . i
counterprovided frequency mea..
'l
l . r. :, '
surementup to 10 MHz and five
selectable sampling periods:
: r. :: . ,
0 . 0 0 1, 0 . 0 1, 0 . 1, 1. 0 ,a n d 1 0 . 0s e c onds.(b)Juty 1975 TheHP532BA
: .
I..JniversalCounter has a direct
countfrequencyrangeof 100 MHz
'tl$f,
(512 MHz with a special option),
.tlit1
{rg*{t
a period resolutionof 100 ns (10
ns with a special module), and
isi
other functions such as time interval averaging,totaltze,ratto,and so on. The HP Journalcover shows the counter'soptionalmodules superimposed
on a backgroundshowingthe counter'sinterior.(c) Feb. 1989.The latestcontnbuttonto frequencyand time measurement, the HP 5371A Frequencyand Time lnterval Analyzer.The cover shows a sculpture in plasticof the ctrcuit
diagram of a zero-dead-timecounter,a key componentin the HP 53714. The HP 53774 uses a method known as
continuous measurement technology. The zero-dead-time counters implemented with high-speed integrated circuits
make one measurementafter anotherwithoutstopping. Like the HP 5244, thtstnstrumenthas a/so made it easier to
make certainfrequencyand timing measurementsthat were formerlydiffrcultor rmpossible.
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Fig. 6. (a) March 1960. fhis Journal lssue descrlbes the HP
1BSA|1B7A Oscr//oscope. Also in this lssue is an article describing the phenomenon of reverse conducting diodes and
how the new sampling scope was used lo obserye this
phenomenon. (b) April 1986. This Journal issue descrlbes
the HP 54100A1D and HP 54111D Digitizing Osct//oscopes.
The cover shows fhe display of the HP 54110D, and in front
of the display are the seven hybrid clrcuits used in each
instrument.
input waveform.
At the time the sampling scope was produced, most scopes had
a top frequency of 5o to 100 MHz. The sampling technology enabled the HP 185A"/1874 to provide a SOO-MHz upper limit. Sampling technology was also applied to other instruments such as
the HP 8405A RF Vector Voltmeter (May 1966), the HP 3406A
Voltmeter (luly 1966), and the sampling plug-ins for the HP 140A
and 141A oscilloscopes (October 1966J. The latter had a range of
dc to 12.4 GHz.
Today we have digitizing oscilloscopes that still employ the
waveform sampling concept but use more advanced technologies
and digital techniques to operate on the signal as opposed to pure
analog signal processing in the older scopes. The HP 541004 and
54110D Digitizing Oscilloscopes (Fig. 0b) are the best examples
of these new oscilloscopes. These scopes have capabilities such
as a 1-GHz range and a 35O-picosecond rise time (4 nanoseconds
for the the HP 185Ah87A oscilloscopes). These digitizing scopes
use a sampling technique that reconstructs the input signal from
a series of samples taken at random points on the waveform.

out of 83 articles, 31 articles or 37o/ofeatured computation products.
Although HP's computer products also include all the peripheral
items that go with a computer, such as terminals, printers, disk
drives, and different types of input devices, this section will focus
only on computers and calculators, Since computers are worthless
without software, a section on software is also included.
Calculators
The story of HP's entry into the calculator business started in
1965 with the development of the HP 9100A Calculator. Four
ingredients helped to puII this product together. The first ingredient was the product of a young inventor who had perfected a
simple calculator using reverse Polish notation. At about the same
time another inventor brought to the attention of HP management
another prototype calculator that could calculate transcendental
functions-this
was the second ingredient. The third ingredient
was the recognition that these two inventions could be brought
together to build a powerful calculator. The last important ingredient was the availability of a project already under way at HP to
develop a read-only memory (ROM). This ROM, which was composed of 32,267 bits, was eventually used to store all the calculating
and display routines for the HP 9100A. Two major problems had
to be overcome by the HP 9100A development team. The first was
packing eight circuit boards (remember the read/write memory
was magnetic core and the control logic diode-resistor logic), a
power supply, a CRT, a magnetic card reader, and a keyboard into
a package 8/e inches high, 16 inches wide, and 19 inches deep.
For the technology available at the time this was quite a challenge.
The second major challenge was compressing 27 floating-point
arithmetic operations and functional computations into 4K bytes
of ROM. This is quite an accomplishment when you consider that
software engineers today consider it a challenge to fit a simple
application into 1 Mbyte of memory.
The HP 91004 was a very easy to use, programmable calculator
that had 196 program steps, 27 single-keystroke mathematical operations including trigonometric and logarithmic operations, and
instructions and constants for repetitive operations. Single-keystroke computation is not a big deal today; in fact, we take it for
granted, but before the HP 9100A, to do anything more than a simple
addition or subtraction was a multistep, error-prone process.
The successor to the HP 9100A. the HP-35. the first handheld
scientific calculator, turned out to be one of the most successful
products ever introduced by HP. Fig. 7b shows the HP /ournol
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Computation
It is probably a gross understatement to say that the field of
computation, which includes calculators, computers, peripherals,
and associated technologies, has gone through some dramatic
changes since the days of the ENIAC. The ENIAC computer, which
began operation in 1946, weighed 30 tons, consumed 150 kW,
contained 18,000 vacuum tubes, and could perform 400 multiplications or 5,000 additions per second. Contrast this with one HP
Precision Architecture NMOS-m single-chip CPU, which contains
115,000 transistors packed onto a square die measuring 8.4 mm
on a side, weighing just a few ounces and consuming less than
L2 watts in a pin-grid array package, and capable of executing 7
MIPS fmillion instructions per second). This may seem like comparing an elephant to an ant. However, it does illustrate how far
this field has come in a little over 40 years.
Before the introduction of the HP 3000 Computer in 1973, HP
was regarded as strictly an instrumentation company. Today computation products make up over 60% of HP's sales and orders.
This change has been reflected in the pages of the HP /ournol. For
instance, in 1970, out of 25 articles, only five articles or 2oo/o
featured something about computation products, whereas in 1980,
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(a)

Fig.7. (a) Sept. 7968. This entirelssue was devoted to the
HP 9100A Calculator.The cover showsthe f inal test area for
the calculator.Theprice for the HP 9100Awas $4900.00.(b)
June 1972 fhe HP Journalissue descrlbingthe HP-35.The
HP-35cost $395 at introduction.

Hlt\vl!,"ff-lr,\{rtiuiD,olIINAI
Fig.8. (a) March 1967.Ihe lssue
describing the HP 21 16A Computer. The cover shows some of the
integrated circuits used in the
computer. The machine could
handle up to 32K bytes of magnetic core memory with a 1.6-ps
cycle time. The HP 21 164 also
came with a softvvarepackage
that included a Fortran compiler,
an assembler, a symbolic editor,
and a basic control system(a very
(b)
primitive operating system). (b)
,di
Oct. 1971. The cover shows a
mockup of the front-panel buttons of the HP 21004 Computer, and inside the plastic box are two boards containing
the micrcprocessor, which was the heart of the machine. The machine contained a special emulator to emulate the
earlierHP 2116AComputer.Theinstructionset for the HP 2100Awas decoded and executedpartly in hardwareand
partly in firmware. This meant that the basic instruction set could be expanded without new hardware. The machine
stl// used magnetic core memory that had a 980 ns cycle time. (c) Oct. 1978. The HP 1000 system, which was
introducedin 1976,was based on a successorto the HP 21 16A, the HP 21MX Computer.The HP 1000provided a
complete package---<omputer system, a set of standard computer peripherals, the RTE-IVoperating system, and
other sofNvare.The display shows the output of a utility that monitored the activities of the RTE-IVoperating system.
The HP 21MX F-Seriesmachinehad a systemcycle time of 420 ns and a maximummemorysize of 1280Kbytes in
the mainframe. The memory technology was semiconductor dynamic RAM.
issue that described the HP-35. The HP-35 provided 17 arithmetic,
trigonometric, and logarithmic functions, and functions for data
storage and positioning. It was battery-powered, weighed nine
ounces, was small enough to fit in a shirt pocket, and computed
answers to 10 significant digits. At the time the development of
the HP-35 began, it was estimated that if 10,000 units could be
sold in the first year the program would be a success. HP sold
over 100,000 units the first year. The HP-35 completely supplanted
the major computational device for engineers and scientists, the
slide rule.

Computers
alsostartedin 1965
HP'sinvolvement
in the computerbusiness
project at HP Laboratories and a young enwith a minicomputer
gineer with a PhD in computer science (a rare degree in 1965).
HP Laboratories carried the research far enough to demonstrate
the feasibility of the proiect, and because of customers' increasing
demands for automated testing, the proiect was given the go-ahead.
At the time there was a separate HP organization called Dymec
that was responsible for doing work related to automated testing,
so the responsibility for computer development was transferred
from HP Laboratories to Dymec.
HP 2116A. The minicomputer project at Dymec produced HP's
first computer, the HP 2116A, in November 1966 (see Fig. 81.
Emphasis was placed on the fact that HP was not in the computer
business, but that the HP 2116A was intended for instrument
automation. Since the machine was intended for instrument automation it was ruggedized to operate under the same environmental
conditions as HP's instruments. This gave the HP 2116,4' a good
reputation for reliability.
One of these early automated system applications was the HP
8542A Automatic Network Analyzer (February 1970). The HP
8542A was a combination of microwave test equipment and a
computer that was used for characterizing RF and microwave devices. The system was configured either with an HP 21148 or an
HP 21168, two descendants of the HP 2116,\. This system demonstrated the advantages oI connecting a collection of instruments
to a computer specially tailored for instruments.
Despite the emphasis on using the HP 21164 for instrumentation

systems, one of its early successors, the HP 21168, was used to
build a time-sharing system. The system was called the HewlettPackard Model 2000A Time-Shared BASIC System (July 1968),
and was capable of handling 16 users at once. The terminals were
teletypewriters and a special teleprinter multiplex card occupied
one I/O slot in the host computer to service all sixteen terminals.
For direct connection, the system could handle terminals up to
one mile away, and for longer distances voice-grade telephone
coupling equipment was used. One interesting application of this
system was computer-assisted instruction (CAII (February 1971).
The HP/CAI system used an HP 20008 system that could handle
up to 32 users. The system provided mathematics drills and practice programs for elementary school children.
The HP 2116A eventually evolved into the HP 2100A (see Fig.
ab), the 21MX, the HP 1000 fsee Fig. Bc), and today the HP 1000
A-Series machines (February 1984). These systems continue to be
used for real-time applications, such as automatic test systems
and data acquisition and control systems.
HP 3000. In 1.972 HP introduced its first small general-purpose
computer system, the HP 3000 (see Fig. 9). The HP 3000 was a
significant milestone because it was HP's first entry into the busi-

Fig. 9. Jan. 1973. This is not
an organist in concert, but a
system administratorsitting at
the system console for the HP
3000ComputerSystem.On the
table on each side are control
panels used for system maintenanceand systemcheckout.
ln the background is the HP
3000 and some of the peripherals typicallyconnected to the
system(catd reader, cartildge
disk, paper tape reader and
punch, and so on).
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Fig. 10. (a) Au7.1985. Thiswasthefirstof a serlesof Journal
issues covenng HP Precision Architecture. This particular
issue introduced the major design principles associated with
H P P re c ision Ar ch itectu rc. The re is a dlscusslon of th e ge ne al ogy of computer architectures from von Neumann to HP Precision Architecture. (b) Sept. 19B7.Ihls lssue descrlbes the
NMOS-lll implementation of HP Precision Architecture computers. The cover shows the processor boards for the HP
9000 Model 825 and the HP 9000 Model 850S|HP 3000 Series
950, and an unmounted pin-grid array package housing an
NMOS-lll VLSI chip

p
n,

ness computer market, and it was a major change from HP's traditional electronic test and measurement instrumentation
business. The HP 3000 was also HP's first truly integrated software
and hardware design. Unlike many computers of the past, it was
not built by hardware engineers and then turned over to the software engineers to see what they they could do with it-it had the
total involvement of both teams in the design. The HP 3000 had
features that in the early 1970s were only found in large mainframes, including:
r A hardware stack architecture and virtual memory
r Separation of code and data
r Automatic relocation of programs and data
r Reentrancy to permit code sharing
r Recursion to allow a routine to call itself.
The operating system for this machine, the HP 3000 MPE [MuItiprogramming Executive) provided time-sharing and batch processing concurrently. The MPE operating system has evolved into
MPE XL, which runs on the new HP Precision Architecture
machines.
fIP Precision Architecture.
HP's Precision Architecture is still
technological history in the making. Research on the architecture
started in 1981 and was known within HP as the Spectrum program
(see Fig. 10a). It was the largest development program ever undertaken by HP. HP Precision Architecture fits loosely within the
class known as reduced instruction set computers, or RISCs, and
it takes full advantage of VLSI and new software technologies. It
does not, however, depend on any particular circuit technology,
so instead of being rendered obsolete by the inevitable development of new circuit technologies in the future, it allows designers
to exploit new technologies for increased performance gains.
The first systems with the new architecture were introduced in
1986 and included the HP 9000 Model 840 technical computer
and the HP 3000 Series 930 commercial system. The Model A+O
ran the HP-UX operating system and the Series 930 ran the MPE
XL operating system. Both systems used the same processor which
is based on a relatively old-fashioned integrated circuit technology,
TTL, and yet achieves an average performance rating of 4.5 MIPS,
about four times that of the fastest of HP's orevious-seneration
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machines. In 1987 two more HP Precision Architecture systems
(the FIP 3000 Series 950 and HP 9000 Model 8505) were introduced, using HP's proprietary NMOSJII integrated circuit technology (see Fig. 1Ob). The system processing units, or SPUs, in both
systems are the same. These systems verified the point that HP
Precision Architecture is portable over different integrated circuit
technologies. The VLSI development involved 12 chips with up
to 150 thousand transistors per chip and was the largest multichip
VLSI project HP has undertaken to date.
The saga of HP Precision Architecture computers continues with
higher performance being achieved with faster VLSI parts, bigger
caches, floating-point coprocessors, and other enhancements. For
instance, one of the Iatest versions, the system processing unit for
the HP 3000 Series 935 and the HP 9000 Model 835. has been
benchmarked at 14 MIPS (June 1989).
Software
Software today is like the knobs and dials on instruments. It is
expected to be there and provide the human interface to the
machine. At the time HP started to develop and produce computers
(1966), most work in computers at the time focused on commercial
and business applications and special-purpose machines for military applications. There were, however, many innovative concepts
in use and being developed. For example, the technique of virtual
memory was being developed to get around the problem of limited
core memory space, and high-level languages such as Fortran,
BASIC, and Algol were beginning to be accepted as standards for
interfacing to computers.
Since the HP 2116A was strictly intended as an instrumentation
computer aII of the software development was focused on making
it easy for the machine to communicate effectively with instruments. As a result, many of the early /ournol articles on software
were about software for automatic test and measurement systems
(see Fig. 11a). With the introduction of the HP 3000 Computer
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Fig. 11. (a) Nov. 1968. The flrsf HP Journalarticle in which
a softwarcproduct made the front cover and where a software
product filled half of the issue. HP's motivationfor developing
a BASIC(Beginner's All-purposeSymbolic lnstruction Code)
compiler grew out of the need to provide HP 21 164 users
with a simple interface to the machine for writing programs
for automatic testing. The project started in May 1967 with
the goal of developing a single-terminal BASIC compiler to
run on any HP computer having at /east 8K bytes of core
memoty and an ASF-33 teletypewriter. (b) July 1974. This
issue contained an article on the HP lmagel3000 Data Base
ManagementSystem.Theimageson the head are supposed
to representinformationthat mustbe organized,made readily
available to those who need it, and protected from those who
don't---capabilitiesinherent in lmage.

System, HP was officially in the computer business and therefore
in the software business (see Fig. 11b). One software product, the
HP Image/3000 Data Base Management System, was rated the best
in its class for three consecutive years by Datapro International
(seeFig. 11c).
Today at HP, software design and development occupy the same
level of importance as many hardware developments of the past.
One area where this is noticeable is in instrument design and
development. Since the introduction of microprocessors into instruments, firmware routines have added a large amount of functionality to instruments and in some cases replaced some functions
formerly performed in hardware. As a result, almost every new
instrument development has a complement of hardware and software design engineers working in parallel to develop an instrument. The synergism between hardware and software engineers
was evident in the development of HP Precision Architecture discussed earlier.
/ournol pages for the last five or six years have reflected the
increasing importance of software in HP. In some cases over half
an issue has been devoted to software products and research efforts.
Components
In the mid-1950s HP established a semiconductor operation to
design and produce special-purpose diodes for use in instruments.
Commercial diodes, although less expensive, did not have the
performance required for HP instruments. To gain a foothold in
the rapidly emerging field of semiconductors, a subsidiary called
HP Associates was founded in 1961. The purpose of this organization was to perform research, development, and manufacturing in
the semiconductor field (see Fig. 12). Today there are many entities
within HP doing this type of work. The components produced by
these organizations form the cornerstone of many HP productsfrom instruments to computers (see Fig. 13).
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Fig. 12. (a) Dec. 1965.Thecovershowsthe energydiagram
for a Schottky barrier. This issue describes the hot-carrier
drode,a device that was used as a very fast detector,as a
microwave mixer, and as a switch. Hot-carrier diodes were
distinguished from conventionalsemiconduclors at the time
in that thejunclion consisted of a metal and a semiconductor
rather than two semiconductors.(b) Feb. 1969. The cover
shows the HP Model 5082-7000 Numeric lndicator, a small,
low-power, all-semiconductor module, which used four-line
binary-coded-decimalinput signalsto display digits 0through
9 as an array of brightly glowing red dots. Each red dot ls a
GaAsPlight-emittingdiode. Today one can get LEDsin other
colors besides rcd, and the new red AlGaAsLEDs(August
19BB)are bright enough to be constderedfor such applications as light bulbs in automotive tail lights, airport markers,
and traffic sionals.

Fig. 13. Aug. 1982.Thecover
shows a solarized version of
the profile of a trilayer process
after reactive ion etching of the
bottom polymer layer. This
lssue descrlbes HP current
and future efforts in integrated
circuit process technology,
particularly in the area of very
Iarge-scale integration (VLSI)
In instruments, special thin-film and thick-film hybrid packages
containing such things as amplifiers and samplers are used to
lower costs and improve performance. Likewise, in computer
products, VLSI (very large-scale integration) circuits implement
fast floating-point processors, ALUs, and other circuits. VLSI circuits are also being incorporated into instruments to supplant
functions formerly performed by discrete hardware or by software.
Not to be Forgotten
There are many more product innovations that appeared in the
HP /ournol that can be considered to have made significant contributions to the technological history of Hewlett-Packard, but
there is not enough room in this article to discuss them. Therefore,
to ensure that these products are not forgotten the following is a
list of these products and their associated HP /ourno.l references.
r HP 8551Ai851,tMicrowave SpectrumAnalyzer (August 1964)
r HP 5000.4 Logic Analyzer (October 1973)
r Time-Domain Reflectometry
a HP 14154 Time-Domain Reflectometer Plug-in
(February 1964)
tr HP 8145A Optical Time-Domain Reflectometer
(December 1988)
r HP 5525A Laser Interferometer (August 1970)
r HP 3406A Broadband Sampling Voltmeter (July 1966)
r HPIB (IEEE 488 and IEC 625)(October 1972, January 1975)
r Chemical Analysis Instruments
n HP 84504 Spectrophotometer (February 1980)
tr HP 1090 Liquid Chromatograph (April 19841
r Medical Instrumentation and Systems
o HP Model 4721OA Capnometer (CO, Analyzer)
(September 1981)
E HP 77O2OA Ultrasound Imaging System (October 1983)
I Printers
I HP Thinklet (thermal inkjet printer)(May 1985)
n HP DeskJet and HP PaintJet printers (September 1989,
October 1989]
r Plotters
D HP's low-mass, low-inertia plotting technology
fOctober 1981)
tr HP 7580A Drafting Plotter (November 19811
References
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A ModularFamilyof High-Performance
SignalGenerators
Threesignalgenerators,each designedfor a particulartype
user
of applicationand each offeringseveraloptions,letthe
choose and pay for exactly the capability required.
by Michael D. McNamee and David L. Platt

DVANCES IN DIGITAL AND RF TECHNOLOGY
over the last decade have made the RF signal
generatora common tool on the workbenches of
design engineers. High-quality commercially available
generators offer excellent frequency stability, wide tuning
range, reasonable switching speed, and a broad array of
modulation types, includingAM, FM, OM, and pulse. However, while LSI and design for manufacturability have
brought down the price of the typical generator, most of
these signal generators are general-purpose in nature and
users are often forced to pay for performance that they
don't need.
As test system complexity grows, the need to reduce both
the price and the rack space of each piece of test equipment
becomes critical. This requirement is the driving force behind such externally modular schemes as the VXIbus and
the HP Modular Measurement System. Modularity offers
the flexibility to tailor a system more specifically to a given
application. With this in mind, HP has developed a new
family of internally modular signal generators called the
Performance Signal Generators (PSG). The three members
of this family are the HP 86444 1-GHz or 2-GHz Synthesized Signal Generator (Fig. 1), the HP 86454 1-GHz or
2-GHz Agile Signal Generator (Fig. 2), and the HP 8665A
4.2-GHz Synthesized Signal Generator (Fig. 3J.
These three signal generators are designed for three specific application segments. The HP 86444 is for the tradi-
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tional out-of-channel transceiver test applications. The HP
8645A Agile Signal Generator is focused on frequency agile
transceiver testing. The HP 86654 is designed for high-performance applications up to 4.2 GHz, particularly radar,
telemetry, and spurious testing of UHF transceivers.
The internal modularity of the three PSGs allows a user
to select among several options for each that provide a
wider range of performance at a lower price than a single
high-performance signal generator can provide. The user
pays only for the performance required. Optional capabilities include phase noise enhancement, extended frequency range, numerically synthesized internal modulation, high-performance pulse modulation, and improved
RFI leakage.

User-SelectablePerformanceTrade-Offs
The mostunusualfeatureof all threePSGsis the ability
to make trade-offs among phase noise performance, maximum FM deviation, and switching speed from the front
panel. This is done manually by selecting the desired mode
of operation or automatically by selecting auto mode. When
the PSG is in auto mode, the instrument automatically
selects the mode that allows the lowest phase noise for a
given carrier frequency and selected deviation.
Both the HP 8644A and the HP 8645A offer one standard
and one optional enhanced mode. In the standard enhanced
mode, the typical phase noise at a 20-kHz offset on a L-GHz
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Fig. 1. fhe HP 86444 Synthesized SignalGeneratorcomes in
1-GHzand 2-GHz versionsand is
designed for out-of-channel tr ansceiver testing.
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Fig.2. TheHP 8645AAgile Signal
Generatoris available in 1-GHz
and 2-GHzversions./t rsdesigned
for testing frequency agile transceivers.
carrier is around -134 dBc/Hz.'fhe optional enhanced
mode improves this to -'1.42 dBcftIz. The HP 8665A offers
one optional enhanced mode which improves the typical
ZO-WIz noise on a 1-GHz carrier from - 1,24 dBcftlz to
-L42 dBclIIz. In an enhanced mode, a frequency discriminator detects the FM noise on the internal oscillator
and cancels it in a feedback loop. This lowers the phase
noise substantially over that of the phase-locked oscillator
alone. However, a trade-off is required. The maximum
available FM deviation is lower and frequency switching
time is longer than in the unenhanced mode. Fig. 4 shows
the phase noise obtained with the three available modes
of the HP 8644A.
Surface Mount Technology
For many years, surface mount technology (SMT) has
been used in critical RF circuitry because of its improved
and consistent RF performance. Only recently has it been
recognized that SMT offers improved reliability and lower-

cost parts placement in addition to smaller size. The PSGs
are the first signal generators from HP using SMT extensively, including the power supply and controller. An extensive SMT process center was established specifically
for automatic loading and soldering of the PSG surface
mount assemblies. Electrical designers were asked to converge on a minimum set of "core" SMT components. As a
result, approximately B0% of the components in the PSGs
represent less than 400 SMT components. This approach
reduces the cost traditionally associated with purchasing
and maintaining large numbers of leaded components.
Automatic Calibration
Manual calibration adjustments are time-consuming and
costly. Moreover, the components that allow these adjustments, trimmer potentiometers and capacitors, have higher
failure rates than fixed-value components. For these
reasons, the PSG designers replaced manual adjustments
wherever possible using either precision fixed-value com-

Fig. 3. fhe HP 86654 Syntheis a4.2-GHz
sizedSignalGenerator
instrument designed for radar,
telemetry, and UHF transceiver
testing.
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ponents or digital-to-analogconverters(DACs)controlled
by instrument firmware. As a result, the HP 86444 and HP
86454 have no manual adjustments.All calibrationis done
automatically by the microprocessorcontroller using precision internal sourcesand calibration data stored in EEPROM.Even with its complex YIG circuitry, the HP 8665A
only requires a few manual adjustmentsfor calibration.
Single-Loop Design Concept
All three PSGsare based on the same fundamental frequency synthesis scheme, shown in Fig. 5. This scheme
usesa singlephase-lockedloop (PLL),which is a fractionalN loop of the type used in many earlier HP signal generators. This loop provides the required frequencyresolution
aswell ashighly accuratedigital FM at rateswithin the loop's
approachhasthe adbandwidth. The single-synthesis-loop
vantagesof better spurious performanceand lower overall
cost, parts count, and mechanical complexity. The singleloop approach,with its low referencefrequency,requires
a relatively narrow loop bandwidth to prevent multiplied
referencephase noise from dominating the output phase
noise. This impacts both switching speed and power line
spurious cleanup. The PLL bandwidth of the PSGsvaries
between 750 Hz and 3 kHz.
Single-loop synthesizershave not been widely used in
general-purpose
signalgenerators.Typically, multiple loops
are used--one loop providing frequency modulation,
another providing high-resolution frequency control, and
finally a sum loop, in which the VCO output is mixed with
the outputs of the other loops and fixed referencefrequencies to produce the signal that is fed to the phasedetector.
The reasonthe single-loop approachhas not been used is
that it has been difficult to achieve both fine frequency
resolution and good spurious performancecloseto the carrier at the sametime with a single phase-lockedloop. The
high-resolution fractional divider developedfor the PSGs
overcomestheseproblems,allowing 0.01-Hzfrequencyresolution and spur levels typically lessthan -48 dBc at less
than a 1-kHz offset from a 3-GHz carrier.
This synthesis scheme results in an unusual approach
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to frequency modulation (FM). Traditionally, FM is done
in a phase-locked loop by injecting the modulating signal
into the VCO to generate the FM
in two places-directly
and also into the loop integrator (after integration) to prevent the loop from trying to cancel the FM that was generated within its bandwidth. In the PSG approach, the FM
that occurs within the loop bandwidth is not injected in
an analog fashion, but digitally, by digitizing the FM input
and adding it to the instantaneous frequency data that is
fed into the fractional-N control chip. This ensures that
the loop does not try to remove the FM, since it is programmed to generate the correct instantaneous frequency.
With this scheme, FM occuring at rates well within the
loop bandwidth is done digitally and FM at rates well
above the loop bandwidth is done in the traditional analog

257.5 to 515 MHz
200
kHz

Fractional-N
Divider

Delay
FM
Input

Fig. 5. Ihe same fractional-Nfrequency synthesissystem is
used in all three generctors. However, in the HP 8665A, the
voltage-controlledoscillator (VCO) runs at 3 to 6 GHz.

fashion. A major drawback is that the digital FM is delayed
by 30 microseconds,the time required to digitize it and
clock it into the fractional-N control chip. This results in
a largegroup delay variation, from 30 microsecondsat low
rates to lessthan a microsecondat high rates.For the loop
bandwidth of g kHz, this would causea large FM inaccuracy at rates around 3 kHz. Moreover, such a high group
delay variation would cause excessiveFM distortion for
complex modulating signals. To correct this problem, a
3O-microseconddelay is added into the FM path to the
voltage-controlledoscillator (VCO).This causesall FM to
experiencea 30-microseconddelay, and the variation in
group delay is reduced to only a few microseconds.
HP 8645A Concept
The first of the three PSGsto exit the investigationphase
was the HP 8645A Agile Signal Generator.A basic block
diagram of the HP 8645A is shown in Fig. 6. In addition
to the single PLL describedpreviously, the HP 86454 also
contains one or two delay line frequencydiscriminatorsto
detectand feed back FM noise to the VCO for cancellation.
When operated in mode 1, the HP 8645A uses only the
PLL for frequency stability. This mode offers the fastest
synthesized frequency switching speed and greatestFM
deviation. Mode 2 adds a frequency-lockedloop (FLL) containing a 7O-nanoseconddiscriminator, which improves
the phase noise at the expenseof reduced deviation and
switching speed.Mode 3 addsan optional 140-nanosecond
discriminator which extends this trade-off even further,
reducing the phase noise another B dB.
The HP 8645A also offersa fast frequencyhopping mode
fmode 5). In this mode, the PLL is opened but the 70nanosecondFLL remains connected. Thus, the VCO remains frequencylocked but not phaselocked.Fasthopping
is done using severalDACs to set control and pretune voltagesin the FLL to force the VCO frequencyto changevery
rapidly. The exact control voltagesare determined by the
microprocessorcontroller during a "learn" processprior
to fast hopping.
In the fast hopping mode the frequency can switch in
lessthan 15 microseconds.The frequencyaccuracy,which
is a function of the drift of severalcriiical componentsin
the FLL, is typically better than +1 part per million. Fre-

quency hopping of the HP 8645A is discussedfurther in
the article on page 34.
The VCO output of 515 to 1030MHz is digitally divided
to the desiredoutput frequency (doubling is also available
with Option 002), A switched, half-octavelow-passfilter
follows the divider to reduce harmonics. The signal is
amplified and leveled in an automatic level control (ALC)
loop. AM is performed in the traditional manner within
the ALC loop bandwidth. The loop bandwidth can also be
narrowed greatlyto improve intermodulation performance
to better than - 50 dBc. The output attenuator is a set of
two mechanicalattenuatorsfrom the HP 33320Series.This
is followed by a reversepower protectionrelay that protects
the output from an accidentalapplication of up to 50 watts
of RF.
HP 8644A Concept
It was recognizedthat the single-loop synthesizerwith
discriminator-enhancedspectralpurity is ideal for out-ofchannel transceivertestingbecauseof its ability to achieve
-100 dBc spurious and -734 dBclHz phasenoise at a
reasonablecost. This led to the concept of the HP 8644A
as a cost-reducedversion of the HP 8645,{.
During the investigation phase of the HP 86444 it was
tempting to scaledown someof the common modules such
as the power supply and the microprocessorcontroller,
since that hardware had much more capability than we
actually needed.While this redesignwould have allowed
a lower HP 86444 cost, it would not have allowed some
of the reuse advantagesdiscussed later in this article.
Therefore,we focusedon changesin the VCO and modulation circuitry.
The HP 8644A block diagram is similar to that shown
for the HP 8645A except that the fast hop controller is not
present.The approachtaken was to removeall the circuitry
associatedwith fast frequencyhopping as well asthe highrate FM capability. This allowed us to combine the VCO,
standard discriminator, and phase shifter functions into a
single module. The modulation drive circuitry was greatly
simplified and standardmodulation features,such as FM
preemphasisand internal 300-Hz, 4oo-Hz, 1-kHz, and 3kHz modulation oscillators were added.
The HP 86444 output section is identical to the HP

10 MHz

AM+Reference

Fig. 6. Block diagram of the HP
8645A Agile Signal Generator.
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8645A output section except that an optional high-reliability 1-GHz electronic attenuator (Option 005) is also available. This attenuator uses pin diodes instead of mechanical
switches and is identical to the attenuator used in the HP
8657,{ Synthesized Signal Generator.
HP 8665A Concept
The HP 8665A concept was driven by two factors. First,
users find it increasingly necessary to push RF signal
generator performance into the low microwave region. For
example, 900-MHz radio manufacturers need spurious testing capability to at least 4 GHz. Spurious testing requires
precise level control to very low signal levels and low
adjacent channel spurious content. The HP 8665A's - 100dBc spurious performance and t1-dB level accuracy at 3
GHz allow these high-performance measurements.
The second driving factor was the desire for high reuse
of the single-loop, discriminator-enhanced PSG block diagram. By using whole modules from the other PSG projects
along with a few special modules, the HP 8665A development required far less in engineering resources than would
have been required if the product had been designed "from
scratch."
The HP 8665A block diagram , Fig. 7 , is very straightforward. The synthesis is accomplished by a single phaselocked loop. A phase-noise-selected YIG oscillator running
from 3 to 6 GHz is prescaled by four with a specially developed GaAs divider to 750 to 1500 MHz. A silicon ECL
divider further divides the signal to the phase detector
module input frequency of 257.5 to 515 MHz.
The phase detector module is the same fractional-N module used by the HP 86444 and HP 86454. This module is
highly complex and handles much of the FM function as
well as the loop synthesis.
FM is added to the YIG's output via two paths. For dc
and low frequencies the modulation signal is applied to
the fractional-N divider by digitizing the signal. At higher
modulation frequencies, the modulation is applied outside
the loop bandwidth through the YIG driver. A detailed
discussion of the synthesis section can be found in the
article on page 37.
The spectral purity of the HP 86654 can be enhanced
with the use of a discriminator attached to the input to the
phase detector module. The error signal generated by the
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discriminator is an indication of the phase noise content
of the synthesis loop and is applied through the YIG driver
to reduce the noise of the output. The discriminator module
is another of the common assemblies developed for the
PSG family.
To allow phase noise to be scaled with frequency, the
output section is constructed around a hybrid approach
found in most of HP's high-performance RF generators. For
frequencies from 187.5 MHz to 42OOMHz, the signals are
derived by frequency division. For the highest octaves, the
frequency division is done by the GaAs divider in the synthesis loop. To preserve the FM deviation at lower frequencies, a heterodyne approach is used below 187.5 MHz. A
1-GHz reference is developed from the 10-MHz time base
and this signal is mixed with a 1000-to-1187.S-MHz frequency range produced by a divider in the output section
to form the output signal. The HP 8665A output system is
discussed in the article on page 42.

Common Hardware
The following sections describe hardware that is used
in all three PSG products.

Fractional-NModule
ThePSGfractional-Nmoduleperformsthefractionaldivision, phase detection, and integration functions of the
PSG phase-lockedloop. It also digitizes the low-rate FM
and sums it with the desired frequency information. The
RF input is 257.5 to 515 MHz and the referenceinput is a
200-kHz pulse train supplied from the referencemodule
by dividing down the 10-MHz time-base.The fractional-N
board,shown in Fig. 8, is a six-layerClassIII printed circuit
board. This board is extremely complex, and becauseof
the relatively high referencefrequency, required several
iterations to reduce the fractional-N spurious below -60
dBc.
Two custom integrated circuits, which can be seen in
Fig. B, make this level of complex synthesiscircuitry possible. The first is a four-watt ECL gatearray, which performs
the fractional division (+N.FJ.The secondis the fractionalN control chip, which combines the FM input with the
desired carrier frequency and controls the fractional division.

Fig. 7. Block diagram of the
HP 86654 Synthesized Signal
Generator.

Fractional frequency division generates spurious signals,
as already indicated. A technique known as automatic
phase interpolation (API) allows these spurs to be largely
cancelled. This cancellation requires extremely precise
control of very small currents, and is only effective to - 50
to - 60 dBc. The API correction in the PSG uses an automatic spur nulling technique in which the spurs are synchronously detected and the API currents are adjusted to
minimize the spur levels. For more information, see the
box on page 28.
PSG Modulation Oscillator
Early in the PSG development we realized that simulating complex modulation signals is becoming difficult for
our customers. With the advent of integrated implementations of numerical synthesis techniques, a powerful solution exists. The key synthesis IC developed for the HP
8904A Multifunction Synthesizert was used to build the
PSG's compact and versatile modulation assembly. This
assembly consumes little more than 15 square inches of
board space yet allows synthesized modulation signals
from dc to 400 kHz. Square waves and Gaussian noise can
be generated in addition to sine waves. The oscillator can
produce two simultaneous waveforms to emulate many
signaling tones and it can internally modulate itself. Modulation waveforms such as those used in aircraft VOR and
ILS applications can now be generated totally inside the
signal generator.
PSG Front Panel
The PSG front panel assembly deviates from those found
on previous generatorsin two ways. An in-depth reliability
study showed that keyswitch problems accounted for a
disproportionately high number of failures. This drove our
choice of rubber keyswitches for the front panel. Rubber
keyswitches have been shown to have a very low failure
rate compared with their mechanical counterparts.
The other area of difference is the use of vacuum fluorescent displays. These devices are rugged and reliable, and

Fig. 8. fwo custom /Cs, an ECL gate array and a control
chip,makethe smallsizeof thefractional-Nmodule possible.

have very high readability. Special consideration was given
to their driving waveshapes to minimize RFI emissions
from the generator and RFI effects on the low-spurious
circuitry inside the product.
PSG Microprocessor Controller
The PSG digital control unit controls all of the PSG
hardware. The design is based on an B-MHz Motorola 68000
microprocessor. The control board holds 512K bytes of
ROM, which contains all the instrument control firmware.
This board also contains the HP-IB interface, which uses
a TMS9914. Intenupt handling, timers, and serial communication to the front panel are provided by a Motorola
68901 multifunction peripheral chip. For setting up the RF
hardware and performing diagnostics, the board includes
voltmeter circuitry to measure dc or rms voltages throughout the instrument. The voltmeter and a simple RF detector
provide basic power measurement capability for RF hardware diagnostics.The processorexecution stack and instrument state reside in 64K bytes of static RAM. Store/recall
registers and the instrument state are maintained by a NiCadbattery-backedRAM when the instrument is powered down.
The battery is charged during normal operation by an onboard regulator. The processor communicates with the rest
of the instrument through memory-mapped parallel I/O ports.
PSG Power Supply
The PSG power supply is a linear supply capable of 180
watts distributed among several supply voltages. The supply is designed for extremely low levels of conducted and
radiated line-related spurious outputs. Careful attention
was paid to the layout to minimize magnetic loops and
ensure that sensitive circuitry and noisy rectifier circuits
did not have common ground return paths.
The PSG power supply contains circuitry to shut down
the supply when the internal temperature exceeds safe
limits. This can occur, for example, if the airflow from the
fan is interrupted. Circuitry also exists to vary the fan speed
with temperature to improve instrument reliability at high
temperatures while maintaining a quiet fan at room temperature. Precision reference ICs are used in the regulators to
avoid manual adiustments of the supply voltages.
Modularity Effects in Development
An important benefit of internal modularity lies in the
resulting potential for reuse of circuitry among instruments. One of the primary PSG design goals was to make
as much hardware and firmware as possible common to
all three PSGs. Using this approach, the development of
these three high-performance products took place almost
as quickly as a single product, and used only slightly more
resources.
Probably the most difficult phase in a product's development is the production buildup. Unforseen yield and process problems show up, along with design tolerance problems in mechanical parts as a greater number of parts are
processed. Debugging and streamlining of test and assembly procedures is required. This phase takes a lot of time
and resources and anything that can be done to shorten
this critical learning process will help.
The modularity of the PSG family was an important ad-
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vantage in this phase. Because of the high degree of reuse,
we are able to build all three signal generators on the same
production line using the same assembly processes and
test equipment. Even in the product-specific modules, designers were constrained to use a common pool of surface
mount parts and design techniques. The result was that,
while it took more effort to handle all three products initially, the overall time to get through the learning process
was much shorter than it would have been with three very
different products produced on their own production lines.
The development effort for the PSG family was organized
into three separate concurrent projects. In addition to product-specific modules, each project developed one or more
of the modules used in all three signal generators. The HP
8644A project developed the fractional-N synthesis circuitry. The HP 8645A project developed the power supply,
microprocessor controller, and low-noise frequency discriminator. The HP 8665A project developed the front
panel and numerical-synthesis modulation source. This
concurrent development required a high degree of discipline on the part of the project designers to reuse hardware
and firmware and to resist the urge to optimize by redesigning.

Another key component of this concurrent development
was interproject communications and management. The
magnitude of the overall management task was much
greater than originally thought. It was necessary to maintain
rigid, detailed I/O specifications on each assembly, In addition, all three project managers met regularly with their
section manager and with manufacturing, marketing, QA,
and finance people.
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FirmwareDevelopmentfor Modular
Instrumentation
Of threemajorsubsyslemsin the Performance
Signal
Generatorcontrolfirmware,only one containsinstrumentspecificcode. Additionalhardwareand firmwarefor
calibrationand diagnosticpurposesprovideimportant
customerand productionbenefits.
by Kerwin D. Kanago, Mark A. Stambaugh,and Brian D. Watkins

HE PERFORMANCESIGNAL GENERATOR(PSG)
product line described in this issue representsan
internally modular platform approach to the development of signal generators. There are currently three
full-function signal generators in this family, each with a
number of options. The similarities between these signal
generators, including a Iarge amount of shared RF hardware, suggests that the firmware to control them can be
shared or highly leveraged between versions. This is in
fact the case.
The major design objectives for the control firmware
were:
r Reuse as much firmware as possible to reduce development and test time relative to developing three different
sets of signal generator firmware.
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I Structure the firmware so that it can be extended to allow
for future versions and options.
r Give the three instruments a common look and feel from
the front panel.
r Use consistent symbolic HP-IB control language and formats for all three signal generators that could also be
used in future signal generators.
Since reuse was a key issue in PSG control firmware
development, the majority of the control firmware was written in a high-level language. Only time-critical routines,
code that directly interfaces with hardware, and certain
Iibrary routines were written in assembly code. The control
firmware for all three PSG instruments consists of L00
KNCSS (thousands of noncomment source statementsl of
Pascal source code and B KNCSS of assembly language

source code. The firmware executes on a 68000 microprocessor with 512K bytes of ROM and 64K bytes of RAM.
Control Firmware Architecture
The control firmware for the PSG family is partitioned
into three major subsystems (Fig. 1). They are the KRNL
(operating system kernel), the UI (user interface), and the
RFHI (RF hardware interface). The KRNL contains the
operating system, support libraries, and low-level I/O drivers. It passes input data from the front panel and HP-IB to
the UI. The UI takes character data from the KRNL and
converts it to internal instrument commands with parameters which are passed to the RFHI. The UI also formats
data to be output via the HP-IB IEEE 4BB, IEC 625) or
displayed on the front panel. The RFHI section takes commands from the UI, range checks the parameters, and configures the hardware appropriately. The RF hardware interface also stores the current instrument configuration.
To keep the interface between subsystems small and
well-defined, the KRNL. UI, and RFHI communicate
through a command interface. Each major subsystem has
a do-commandprocedure, which has two parameters. The
first parameter is an element of an enumerated type which
defines internal instrument commands. The second parameter is a pointer to any data needed with this command.
For example, the KRNL may pass a character to the UI by
calling the procedure Ul-do-command,with the command
Parse-HP-lB-character,
and a pointer to the character to parse.
The type of data pointed to by the second parameter depends on the command. It may point to a real, integer,
Boolean, enumerated, or structured type. It may also be a
nil pointer with commands like PreseLthe-instrumenlstate,
which need no data.
The KRNL is identical for all three PSG instruments,
since they all share a common microprocessor board and
operating system. Although there are some differences in
the operation of the three instruments, they also share a
common UI. Where the three instruments have different
ranges for the same setting, such as the allowable frequency
range, the user interface accepts any value for frequency
and passes it to the RFHI. The RFHI determines whether
that value is acceptable for that instrument, and either sets
the hardware to that value or signals the user interface to
show an error message. Each instrument has one or more
functions not found in the others. The user interface will
always accept the commands to operate these functions,
but the RFHI will signal an error if the function is not
available.
Differences in the RF hardware of the three signal
generators required three different RFHI firmware sections,
which share some of their source code. The amount of
unique source code was minimized to save development
and test time. Since the HP 8645A was developed first, its
firmware was used as a base. The HP 8644A shares much
of the HP 86454 hardware and firmware. It required about
5K lines of HP 8644A-specific firmware. The HP 86654
shares less hardware and required about 14K lines of HP
8665A-specific firmware.

OperatingSystemKernel
TheKRNLcontainsall of the operatingsystem,run-time

libraries, exception processing, and support for the
hardware on the microprocessor board. The code here is
specific to the processor hardware and the execution environment. It is not dependent on the RF hardware being
controlled or how the user controls it.
The KRNL includes low-level I/O drivers for the front
panel and the HP-IB. These drivers implement HP-IB and
front-panel protocols. They pass character data back and
forth between the external world and the user interface
firmware without any knowledge of what the data represents.

UserInterface
Tthe UI manages all interaction with the user. It contains
all of the firmware to parse incoming characters and format
messages to be sent to the front panel or the HPJB. All
information used to parse input and format output is contained in tabular format to allow easy modifications or
addition of features as new options are developed. The
user interace generates commands and parameters for the
RF hardware control firmware.
There are five major sections in the UI (Fig. 2J. They are
the keyword scanner, the command parser, the HP-IB output formatter, the keyboard parser, and the display control.
The scanners and parsers process incoming data as it comes
in, rather than after whole messages are received, to give
the fastest possible response. The display section manages
the display, which is accessed via a serial bus, and attempts
to minimize the number of characters sent to the display.
HP-IB Keyword Scanner. Characters from the HP-IB are
passed to a keyword scanner. The scanner converts the
alphanumeric characters to tokens representing keywords.
The scanner is implemented as a state machine, with a tree
of characters in allowable keywords described by a table
in ROM (Fig. e). The scanner walks through this tree structure one character at a time. When the end of a keyword
is encountered, the position on the scanner tree is checked.
If the current position represents a valid keyword, then a
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much like the scanner. However, it accepts tokens rather
than ASCII characters. It walks through a list of valid token
syntax until it encounters invalid syntax or the end of a
command. At that point, if a valid command has been processed, it outputs an internal instrument command to the
RFHI for processing. If the command contains a numeric
parameter, such as a frequency to which to set the signal
generator, the value is passed with the command as its
parameter. The command parser can also generate requests
to the display control to update part or all of the display
and requests to output data to the HPJB as needed. The
syntax information for the command parser exists in a
lookup table. This table is generated by a utility program,
which reads in a list of allowable combinations of keywords
and the commands to execute whenthey are encountered.
HP-IB Output Formatter. The HP-IB output formatter accepts data output requests from the scanner and formats
the data into ASCII character strings. These strings are
passed to the low-level HP-IB driver in the KRNL. Requests
for data output are accompanied by the name of the variable
to be output. The formatter has no implicit knowledge
about the variable to be output. All information about a
variable to be output is obtained from a data base inside
the RFHI. In addition to the current value of the variable,
the data base also tells the formatter the type (real, integer,
Boolean, enumerated, etc.) and units of the variable. The
data base is called the ISO, for instrument state object, and
is described in detail later.
Keyboard Parser. The keyboard parser operates like the
keyword scanner or command parser, but accepts frontpanel keystrokes. It keeps track of the active function and
uses that information to interpret the keystrokes passed to
it. It has its own numeric parser which is coupled to the
display control section so that the numbers appear on the
display as they are entered. When numbers and terrninators
are entered or immediate-action keys are pressed, the
keyboard parser generates internal instrument commands
to the RFHL As with the command parser, the numbers
entered are passed as values to the commands. The
keyboard parser also generates requests to change or update
the contents of the display. Like the token scanner and
command parser, the keyboard parser's operation is based
on a lookup table. This table is generated by a utility pro-
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token representing that keyword is output to the HP-IB
command parser. If a character is sent to the scanner that
does not match an allowable keyword, the scanner will
generate an invalid keyword error. If the characters coming
in from the HP-IB represent a number, they are converted
from ASCII characters to a binary representation of that
number. The number is saved and a token indicating a number was received is sent to the command parser. Generation
of the keyword parsing state table was simplified by the
development of a utility program. This program reads in a
list of all acceptable keywords and the tokens to output
when they are encountered. From this input, the program
generates a Pascal-compilable lookup table for the scanner.
HP-IB Command Parser. The command parser operates

Example Input to Keyword
Table Generator

Keywords

'MAN'
'MANUAL'
,MARK'
'MARKER'
'MODE'
,MOD'
'MODULE'

Keyword Parsing
State-Transition
Diagram

Token to
Output

o
o

= Nonterminal States
= Valid Terminal States

TOKEN_MANUAL
TOKEN_MANUAL
TOKEN_MARKER
TOKEN_MARKER
TOKEN-MODE
TOKEN_MODULE
TOKEN_MODULE

I
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Fig.3. Keyword scanning in the
user interface module. (a) Example input to the keyword table
generator. (b) Keyword parsing
state transitiondiagram.

gram which is given a list of tokens that change the active
function, the keystrokes allowed for each active function,
and the commands to send to the RFHI.
Display Control. The display control firmware is responsible for maintaining and updating the state of the front-panel
display. The PSG front panel has its own 6803 microprocessor, which exchanges data with the main 68000 serially
at 9600 baud. Since this serial communication is relatively
slow, the display control module maintains a copy of what
is currently being shown on the display and sends update
information only when it is required. The display control
module operates on a list of display segments stored in
ROM. Each entry in the list contains the position and length
of the display segment, the name of the variable to show
in that segment, and any fixed character strings to show
in that display segment.When a request for display update
comes into the display control module, it looks up the
display segment information in its table and requests information from the ISO about the variable to be displayed.
RF Hardware lnterface
The RFHI subsystem is split into four layers: command,
control, driver, and library (Fig. +).
Command Level. Command level modules take commands
from other subsystems and begin their execution. The first
function of a command module is to consolidate commands
that perform the same function. The instrument frequency
can be set by entering a value, incrementing it by a programmable step, or turning the knob on the front panel. Each
of these actions causes a different command to come into
the RFHI, but they all perform the same function. For each
of these commands, the command level firmware calculates
the frequency and calls a single set-frequency procedure.
This procedure compares the frequency with the limits
stored in the ISO. If the value is out of range, an error is
signaled. If the value is acceptable,the procedure initiates
execution of the function in lower-level modules. The final
function of the command module is to update the ISO.
When a setting is changed, the command level firmware
stores the new setting in the ISO, then recalculates limits
on other parameters that may be affected by this new value,
storing the new limits in the ISO.
There are ten to twelve command level modules, depending on the instrument. One of the command modules, RFHICOMMAND,acts as the interface to the RFHI from the other
subsystems. The remaining command level modules are
divided by functional grouping, with all frequency related
commands in one module, all amplitude commands in
another, and so on. RFHI-COMMANDdispatches all commands processed by the RFHI to the appropriate functional
command module. Command modules know how to interpret commands, but do not contain information about how
the command is executed. They derive most of what they
know about limits by asking the lower-level routines. If a
command is not allowed in one of the instruments, the
procedures to execute it are omitted and replaced with
code to generate an insufficient-capability error. Using
these techniques, a single set of command level modules
meets the needs of all three instruments.
Control Level. Control modules are called by the command
modules to execute intermediate-level instrument func-

tions, such as setting the frequency of the synthesis loop.
Most of the knowledge of the instrument block diagram,
but none of the hardware details, is contained in the control
modules. Control modules know what each hardware module in the instrument must do to implement a command,
but they do not know how to program the hardware to do
it. Although the block diagram of each instrument is different, many sections of it are shared by all three instruments.
Sections that are not shared are handled by compiler directives. Optional modules are handled by calling a driver
level function to determine if the option is present.
Driver Level. Driver modules are the lowest level of the
RFHI. These modules directly manipulate the RF hardware
to implement very simple functions, such as setting the
VCO pretune voltage for a specified VCO frequency. There
is one and only one driver module for each hardware module. Strictly defining the driver module interface makes it
possible to hide knowledge of specific hardware from
higher levels, allowing the use of different hardware by
merely substituting a new driver module. Knowledge of
the hardware's control bit mapping and dynamic response
is contained in the driver levels.
Driver modules provide a method of backwards compati-
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bility for hardware modules. All hardware module updates
that must be treated differently by the firmware provide a
mechanism by which the firmware can determine which
revision is installed. This is often an analog multiplexer
point that is tied to a unique dc voltage. On initialization,
the driver can read that point to determine which revision
is installed. This saves time, since older modules do not
have to be reworked. It also saves materials. since older
modules do not have to be scrapped if modifications are
not possible.
Some of the hardware modules-for
example, the three
instruments' VCO sections-share identical block diagrams
but are implemented with entirely different hardware in
each instrument. In this case, three separate VCO driver
modules exist in the firmware. All VCO modules have identical external procedure definitions to keep the interface
to the control level consistent.
Library Modules. Library modules are used to perform
common RFHI functions. The ISO and I/O board driver are
considered to be library modules.
The ISO (instrument state object) is a large data structure
that provides data encapsulation, restricted access, reference by name, and knowledge of what data type each ISO
variable represents, as well as the unit, value, and limits
of each variable. ISO functions provide access to each variable's type, unit, value, and limits, requiring only a name
in the form of an enumerated type to identify the variable
of interest. The ISO as a whole stores the entire state of
the instrument, providing a convenient store/recall structure. Access is restricted to the ISO simply by not importing
the ISO module into the modules where access is denied.
Modularity of the driver level firmware was enhanced
by making the serial interface to each hardware module
identical. With this scheme, a single set of I/O functions
could be written to communicate with all hardware modules. The routines require only a port number, the length
of the control word, and a pointer to the control bit structure. The I/O board driver exports constants associating
each hardware module with a port number, further isolating the driver level firmware from the module drivers.

can recalibrate the instrument to compensate for aging components or extreme operating conditions without sending
the unit back to the factory or requiring specialized test
equipment. If a hardware module fails, the customer can
swap in a new module and recalibrate the instrument to
ensure that it will still meet the operating specifications.
There are three types of calibrations: power-up calibration, run-time calibration, and external calibration.
Power-up Calibration. Power-up calibrations are performed when power is applied to the instrument for the
first time or when requested by the user. These calibrations
require several minutes to complete, and the calibration
factors are stored in RAM. Because the RAM is powered
by a rechargeable battery, the stored calibration factors are
valid each time the instrument is turned on.
A good example of a power-up calibration is the VCO
pretune calibration. The VCO pretune voltage is controlled
by a DAC (digital-to-analog converter) that must be programmed to provide a frequency within the capture range
of the phase-locked loop (PLL). The PLL frequency is determined by the setting of the fractional-N divider circuit
(N.F). The calibration consists of finding the pretune DAC
setting that results in the minimum PLL error voltage for
a given frequency. The N.F divider is programmed for the
desired frequency and the pretune DAC is swept until a
zero crossing is detected in the PLL error voltage. The two
pretune DAC settings that bracket the zero crossing are
examined to see which setting is closest to zero. This setting
is the pretune DAC calibration factor for the desired frequency.
Run-Time Calibration. There are times when it is not possible to have enough calibration factors to cover all operating conditions. In this case a calibration operation must be
performed during normal instrument operation to determine the required value.
For example, without additional calibration, the powerup VCO discriminator gain calibration in the HP 86454
would not meet the FM accuracy specification for frequencies between the calibration points. When FM is turned on
and the VCO discriminator is being used, a run-time cali-

Calibration and Diagnostic Firmware
Instruments in the PSG family contain a large amount
of firmware to perform calibration and diagnostic operations. The calibration firmware adiusts the instrument
hardware so that it will meet the operating specifications.
The diagnostic firmware is used to detect a hardware failure
and indicate to a high degree of certainty which hardware
module should be replaced.
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Calibration
The PSG instrument hardware is designed to allow
firmware control of the adjustments required to ensure
proper operation. As a result, the HP 8644A and 86454
contain no manual calibration adjustments and the HP
8665A requires only four or five.
Calibrating the instrument under firmware control means
that the production line does not require technicians and
test equipment to calibrate the instrument, resulting in
lower production costs and assembly time. The customer
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Fag. 5. Typical HP 86454 VCO FM sensitivity calibration
factors.

bration must be performed whenever the frequency is set.
Run-time calibrations are optimized to reduce their
execution time.
External Calibration. There are several calibrations that
require external test equipment to measure power levels
or timing intervals. These calibrations are performed in the
factory and the calibration data is stored in EEPROM Iocated on the hardware module that uses the data. The user
only needs to perform these calibrations when making component level repairs on a module containing external calibration data.
The external calibration firmware is designed so that it
requires no knowledge of the external test equipment. An
external HP-IB controller commands the instrument to start
a specific external calibration. The instrument performs
some initialization operations, sets itself to the state corresponding to the first calibration point, and then waits for
the controller to relay a measurement from the test equipment. If the test equipment needs to know the current state
of the instrument, the controller can query the instrument
using HP-IB commands. When the instrument receives the
measurement from the controller, it uses the measurement
to generate calibration factors and configure itself for the
next calibration point. These steps are performed in a loop
until the instrument has generated calibration factors for
all of the calibration points. The controller determines from
the instrument state that there are no more calibration
points and sends a command to the instrument to store the
calibration factors in EEPROM.
Calibration of some HP 86654 hardware modules requires the service technician to adjust components to
achieve certain results on the front-panel display. These
calibrations are also classified as external calibrations since
they store the calibration factors in EEPROM.
Calibration Errors. When a calibration step fails the firmware usually supplies a default calibration factor and proceeds to the next calibration step. Some failures are so
severethat the rest of the calibration procedure is terminated.
After the execution of an instrument calibration, the results of the calibration are displayed on the front panel as

a numeric result code. This code number identifies the
module that was being calibrated, the hardware configuration of the instrument, and a number indicating the calibration step that failed. The instrument diagnostics must
be executed to determine which hardware module caused
the calibration failure.
Accessing Calibration Data. A special mechanism allows
an external HP-IB controller to read any arbitrary calibration factor. A program was written to displaythe calibration
data graphically. The ability to inspect the calibration data
visually was particularly useful in development when the
RF engineers were turning on new revisions of their
hardware modules. An engineer could usually tell at a
glance whether the module was working correctly. The
PSG production line developed a version of the same program that lets them examine the calibration data as soon
as an instrument is assembled. The production line technicians can then compare the calibration data graphs to the
graphs produced by a known-good instrument.
Fig. 5 shows an example of a calibration data graph for
the HP 86454 VCO FM sensitivity calibration.

Diagnostics
The servicestrategyfor PSGinstrumentsis centered
around a concept called module swap. If a hardware failure
is suspected, the diagnostic firmware is executed to verify
the failure and identify the faulty module. The customer
will replace the indicated module with a spare and send
the faulty module to the factory for repair. The repaired
instrument is recalibrated to compensate for the new
hardware and is returned to the customer's application. To
make module swap a success, the goal of the diagnostic
firmware was to detect greater than 90% of the hardware
failures and then correctly identify the faulty module
greater than 99% of the time.
Diagnostic Circuitry. Most PSG hardware modules contain
an analog multiplexer (MUX) that selects various internal
analog signals and routes them to a voltmeter circuit on
the digital controller board. These MUX points are located
at the inputs and outputs of the module and along various
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internal signal paths. Various hardware modules can be
operated in special modes to apply calibrated signals to
other modules.
Order of Module Testing. The hardware modules must be
tested in a certain order. Modules that rely on the proper
operation of other modules must be tested after the other
modules have been tested. The result is a bottoms-up order
of module testing.
Interactive Tests. If a test measurement indicates that a
module input is not within the expected range, there are
three possible explanations: (1) the output of the module
supplying the signal is bad, (2) the cable connecting the
modules is bad, or (3) the electrical path between the module input and the MUX point is bad. To isolate the error,
there is a mechanism to test the connecting cable. This
mechanism is called an interactive test because it requires
interaction with the user.
When the diagnostic firmware determines that an interactive test must be performed, the front panel indicates
that the user must connect the output of the supplying
module to a specified connector on the controller board
through a known-good RF cable and instruct the instrument
to continue the test. If the output of the supplying module
is good, the user must connect the output of the cable being
tested to the controller board connector. If this measurement is bad, the cable is faulty and must be replaced. If
this measurement is good then the input of the module
being tested is bad.
Some tests of a module's output require an interactive
test, since a short in the output cable or the input of the
next module could result in a failure of the output signal
test.
Test Margins. Most of the test limits used in the diagnostics
were determined mathematically by analyzing the design
of the hardware. A method was required for validating
these limits.
The vast majority of the diagnostic measurements use a
call to the same voltmeter function. Special code was inserted into the function to calculate the percentage deviation from the expected value. The deviation, called a test
margin, is then written to a memory address that is a function of the module being tested and the test being performed. This address is in an unused portion of the microprocessor address space. The microprocessor emulator
used to develop the firmware can trace these memory writes
and record the test margins. A logic analyzer can also be
connected to the microprocessor to record the test margins.
An example of a test margin record for the HP 8645A VCO
module diagnostic tests is shown in Fig. 6.
Diagnostic Errors. Diagnostic errors are reported using the
same numeric result code format as calibration errors. Diagnostic errors also contain additional information. If the
result code is a positive number, the diagnostics have determined that the indicated hardware module has failed
and should be replaced. If the result code is a negative
number, the user must look up the result code in the diagnostic documentation and perform the specified action,
which may be an interactive test or a test that cannot be
performed by the instrument firmware.
The diagnostics are designed to detect single hardware
failures because the probability of multiple failures in the
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field is relatively low and interactions between failures
could make isolation of the failures virtually impossible.
Although the diagnostics only report the first failure, the
remaining diagnostic tests are usually performed so that
their test margins can be monitored using a microprocessor
emulator or a logic analyzer. A variation of the instrument
diagnostic command aborts all remaining tests when a failure is detected, leaving the instrument hardware and software in the same state as for the failed test. This diagnostic
command allows a service technician to use some low-level
commands to attempt to service the hardware module to
the component level.
The diagnostic firmware is designed to spot catastrophic
failures. Failures that cause subtle euors in the operating
parameters (such as increased phase noise) may not be
detected.

Conclusions
The calibration and diagnostic firmware have been used
extensively on the PSG production line. The test equipment
used to verify the instrument operation is very expensive
and the verification tests are lengthy. Therefore, the ability
to diagnose problems before the instruments reach the test
station results in a great savings of time and money.
The PSG production line assembles the hardware modules, installs them in a chassis, and executes the instrument
diagnostics. Modules that fail are repaired and the test is
performed again until there are no failures. Once all the
catastrophic errors have been found, the instrument is sent
to the module pretest station where the RF performance of
the individual hardware modules is verified. When the
instrument comes back from module pretest the instrument
diagnostics are executed to verify that all cables that were
disconnected were reinstalled correctly. The instrument is
calibrated and sent to the final test station, where the instrument operating specifications are verified. Using the diagnostic and calibration firmware has resulted in a drastic
decrease in the number of faulty modules detected by the
test stations.
Adding the calibration and diagnostic capabilities to the
PSG instruments was costly in terms of extra hardware
components and development time, but the reduction of
production expenses and the added benefits for the customer have made these features well worth the cost.
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RF SignalGeneratorSingle-Loop
FrequencySynthesis,PhaseNoise
Reduction,and FrequencyModulation
Thissignal generatordesign usesonly a single phaselocked loop for frequency synthesisand one or more
frequency-locked/oops for phase noise reduction. The
frequency-lockedloops are based on delay line
discriminators.Frequencymodulationis introducedinto all
loops.
by BradE. Andersenand EarlC. Herleikson
HE THREEPERFORMANCESIGNAL GENERATORS
(PSG)sharea common synthesisblock diagram,as
discussedin the article on page 6. This method of
synthesis is quite different from many signal generators
designed for low noise. For example, the HP 8662A uses
seven phase-locked loops (PLLs) and seven voltage-controlled oscillators (VCOs) for frequency synthesis, and the
HP 8642A uses six PLLs and 12 VCOs. In contrast, the HP
86444, 86454, and 86654 PSGs use one PLL, one VCO,
and up to two frequency-locked loops (FLLs). The simplicity of this new design results in lower parts count, higher
reliability, and no spurious mixing outputs. The FLLs are
added when lower phase noise is desired and each instrument uses the FLLs whenever possible.
In this article, operation of each loop and its effect on
noise performance will be discussed. The frequency modulation scheme will also be explained, including loop
crossovers and the various operating modes.

FrequencySynthesis
The voltage-controlled oscillator used in the HP 8644A
and 86454 covers the 515-to-1030-MHz octave, while the
HP 8665,{ VCO covers the 3-to-6-GHz octave. A PLL locks
the VCO to a reference frequency with high accuracy and
fine resolution. A pretune DAC is used to tune the VCO
over this octave with enough resolution for the PLL to
acquire lock easily. Without the PLL, the frequency accuracy is on the order of several hundred kilohertz. This is
generally inadequate for most applications. The phase
noise without a PLL is just that of the free-running VCO.
Fig. 1 illustrates a free running VCO with pretune circuitry
for tuning, and shows an idealized phase-noise plot.
The phase-locked loop is placed around the VCO to lock
its frequency to a stable reference frequency as shown in
Fig. 2. A fractional-N technique (see box, page 28) is used
to achieve a frequency resolution of 0.0f Hz. This particular
fractional-N PLL operates from 257.5 to 515 MHz (each
signal generator's VCO output frequency is divided down
to meet this requirement) and achieves excellent spurious
performance, typically lower than - 0O dBc.

An operating characteristic of a PLL is that the phase
noise of the loop's RF output will either be that of the
reference input or the noise of the PLL circuitry. In this
case the noise rolls down with the reference and then with
the 1/f characteristic of the fractional-N PLL until it gets
to the noise floor of the PLL at -85 to -90 dBc/Hz. The
noise then stays at this level throughout the bandwidth of
the PLL, even beyond where the raw VCO noise is less
than the PLL's. To optimize the noise performance, the
PLL bandwidth is chosen to be equal to the frequency at
which the raw VCO noise intersects the noise floor of the
PLL. This turns out to be about 3 kHz. The resulting phase
noise plot follows the reference to the PLL floor, the PLL
floor to the PLL bandwidth, and then the VCO noise itself.

PhaseNoiseReduction
To reduce the VCO phase noise, one or more frequencylocked loops can be placed around the VCO. A user-selectable FLL based on a 70-ns delay line discriminator is standard in the HP 86444 and 86+54. The design of this dis(continuedon page 29)
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Fractional-N Svnthesis Module

Fractional-Nfrequencysynthesisprovidesvastly improved
phase nolse performanceover any other single-loopsynthesis
techniquewith similarfrequencyresolution.l-3
In a fractional-N
phase-lockedloop,the outputfrequencyis N.F timesthe input
lrequency,where N is an integerand F is some fraction.The
f ractionaldivision(+N F) is implementedby switchingbetween
two integerdivisorswith varyingduty cycles,dependingon the
fractiondesired.
loopis notan integer
Sincethe divideroutputin thefractional-N
multipleof the referencefrequency,the loop phase detector
to the
outputcontainsa phase ramp with a periodproportional
fractionalfrequencyoffset.This rampingphase,if uncorrected,
would resultin very large phase modulationsidebandson the
output frequency,To correctthese spuriousoutputs,a digital
phase accumulatorin the f ractional-Ncontrolchip (a special
integratedcircuit)feedsa multiplying
digital{o-analog
converter
(DAC),which providesa currentramp to the loop integratorto
cancelthe effectof rampingphaseat the phasedetectoroutput.
nPl).
T h i si s c a l l e da u t o m a t i p
c h a s ei n t e r p o l a t i o( A
Phasecorrectionis limitedto 360'. Whenone completecycle
of extraphase is accumulated,the fractional-N
controlchip instructs the divider to "swallow" one pulse of the VCO output.
This givesthe signalappliedto the phasedetectoran average
frequencyequalto the referencefrequency.

The key to the higher-frequency
operationis a dual-modulus
ECL dividercapableof swallowingcycles at the 257.5-to-515MHz octave.
This
Fractionalspurs are furtherreducedby self-calibration.
is implementedby spur-detection
and spur-nulling
circuits.The
detectsthe APIspurresidue(the
spur-detector
circuitcoherently
phase ramps do not cancel perfectly)on the tune line of the
fractional-N
module.The coherentdetectionmeasuresboththe
magnitudeand the sign of the spur residue.The spur-nulling
circuitcausesa digitallycontrolledgain adjustmentof the API
DAC that attemptsto reduce the spur-detector
error signalto
zero.
DigitizedFM
HighlyaccuratedcFMis implemented
by passingthe FMsignal
throughan analog{o-digital
converter(ADC)and usingthe result
The FM
to controlthe programmedfrequencyof the synthesizer.
is scaledfor differentdeviations
afterit passesthroughthe ADC.
I n t h i s w a y , t h e F M s i g nuasl e s t h e f u rl la n g e o tf h e A D C , e n s u r i n g
maximumaccuracyand linearity.
Acknowledgments
Manythanksto Alan Hedge,who developedtheseconcepts
into a workingmodule.
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70-ns FLL

PLLBandwidth
criminator is describedin the article on page 34.
Fig. 3 shows a block diagram and a phasenoise plot of
this circuit arrangement.When this loop is selected,the
PLL seesa lower-noiseVCO, so the PLL bandwidth is reduced to coincide with the new crossingof the PLL noise
floor and the cleanerVCO noise.The new PLL bandwidth
is about 350 Hz. The FLL bandwidth determinesthe noise
floor for offsetsbelow the FLL bandwidth frequency.Extending the bandwidth further to get a lower floor can
produce peaking of the phasenoise beyond the bandwidth
point becauseof phaseand gain margin problems.The FLL
bandwidth of about 1 MHz provides an adequatenoise
floor and avoids peakingof the noisebeyondthe bandwidth
frequency.Seepage30 for more information on the use of
delay line discriminators for noise reduction.
The noise characteristicof the FLL discriminator can be
shown asymptotically by calculating the noise floor and
the delay line corner frequency (seeFig. a). The noise goes
up with a 20-dB/decadeslope for frequencieslessthan this
corner frequency and then up with a 30-dB/decadeslope
when the l./f corner of the discriminator (usually the phase
detector)is reached.The FLL discriminator noise floor is
lower than the VCO's, so the resulting phasenoise beyond
the FLL bandwidth is that of the VCO.
The overallphasenoisegraphfollows the FLL noisedown
at 30 dB/decadeuntil the 1/f point, where the slopebecomes
20 dB/decade.When the phasenoisereachesthe VCO noise
level at the FLL bandwidth, the slope becomeszero. This
becomesthe noise pedestalof the Fll-stabilized VCO. The
phase noise plot remains flat out to the FLL bandwidth,
and then follows the VCO phase noise characteristicfor
higher frequency offsets from the carrier.
Additional FLLs with longer delays can be added to decreasethe noise of the VCO even more. The noise keeps
getting lower between the PLL bandwidth and the FLL
bandwidth frequenciesas the FLLs are nested one on top
of another. For each additional FLL added. the PLL

Bandwidth

F19.3. Reduced phase noise resulting from the addition of a frequency-locked loop based on a
delav line discriminator.

bandwidth is reduced to correspond to the cleaner VCO
noise characteristic.One additional FLL basedon a 140-ns
delay line discriminator is currently availableas an option
for the HP 86444 and 8645A. It is also optional in the HP
8665A. The design of this discriminator is presentedlater
in this article.
Frequency Modulation
Fig. 5 shows a block diagram of the synthesisloops with
the PLL, two FLLs, and the FM connections.FM is summed
into eachloop in addition to being connectedto the VCO's
FM input.
Within the bandwidth of each loop that is connected
around the VCO, the FM deviation is controlled by the
loop with the lowest bandwidth. For example,for FM rates
below the PLL bandwidth. the PLL controls the deviation.
(continuedon page 31)
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Delay Line Discriminators and Frequency-Locked Loops
Delay line discriminatorsare a well-knowntype oi FM discriminator (frequency{o-voltageconverter) characterized by
high sensitivity,low noise,and wide bandwidth.This type of
discriminatorconsistsof an RF power amplifier,a power splitter,
a delay line,a phase shifter,and a phase detector,as shownin
Fig.1. The purposeof the poweramplifieris to provideadequate
signal levelsat the phase detector.lt compensatesfor all of the
loss of all the passivecomponentsbetweenthe power amplifier
and the ohase detector.
The power splitterproducestwo signalpaths.By delayingone
signal path and not the other,a phase shiftproportionalto input
frequency is produced and is detected by comparing the two
paths at a phase detector.Most RF phase detectorsare mixers
that have an output voltage proportionalto the cosine of the
phase differencebetween their inputs. To make it possibleto
operatethe discriminator
at any carrierfrequencywithina band
of operation,the phase shifterprovidesa phase offsetsuch that
the cosine of the phase differenceis near zero at the frequency
of interest.lt does not matter which path the phase shifter is
placed in, but it is typicallyplaced in the nondelayedpath to
minrmize
the lossin the delayedpath.Thephaseshifterchanges
the phase detector resoonseto a sine functionof the form

etercoaxialcomponents.Therefore,a low-conversion-loss
phase
detectoris extremelyimportant.
The transferfunctionfrom frequencymodulatedRFat the input
to demodulatedaudio at the output is almostconstantup to FM
rates of O.llr Hz, assuminga sensitivityoI 2TKsr as described
above.The delay from inputto output is constantfor all FM rates
and is simplyz/2.
Sincethe phasedetectorcannotdetectthe differencebetween
a nondelayedFM signal and an FM signal delayed by 360 degrees, the transferfunction drops to zero at an FM rate of 1/r.
fhis high-rateFM response of the transfer function is ideally
descrrbedby

Vpeax sin((<,1 -

where doxis the peak phasedeviation,Afopis the peakfrequency
deviation,and fm is the modulationfrequency.Therefore,the
sensitivityto phase modulationwill decrease with decreasing
modulationrates.The transferfunctionfrom phase modulation
at the input to voltage at the output is:

Vo,t :

r,lo)r)

where Vo,, is the output voltage of the phase detector,Vo.uqis
the peak valueof Vou,,<oangularfrequency,and r is the length
of the delay.In practice,discriminator
operationis limitedto a
small range of frequenciesaround oo where the responseis
relativelylinear.
For low-rate FM, computing the sensitivityof the delay line
discriminator
is quitesimple.Groupdelayof any deviceis simply
the derivativeof relativephase with respectto radianfrequency,
where relativephase is the phase at the output relativeto the
input.Since the discriminator
hardwaremeasuresthe relative
phase with a phase detector operating in its linear range, the
voltage at the output is Koz times the radian frequency at the
input,where Ko is the phasedetectorconstant(volts/radian)
and
r is the lengthof the delay(seconds).The frequency{o-voltage
sensitivityis therefore2crK6r.fhe sensitivityof the discriminator
can be increasedby increasingeitherK6 or r. Ko is typicallya
functionof the RF power at the inputsof the phase detectorand
of the efficiencyor conversionlossof the phasedetector.Increasing delay lengthwill decreaseRF powerat the phasedetector.
Thisforcesa trade-offbetweenKoand z, whichcan be overcome
with a lowerconversionloss in the phase detector,higherp,ower
f romthe poweramplifier,
or a lower-loss
delayline.Higherpower
increasesheat dissipationand cost. Lower-lossdelay linesincreasecost and increaseweightbecausethey use larger-diam-

spritter

o:lll"]|,

Fig. 1. Delay line discriminator
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2 rrK'tsin(zr| -r) / (d ^r),
wheref. is the FM modulationrate(Hz).The multiplier,sin(rrl-z)/
(zrf.r), is equal to one when f. is small comparedto 1/r, and is
equal to zero when f^ : 1lr.
Sinewave phasemodulationis relatedto frequencvmodulation
by the equation
Oop: Afppif.,

2Kosin(erf.r).
The low-noisecharacteristic
of the delay line discriminator
is
achievedby carefulconsideration
of allnoisemechanisms.
Since
the phase of the delayed path relativeto the nondelayedpath
is proportional
to frequencyat the input,thermalphase noise
floors or additivephase noise anywhereafter the power splitter
willappearas FM noiseat the input.Becausethereare no active
devices in either path after the power splitter,additivenotse ts
minimaland thermalnoise is the limitingfactor.Therefore,increasingthe signallevelwith the power amplifierwill increase
the signalto-noiseratio(SNR)at the phasedetectorinputs.The
conversionlossof the phasedetectorthen lowersthe signallevel
and decreasesthe SNR.Furtherdegradationof the SNRoccurs
with the additivenoiseof diodesin the phasedetectorand the
equivalentinputnoiseof the audioamplifierat the outputof the
phasedetector.The additivenoisefromthe mixerdiodesis usuallyflicker(1/f)noiseand the dominantsourceof noisefor rates
lessthan 1 kHz.
Frequency-Locked Loops
The low noise, high sensitlvity,
and wide bandwidthof the
delaylinediscriminator,
whichmakeit usefulfor measuringlownoiseoscillators,
alsomake it usefulfor loweringthe noiseof an
oscillator.Measuringthe noise of the oscillatorwith the discriminator,amplifyingit, and feedingit back to the FM port of
the oscillator,as shown in Fig. 2, will cancelthe noiseat the
outputof the oscillator.
The amountof cancellation
is dependent
on the gain ol the feedbackloop and limitedby the FM noise
floorof the discriminator.
Thistypeof loop is calleda frequencylocked loop (FLL)becauseit is the frequencyof the oscillator
that is detectedand fed back to the frequencytuningport.

FM Input

Loop Feedback Path

A f irst-orderf requency-lockedloopcannotbe achievedwithout
output
amplifier betweenthe discriminator
addingan integration
and the oscillatorinput. Integrationis necessarybecausethe
gain from voltageinputat the oscillatorto voltageoutputat the
is not a functionof the FM rate.The oscillatorcondiscriminator
verts voltage to frequencywith a constantof K, Hzly' and the
of
convertsfrequencyto voltagewith a sensitivity
discriminator
2rK6YlHz that is constantfor FM rateslessthan 0.1/".
amplifierwitha gainof G/(fp+ jf.) has a gain of
An integration
G/fowhen f. is zero,and the gain decreaseswitha single-pole
the totalloop
roll-offfor f- greaterthanfo.Withsuchan amplifier,
garn becomes

_l

l

Fig. 2. Frequency-locked loop
basedon a delavline discriminator.

for f->>fo.
Any FM applied at the VCO will be attenuatedby the FLL loop
gain. Therefore, FM must be applied before the integration
amplifier.A voltagesummedat the phase detectoroutputwill
be integratedand appliedto the VCO,tuningthe frequencyuntil
the phasedetectoroutputvoltagecancelsit. Frequencymodulation by means of a summationvoltage at the phase detector
output forces the phase detector operatingvoltage away from
at this pointis simplythe inverseof the diszero.FM sensitivity
criminatorgain or 1l(2nK6r) Hzly'. Therefore,FM accuracy is
determinedby the phasedetectorgain constantand the delay
lenoth.

K"(2rK6r)G/(fo+ if.).
The loop bandwith is defined by the frequency at which the
magnitudeof the loop gain equalsunity.In this case the loop
bandwidthis

Earl C. Herleikson
DevelopmentEngineer
SpokaneDivision

K,(2nK6z)G

As the rate increases,the FLL will take over control of the
deviation if it is connected.
FM on the VCO output is primarily causedby the FM
signal that is fed to the VCO directly at point A in Fig. 5.
However, each loop must add in the FM signal to cancel
the FM that is detected by that loop. Any difference between the VCO FM and what any particular loop determines the FM should be resultsin a small correctionsignal
to the VCO from the loop. For example,the signalsat points
B and C sum together(actuallythe differenceis found) and
if there is a differencein amplitude and/or phase,a correction signalis produced.The correctionsignalstend to modify the resulting deviation to satisfyeachloop's determination of what the deviation ought to be. If each loop is
calibrated perfectly and in agreementin amplitude and
phasewith the FM calibration of the VCO's FM input, then
the error signalswill all be zero. If the calibrationsare not
exactly the same,then the FM deviation responsewill not
be flat as the FM rate is swept through the different loops'
control bandwidths. This is well illustrated by Fig. 6, which
shows the areas of control by the various loops and the
Ievels that must be calibrated.Phasedifferencesaffecting
FM flatnesswill becomenoticeablenear the loop crossover
frequencieswhen the adjacent loops contend for control
of the FM.
It should also be mentioned that the FM summing point
within each loop can contribute to the noise of that loop.

As the FM deviation is increased, the noise in the loop
tends to increase once the deviation exceeds the threshold
defined by the residual noise of the FM circuits in that
particular loop.

Fig.5. Frequency modulation is summed into each loop
addition to being connected to the VCO's FM input.
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Digitized FM Eflects
The FM signal is digitized in the fractional-NPLL circuit
and summed digitally. All this takes time (approximately
30 ps), which appearsas an increasingphase shift of the
FM signal with increasing frequency. This delay is shown
as the delay block in the FM path of the PLL in Fig. S. If
the FM path to the VCO (and other FLLs) does not experience this delay, a large ripple in FM flatness can occur
near the PLL bandwidth. It is especiallybad with a higher
PLL bandwidth becausethe correction signals from the
PLL summing point (of F and G) and the FLL summing
point (e.g.,B and C, or D and EJ will not be of the same
phase, resulting in a lack of flatness near the crossover
frequency.Sincethe PLL controlsthe final FM of the VCO's
RF output within its bandwidth, this delay is present from
the external FM input of the instrument any time digitized
FM is used from dc to the PLL bandwidth.
One solution is to delay the FM signal to the VCO (and
the FLLs) so that all FM signalsexperiencethe samedelay
as the PLL circuit. This helps the flatnessproblem but still
presentsa time delay for externalFM applied to the instrument. The HP 86444 usesthis approachby implementing
an active all-passnetwork that has a flat 30-ps group delay
and a 100-kHz bandwidth. The HP 86454 has a 10-MHz
FM bandwidth and it is very difficult to provide the 30 ps
of delay with that much bandwidth. Therefore,a passive
all-pass network is used that provides the correct group
delay throughout the PLL bandwidth and then becomes
nonlinear well beyond that point. This does not affect the
FM flatnessbeyond the PLL bandwidth, but does provide
the necessarydelay to flatten the crossoverfrom the PLL
to the VCO or FLL. For mode 3 operation in the HP 8645A
(140-nsdelay line discriminator),the bandwidth of the PLL
is low enoughthat FM delay compensationis not used for
reasonablyflat FM. In this case,the externalFM port experiencesa delay within the PLL bandwidth and a negligible
amount of delay beyond that point.

0

rfir

140-nsDiscriminatorDesign
The key to the low-noisecapabilityof the 140-nsdiscriminator module is its new phase detector design. This
phase detector has 5 to B dB better SNR than a double
balanced mixer. The VCO to be cleaned up can be either
a free-running oscillator as in the case of the HP 8665A's
YIG oscillator, or an oscillator that already has a discriminator loop locked around it as in the case of the HP
86444 and 8645A. The only criteria are that the output of
the VCO be in the frequency range of b00 to 1040 MHz and
that the VCO have a broadband FM port with a bandwidth
gleater than 2 MHz.
The phase detector used in the i"40-ns discriminator is
made up of a 3-dB coupler and two low-noise AM detectors
(Fig. 7). The coupler combines the RF signals (applied at
the isolated ports) at the through and coupled ports. By
amplitude-detecting the combined RF signals at these ports
and subtracting, a voltage proportional to the relative phase

narc

Fig. 6, FM rates at which various loops dominate the FM
responsein variousoperating modes. VCO OOB (out of band)
referstoVCO signalsatfrequenciesbeyondthe phase-locked
loop's bandwidth.
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Linear (Nondigitized) FM
Two types of linear FM are available to the user: linear
dcFM and linear acFM. The Iinear dcFM mode of operation
disconnects the PLL, resulting in either a raw VCO or a VCO
cleaned up by an FLL. The resulting noise keeps climbing
instead of flattening at what was the PLL bandwidth. However, the FM now has little time delay and phase shift,
since the delay compensation is removed.
With digitized FM and its FM path delay, connecting
the signal generator in a phase-locked loop situation could
result in loop instability. Linear dcFM is a solution since
there is sufficient center frequency accuracy in the FLL
modes to allow use of this type of FM in phase-locked loop
applications requiring low additional phase shift.
Linear acFM is an interesting mode. The PLL is used to
control the dc frequency but does not have FM summed
into its loop. This results in the PLL's rolling off the FM
of the VCO within the PLL bandwidth, leading to the name
acFM. With this mode of operation, the center frequency
accuracy is very good but the FM rate must be higher than
the PLL bandwidth.

Fig.7. The phase detector is the key to the low-noise capability of the 140-ns delay line discriminator.

Splitte.
FM Input

Phase
Detector

RF Amplitier

Loop Feedback Path

of the two RF ports can be obtained.Eachamplitude detector provides a 50O termination at the coupled and through
ports of the coupler for amplitudes large enoughto switch
the Schottky diodes. This 50O match is set by the dc bias
point of the diodes, which is set by the 316f) resistorsto
ground. The dc sourceimpedanceof the detectoris simply
ZZld,where Z is the RF impedanceand d is the duty cycle,
or the fraction of the period that each diode is on. It can
be shown that the SNR is maximized when each diode is
on for approximately one third of a period. This gives a
300O sourceimpedance for each amplitude detector.fust
as one would expect for optimum SNR, the RF is properly
matched at 50O and the dc is properly matched at 300O.
The total sourceimpedanceof the two amplitude detectors
is 600O.
The advantagesof this phase detectorare a low conversion Iossand a 600O sourceimpedance.If one phasedetector requires 5 dB more RF power than another to achieve
the samesignal-to-noiseratio, then 5 dB greaterpower will
be required from the power amplifier to achievethe same
discriminator noise floor. Since every additional dB of
power from the power amplifier is increasinglyexpensive,
a low-loss phase detector is very important.
ratio, the voltagefrom a 600O
For the samesignal-to-noise
source would be 3.4 times the voltage from a 50O source
impedance. The larger voltage output of the 600C)phase
detectormeansthat the noise voltage of the integratorhas

Low-Noise
Integration
Amplifier

Fig.8. FM is applied atthe phase
shifter in the 140-ns frequencylocked looo.

an insignificant effect on the noise floor of the discriminator. The lower conversionloss and higher sourceimpedance give a combined phase noise performanceimprovement over a standarddoublebalancedmixer of about 7 dB.
Applying FM at the output of the phase detector has
several disadvantages.Maximum phase detection and
minimum amplitude detection occur when the detector
output is near zerovolts. FM applied after the phasedetector will causethe detector to operateat nonzero voltages.
Also, the FM sensitivity is a function of the phase slope,
which is a function of the power levels at the phasedetector. This means that as temperature changes,the phase
slope will change,and FM sensitivity will change.In the
140-nsdelay line discriminator, these problems are eliminated by applying the FM signalto the phaseshifter instead
of the phasedetector,asshown in Fig. B.The phasedetector
always operates with zero volts at the output and the FM
sensitivity is independent of the phaseslope of the phase
detector.
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DesignConsiderations
in a FastHopping
Voltage-Control
led OsciIlator
The fast hopping requirementaffected the design of the
discriminatorpower amplifier,phaseshifter,and delayhne,
the widebandfeedbackloop, and the VCOpretunecircuit.
By BartonL. McJunkinand DavidM. Hoover
N ITS FAST HOPPING MODE of operation, the HP
I
I 8645A Agile Signal Generator can switch to a new freI quency in less than 15 microseconds with an accuracy
of one part per million or better. This article describes the
fast hopping VCO block diagram and the five major technical challenges that had to be met to build the fast hopping
VCO.
System Architecture
The HP 8645A uses a 515-to-103O-MHz oscillator whose
stability is controlled by a fractional-N phase-locked loop
(PLL), by a frequency-locked loop (FLL) based on a delay
line discriminator, or by both the PLL and the FLL. Fig. 1
is a block diagram of the system.
The frequency-to-voltage conversion characteristic of the
discriminator is inverted by placing the discriminator in a
feedback path around the VCO. The stabilized VCO now
has the voltage-to-frequency characteristics of the inverted
discriminator. For fast switching speed, the feedback loop
must be wideband and high-gain without degrading the
stability of the discriminator.
The ideal model for the FLL loop gain is a single integrator with a unity-gain crossover frequency of 1 MHz.
Because of the relatively flat gain and excess phase shift
of the discriminator, the gain margin of the loop required
more attention than the phase margin.
As explained in the box on page eO, the frequency-tovoltage conversion characteristic of the delay line discriminator is a repetitive function of the form:
Vo,t : Vo."rsin((<o - rJr),
where Vp"ar is the peak voltage from the phase detector, o
is the input angular frequency (radians/second), and r is
the time delay of the delay line (seconds). Although each
input frequency results in only one output voltage, the
inverse is not true. Each output voltage can indicate a multitude of frequencies. The inverted response of the discriminator-stabilized VCO is single-valued only over a
small range of (to - too)z { -rg0 degrees at the FLL phase
detector. This means that the VCO must be pretuned to
within L14r Hz of the final frequency before the discriminator will stabilize the VCO to the correct frequency.
To ensure that no transient condition can result in the
FLL's locking the VCO to the wrong frequency, the FLL is
designed to have a pulling range less than 1/4r Hz. The
pulling range is limited to this value by a diode limiter on
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the FLL VCO control line.
The standard signal generator operation of the instrument uses the fractional-N loop to phase-lock the VCO to
the reference signal and the discriminator to reduce the
phase noise of the oscillator.
Learn Sequence
Before the system enters the fast hopping mode, it must
learn the correct values for the pretune DAC (digital-toanalog converter), phase shifter, FLL DAC, and PLL DAC.
The learn sequence is as follows.
The fractional-N loop phase-locks the VCO to the desired
frequency. The tune line offset is used to optimize the
pretune value. The phase shifter is used to null the FLL
phase detector within -*6 degrees of quadrature. The FLL
DAC is used to cancel the phase detector offset at the input
of the low-noise amplifier. The PLL DAC is used to replace
the PLL tune line with an equivalent dc voltage. This procedure is followed for each frequency that is hopped to.
The DAC values are then saved in internal memory to be
called back when the instrument hops to that frequency.
In the fast hopping mode, the PLL is opened and the
discriminator controls the frequency accuracy of the signal
generator in addition to reducing the phase noise of the
oscillator. Since the discriminator controls the frequency
accuracy of the signal generator, it is necessary to optimize
the stability of the discriminator for best performance. The
three components of the discriminator that have the greatest effect on frequency stability are the power amplifier,
the phase shifter, and the delay line. Besides the discriminator, two other components can cause considerable
frequency error: the feedback loop and the VCO pretune
circuit.

PowerAmplifier
The power amplifier drives the input of the discriminator
with a leveled RF signal. Automatic level control (ALC)
maintains the power amplifier output at six volts peak into
the backmatch resistor. This high power level is necessary
for low-noise, high-sensitivity operation.
Absolute accuracy of the power amplifier ALC loop is
not as important as switching speed and stability. The ALC
loop has a minimum bandwith of SOOkHz and must settle
to within O.O1,2yo
of the final level within 15 microseconds.
This is the kind of stability that is necessary to keep the
AM-to-<DM conversion of the phase detector to acceptable
levels. Since the AM-to-<DM rejection of the phase detector

is only 10 dB worst-case, O.O721oAM can cause 0.L ppm
of frequency error in the FLL.
The extreme stability specification for the AM level requires a very accurate level detector. The detector is a peakto-peak Schottky diode detector with an output level of
-12V dc. Because of the high output level, temperature
compensation of the Schottky diodes was not necessary.
The detector output is compared to a stable reference
voltage and the error signal is integrated and applied to
the modulator at the input to the power amplifier. The
modulator is a limiter amplifier with a variable bias. The
modulator has 15 dB of linear range with the output varying
from 5 to 20 dBm.
The final ALC loop bandwidth varies from 500 kHz to
2 MHz across the 500-MHz-to-'l.O4O-MHz frequency band.
Since the bias loop of the limiter is used to control the
modulator, and since the power amplifier is near limiting,
the bias loops for both the limiter amplifier and the power
amplifier are wideband loops. To reduce the overall detector error signal, the power amplifier bias circuit uses an
integrator in the bias loop for high dc gain.
Phase Shifter
The main design goal for the phase shifter was to produce
no more than 0.2 ppm of error in the stabilized VCO from
t : 5 microseconds to t : 10 minutes. This requires phase
stability within <0.0012 degree. Other design goals were
low loss, good input/output match, low phase noise, good
phase stability with temperature, monotonicity of phase
shift with frequency, fast switching (<5 ps for <0.0012"
stability), and excellent long-term phase stability.
Two specifications drove the choice of implementation:
phase noise and switching speed. A varactor phase shifter
could not satisfy both conditions. With a switching speed
specification of 5 microseconds, sufficient filtering for
phase noise was not possible. The topology that was chosen
is a transmission line structure with double-pole doublethrow pin switches. Five binary-weighted phase shift elements have phase shifts of g0', 45",22.5", 11.25", and 5.6"
at 500 MHz. Because of the transmission line design, the

minimum phase resolution at 1000 MHz is 11.25'.
The initial switch design used discrete pin diodes and
simple driver circuits. A large phase drift occurred when
the current was switched from one diode to another. The
drift was caused by the heating of the pin diodes, which
affected the RF resistance and forward bias voltage. The
intial phase drift was approximately 0.5' from t : 5 ps to
t:10s.
Dual monolithic pin diodes are now used in the DPDT
switches. Since one or the other of the diodes is forward
biased, the total power dissipation in the diode chip is
constant. Also, the driver circuits were replaced with stable
current sources. The constant bias improves the long-term
stability. These changes reduced the phase drift from t : 5
ps to several minutes to something on the order of 0.02".
The remaining phase drift was difficult to track down.
It was finally traced to shifts in the dielectric constant of
the printed circuit board material caused by localized heating. The heating was caused by both bias and RF power
dissipation. The shifts in dielectric constant caused changes
in the group delay of the transmission lines. Placing the
design onto a Teflon board allowed the phase shifter to
meet its short-term phase stability specification.
Even with Teflon as a dielectric material, a few degrees
change in ambient temperature caused a long-term phase
stability error. The phase shifter was split into two parts
to improve the stability. The two most-significant bits were
placed in the discriminator leg with the delay line, and
the three least-significant bits were placed in the other leg.
This improved the long-term stability by a factor of 20 to 50.
Delay Line
Two specifications affected the choice of the delay line
length of 70 nanoseconds: phase noise pedestal and FM
deviation. A 1-MHz loop bandwidth is necessary to maintain a typical phase noise pedestal of - t+s dBc. At 1,M}Jz,
the excess phase shift added to the open-loop gain of the
discriminator by the delay line has to be small enough not
to reduce the loop phase margin unacceptably. AIso, a peak
FM deviation of t.zO MHz was required. To ensure linear
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Fig. 1. Block Diagram of the voltage-controlled osciilator used in
the HP 8645A Agile Signal Generator, showing the fractional-N
phase-locked loop and the frequencylocked loop based on a
7)-nanosecond delay line discriminator.
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operation, this needs to be less than half the pulling range
of the FLL. A 70-ns delay line meets both requirements. It
adds only 25o of excess phase shift at 1 MHz, and it results
in a pulling range of 1l(4x7o ns) Hz, which is more than
twice the required FM deviation. The instantaneous gain
of the FLL changes only 3 dB over the FM range.
The coaxial delay line is ovenized to shield the coax
from temperature fluctuations resulting from ambient temperature changes and instrument turn-on. The electrical
length of solid-Teflon-dielectric semirigid coaxial cable is
very sensitive to temperatures below 25'C. At 70'C, the
sensitivity reaches a value of zero. At first, the plan was
to raise the temperature of the delay line to 70'C. However,
heat loss calculations showed that continous power consumption in the coax heater could be as high as 20 watts
at low ambient temperatures. A temperature of 45"C was
decided upon as a good compromise. At ambient temperatures below 45'C, the coax temperature is held at 45"C.
As the ambient temperature goes above 45'C, the heater
shuts off. Thus, at high ambient temperatures, the stability
of the delay line is dependent on the insulation of the oven
and the reduced sensitivity of the delay line to temperatures
above 45'C.
Wideband Feedback Loop
The wideband feedback loop includes the low-noise
amplifier, the summing amplifier, and the loop integrator.
The design of all three blocks involved low-noise, wideband techniques, but special attention was paid to temperature stability and saturation recovery time. Because of the
varied specifications, all of the amplifiers in the feedback
loop use discrete operational amplifiers.
The best amplifier design for temperature stability uses
a monolithic differential pair with no emitter degeneration
as the input stage. Even small values of emitter resistance
can degrade the temperature coefficient of the input offset
voltage by a factor of 10. Because of the low-noise requirements of the low-noise amplifier, the differential pair in
this circuit uses two discrete transistors that are thermally
coupled.
During a switching transient, the high-gain secondary
stages in the amplifiers are likely to saturate or enter cutoff .
Reverse-biased Schottky diodes are placed across the collector-to-base junctions of those transistors to reduce saturation recovery time. This technique works well with fast
switching transistors that have a low V". saturation voltage.
Many RF and microwave transistors with high V.. saturation voltages come out of saturation with large thermal
transients, so they are not recommended for fast switching
amplifiers.
Many switches are used in the wideband feedback circuitry to protect the amplifiers from saturating when the
FLL is not in use. Also, since each amplifier stage has high
dc gain, the stages are separated from each other to keep
offset voltages from one stage from saturating another.
These circuits can be switched on and off without introducing errors caused by saturation transients.
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VCOPretuneCircuit
The VCO pretunecircuit must tune the oscillatorto
within 1 MHz of the final frequency in 3.5 microseconds.
After that time, no switching transients from the pretune
circuit should be large enough to affect the center frequency
accuracy of the stabilized VCO. The pretune circuit also
needs sufficient filtering to avoid degrading the noise of
the FLL.
The pretune filter is a simple RC low-passfilter with a
speed-up switch to short the resistor during the 3.5-ps
switching time. After the 3.5-psswitching time, the switch
is open. The time constant of the RC filter is one millisecond.The reason for the extremely large time constant
compared to the instrument switching speedof 15 microsecondsis the shapeof the loop gain of the FLL. The onepole design of the loop means that the stabilized VCO is
more senstive to the rate of change or slope of the VCO
pretune transientsthan to the peak value of the transients.
The loop has sufficient gain at low frequenciesto cancel
a large VCO pretune transient with a time constantof one
millisecond.
The design approach for the fast pretune circuit was to
ensure that the only transients generatedhave time constantsmuch larger or much smaller than the 15-ps instrument switching speed.Fast-time-constanttransientssettle
out beforet : 15 pr.s.
Slow-time-constanttransientschange
so slowly that the loop gain of the FLL cancelsthe errors
without generatinga largeerror frequency.Transientswith
time constantsbetween12 ps and 15 ps causeconsiderable
frequency error at t : 15 ps. Dielectric absorption in a
polypropylene pretune capacitor had considerabletransient energy with a time constant of 1,2 to 1.5 ps, so a
specially designedTeflon-dielectricpretune capacitorwas
chosen instead. The dielectric absorption at 12 tr.csis
specified at 0.004%.This very tight dielectric absorption
specificationguaranteeslessthan 0.2ppm centerfrequency
error as a result of VCO oretune transients.
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rity FrequencySynthesis
High-spectral-Pu
in a MicrowaveSignalGenerator
and a GaAs
fundamental
oscillator
A low-noiseYlG-tuned
dividercontributeto the spectralpurityof the HP 86654
SignalGenerator.
4.2-GHzSynthesized
by JamesB. Summersand DouglasR. Snook
HE HP 8665A IS THE HIGH-FREQUENCYMEMBER
of the PerformanceSignal Generator family. Like
the other PSG instruments,the HP 86444 and the
HP 8645A, it employs a simplified single-loop frequency
synthesis scheme. The HP 8665A differs, however, in that
its fundamental oscillator operates in the octave from 3 to
6 GHz. The fundamental oscillator is a YlG-tuned oscillator
that provides low phase noise and low-distortion FM. A
low-noise GaAs divider IC was developed to allow division
of the 3-to-6-GHz octave into the frequency range of the
PSG fractional-N synthesis hardware and the optional frequency discriminator noise reduction hardware. This allows the entire performance signal generator family to share
common synthesis hardware, reducing development time
and production costs.
Synthesizer Block Diagram
The block diagram of the HP 8665A synthesis section is
shown in Fig. 1. The YlG-tuned oscillator (YTO) frequency
is set by current flowing in two coils-the main coil and
the FM coil. The coil currents determine the magnetic field
on the YIG (yttrium-iron-garnet) sphere that serves as the
resonator for the oscillator. The main coil is used to tune
the oscillator over the full 3-to-6-GHz frequency range. The
FM coil provides a fine-tune capability of 130 MHz which
is used to lock the phase-locked loop (PLL) and the optional
frequency-locked loop (FLL), as well as for frequency modulation as the name implies. The pretune circuitry sets the
main coil current to place the YTO frequency near the
desired operating frequency so the PLL can acquire lock.
The YTO output drives the GaAs divider microcircuit
(described later) which contains a splitting amplifier and
two binary dividers. The divider microcircuit provides output frequencies divided by 1,2, and 4 for use in the output
section of the HP 8665A and a divided-by-a output for the
synthesis section.
Since the 3-to-6-GHz octave does not divide simply into
the 515-to-1030-MHz octave used in the HP 86444 and
8645A, additional divider hardware is included to allow
reuse of the common PSG fractional-N and frequency discriminator hardware.
The PLL is formed as follows. The YTO signal divided
into the 257.5-to-515-MHz octave drives the fractional divider circuitry in the fractional-N module. The signal is
further divided down to 2OOWIz and compared in a phase
detector to a 200-kHz reference signal derived from the
instrument's 10-MHz reference. The phase detector output

is integrated and then scaled before leaving the fractional-N
module. This scaling provides a constant loop bandwidth
as the loop frequency (and therefore the loop divide
number) is changed.
For PLL-only operation (no FLL), the fractional-N output
signal must be fed back to the oscillator to complete the
PLL. Since the HP 86654 oscillator has different characteristics from those of the HP 86444 and HP 8645A, further
loop gain shaping is required. This is provided by a variable
lag-lead network. A low-pass filter is also provided to reduce the levels of spurious products that result from the
fractional division process. These fractional spurs are typically less than - 48 dBc at 3 GHz within the PLL bandwidth and less than - 90 dBc at offsets greater than L0 kHz.
The output signal from the low-pass filter controls the YTO
frequency by controlling the current in the FM coil.
For PLL + FLL operation, the fractional-N module phase
detector output signal is fed to the frequency discriminator
module instead of the YTO. The FLL is a wideband loop
that senses the FM noise of the oscillator and feeds back
a control signal to the YTO to reduce this noise. Any attempt by the fractional-N module output to change the
YTO frequency by changing the FM coil current would be
seen by the frequency discriminator as a frequency error,
and since there is more loop gain in the FLL than in the
PLL, the FLL would prevail. To avoid this problem the PLL
signal is fed to the discriminator module, where it changes
the phase shift in one leg of the delay line discriminator
to control the frequency of the FLL. The FLL then appears
to be a composite VCO for the PLL. (See the article on page
27 for more information on discriminator module operation.l
The frequency-locked loop is formed by feeding the 515to-1030-MHz divided YTO signal to the delay line discriminator module. In this module, the RF signal is split
into two paths. One path is fed through a long piece of
coaxial transmission line to delay it 140 nanoseconds before it is applied to a phase detector. The other path is fed
through variable phase shifters to the other input of the
phase detector. A frequency discriminator is formed when
the variable phase shifters are set so that, at the desired
operating frequency, the two signals at the phase shifter
are in phase quadrature. As the input frequency deviates
from the operating frequency, the phase of the delayed
signal changes much more rapidly than that of the nondelayed signal, causing an output from the phase detector
that is proportional to the frequency offset. The output of
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the phase detector is integratedto produce the output of
the discriminator module. The frequency-lockedloop is
completedby connectingthe discriminator module output
to the FM coil of the YTO through a lag-leadnetwork. This
lag-lead network sets the bandwidth of the FLL and provides high gain at dc for YTO drift tracking.
Frequency Modulation
For PLL-only operation,the synthesisloop is frequency
modulated by driving the YTO FM coil and by changing
the fractional divide number in the fractional-N module.
The modulation signal must be applied in both placesbecause without the fractional-N path the PLL will see the

FM as a dynamic phase error and will act to suppress the
modulation if the modulation rates are within the PLL
bandwidth.
Changing the fractional divide number to generate FM
has some advantages. First, it allows true dc-coupled FM
without unlocking the PLL. This provides much better carrier frequency accuracy and less frequency drift than the
conventional method of providing dc-coupled FM by unlocking a PLL and relying on the drift characteristics of a
free-running VCO. Second, the modulation index limitation of the conventional ac-coupled FM system is eliminated.* In a conventional acFM system, if the modulation
.Modulation index = p = Atfm : peak phase deviation.
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index of the modulated signal at the PLL phase detector
exceedsthe range of the phase detectorthe loop will lose
lock. The maximum modulation index possibleis the peak
rangeof the phasedetectormultiplied by the divide number
of the PLL. Changingthe divide number in the PLL as the
VCO is frequency modulated produces a constant instantaneous frequency at the output of the loop divider and
the phase detector seesno modulation. There is therefore
no limitation to the modulation index of the HP 86654 FM
system.
There are two disadvantagesassociatedwith changing
the fractional divide number in some applications. The
first is that for very low FM rates the modulation occurs
in discretesteps.This is only a problem when an external
FM input is used and the peak input levels are in the
millivolt range.The quantizationstepsizeat the front panel
will be 0.5 to 1 millivolt. The secondproblem results from
the time it takes to digitize the FM signal, convert it into
the new divide number, and finally, have that new divide
number affect the frequency at the phase detector. AItogether,the time delay is approximately30 microseconds.
This time delay causesa phaseshift betweenthe YTO and
fractional-N FM paths, which results in unflatnessof the
FM frequency responseat modulation rates near the PLL
bandwidth. To provide a flat FM response,the FM signal
coupled directly to the YTO must be delayed a similar
amount or a very narrow PLL bandwidth must be used
(sincea fixed time delay representslessphaseshift at lower
frequencies).To provide this delay, a delay equalizer is
used. The delay equalizermaintains its delay out to a modulation rate of 15 kHz, after which the delay falls to near
zero. When a complex modulation waveform is passed
through this nonconstantdelay, somewaveform distortion
will result becausethe time delaysexperiencedby the different harmonic componentsof the waveform are unequal.
A specialfunction can be usedto bypassthe delay equalizer
and narrow the PLL bandwidth if this is a problem in a
particular application.
FM during FLL + PLL operation is similar to PLL-only
FM except that the FM signal must also be fed to the discriminator module. Without this path the FLL would act
to reducethe frequencymodulation at rateswithin its loop
bandwidth. The delay equalizerin the YTO FM path is not
required when the FLL is in operation becausethe FLL
reduces the YTO phase noise, allowing a narrow PLL
bandwidth to be used at all times.

between adiacent circuits.
A disadvantage of the single-loop approach is higher
phase noise close to the canier. Since a relatively low reference frequency is used (200 kHz), the divide number is
quite large (30,000 at 6 GHz). This large divide number
multiplies the noise floor of the reference and phase detector, raising it as much as 90 dB. To achieve reasonable
noise performance, the PLL bandwidth must be limited so
that the multiplied reference noise does not degrade the
noise of the YTO. A narrow loop bandwidth can adversely
affect the switching speed of the synthesizer as well as
immunity to power line related spurious and microphonics. A trade-off has to be made between these characteristics. The HP 8665,{ PLL bandwidth is set at 1 kHz in the
PLL-only mode of operation. This provides typical switching speeds of 30 ms (50 ms specification) and phase noise
better than the YTO for offsets Iess than 1 kHz. The YTO
noise is degraded slightly between 1 and 10 kHz, but
beyond 10 kHz the noise is that of the YTO alone.
While the PLL cannot reduce the phase noise at large
frequency offsets from the carrier, the frequency discriminator can. Since the discriminator used in the HP
8665A operates at frequencies between 515 and 1030 MHz,
the multiplication of its noise floor is much less (a factor
of B at 6 GHzJ. The discriminator frequency-locked loop
improves the YTO phase noise at offsets out to 125 kHz
from the carrier at 6 GHz. It also provides improved immunity to YTO microphonics because of its relatively wide loop
bandwidth. The phase noise improvement provided by the
discriminator FLL is typically 17 dB at a 2O-kHz offset and
27 dB at a 1-kHz offset from the carrier. Fig. 2 compares
PLL-only and Fll-enhanced phase noise performance in
the HP 8665,t measured at an output carrier frequency of
1. GHz.
YIG-Tuned Oscillator
The selection of an oscillator for the HP 8665A was
primarily based on two factors. First, the oscillator phase
noise performance had to be very good since the oscillator
noise cannot be reduced by the PLL at adjacent channel
offsets. (The discriminator can reduce this noise. but it is

i
Single-Loop Synthesizer Design
For the HP 8665,\, the PSG single-loop synthesis approach has somereal advantages.Since there is no heterodyning in the synthesizer,spuriousproductsareexceptionally good. The nonharmonic spurious performanceof the
HP 8665A is specified to be better than -90 dBc for frequency offsets greater than 10 kHz from the carrier in the
3-to-6-GHzoctave (output section coverageis only to 4.2
GHz.) Another advantageis lower complexity. Since there
is only one VCO and one PLL the part count is lower,
resulting in lower cost and higher reliability. Another less
obvious advantageis lower mechanicalcomplexity. A multiple-loop synthesizer must have high levels of internal
shielding to avoid spurioussignalsresultingfrom couplings
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optional.) Second, for rapid frequency switching it is important that the oscillator be accurately pretuned to allow
loop acquisition. The YlG-tuned oscillator was chosen because it satisfies these requirements, having both low phase
noise and linear tuning characteristics.
A YlG-tuned oscillator uses a sphere composed of yttrium-iron-garnet as the resonator for a negative-resistance
oscillator. This sphere is placed between the poles of a
magnet structure which provides a uniform magnetic field
in the vicinity of the sphere. The strength of the magnetic
field is determined by the current flowing in coils that
surround the pole pieces of the magnet structure. A coupling loop is placed around the sphere in a plane parallel
to the magnetic field to form the RF resonator. The magnetic
dipoles in the YIG sphere have precessional frequencies
that are controlled by the bias field set up by the magnet
structure. The RF magnetic field of the coupling loop is
perpendicular to the bias field and will couple energy to
the precessing dipoles at the precessional frequency, thus
forming the resonator. The resonant frequency of the sphere
is a linear function of the bias field strength, which in turn
is a linear function of the current in the main and FM coils.
The oscillator tuning characteristics provided by the YIG
resonator are therefore very linear, allowing accurate pretuning as well as low-distortion FM. The FM distortion of
the HP 86654 in the PLL-only mode of operation is typically less than 0.2% for deviations up to 20 MHz in the
3-to-6-GHz band. This performance is not limited by the
YTO linearity, but rather by the audio amplifiers in the
FM signal path.
The high-Q YIG resonator and a low-noise bipolar transistor form the low-phase-noise oscillator required for the
HP 8665A application. To prevent degradation of the oscillator phase noise, a low-noise main coil driver was developed. At a 20-kHz offset, the phase noise specification
in the oscillator band is - 105 dBcftIz.

Divider Block Diagram
For the HP 86654, a single hybrid microcircuit (see Fig.
3) was designed to take the output of the 3-to-6-GHz YIGtuned oscillator and provide the output frequency of 750
to 1500 MHz, which is then further divided by silicon ECL
frequency dividers. This microcircuit also provides the
drive signals for the output section. A block diagram of the
microwave divider microcircuit is included in the synthesis block diagram, Fig. t.
The HP 8665A microwave divider microcircuit contains
three GaAs ICs and associated thick-film substrates. The
GaAs ICs are as follows:
r Dual Limiting Amplifier: Amplifies, Iimits, and splits
the 3-to-6-GHz input signal to provide a 3-to-6-GHz output and a drive signal for the first divider.
r 3-to-6-GHz Divider: Takes the 3-to-6-GHz signal from
the amplifier and divides the frequency by two. This
divided signal is used to drive the next divider and to
provide a 1.5-to-3-GHz output.
r 1.5-to-3-GHzDivider: Takes the 1.5-to-3-GHzsignal from
the first divider and divides the frequency by two, providing two 0.75-to-1.S-GHzoutputs, one for the synthesis
loop and one for the output section.
The same design is used for both of the dividers in the
microcircuit.
The thick-film substrates provide the RF paths to and
from the GaAs ICs, the dc bias paths from the bias board
to the ICs, and proper terminations for the divider's internal
division block.
The microcircuit plugs into a fairly simple printed circuit

GaAs Frequency Divider
To allow the common PSG fractional-N divider and frequency discriminator modules to be used with the 3-to-6GHz YTO, a proprietary gallium arsenide divider IC was
developed.
The divider exhibits low residual phase noise, having a
noise floor typically less than - 160 dBc/l{2. The residual
noise of the divider must be better than the divided phase
noise of the YTO to prevent the frequency discriminator
noise reduction circuitry from acting upon the divider
noise by modulating the YTO to cancel the divider noise.
This would degrade the phase noise performance in the
YTO octave.
Traditionally, a 3-to-6-GHz synthesizer is locked to the
reference oscillator by sampling the output signal down to
a frequency range that can then be phase locked to a signal
derived from the reference oscillator. With the advent of
gallium arsenide (GaAs) IC technology, it was found that
this function could be accomplished by designing a frequency divider that worked at the output frequency of the
main oscillator. A divider chain could then be used instead
of a sampler, reducing the complexity and improving the
spurious performance of the synthesizer.
Fig.3. GaAs microwavedivider
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board that provides the frequency dependent pretune voltages for the dividers, the adjustments to set the desired
power levels for the output section, and the required bias
regulation.
GaAs lC Design
The design philosophy for the GaAs ICs called for integrating as much circuitry as possible onto the ICs. This
includes matching, bias decoupling, and output stages.The
ability to add on-chip matching and output stages shows
an advantage of GaAs IC design, that active devices are
easy and cheap to integrate. In a typical hybrid microcircuit
design, one tries to minimize the number of active components and do as much as possible with passive elements
that can be made part of the thick-film or thin-film substrate. With a GaAs IC, it is actually less costly (that is, Iess
space-consuming) to add other active devices, such as
FETs, than to use passive components, such as transmission lines, spiral inductors, or capacitors.
Dual Limiting Amplifier. The dual limiting amplifier is a
three-stage GaAs IC built using a proprietary HP Microwave
Technology Division process.
The first stage of the amplifier is an active lossy match
design that provides a 50Cl match to the YTO. The second
stage provides the gain and the power-splitting capability.
The third stage, the output stage, provides the final limiting
and a reasonable match to the output load. The output FET
is designed to run out of signal swing at the desired
maximum output power. The gate bias of this FET can be
set by an external voltage to provide an adjustment range
for the desired output power. The second and third stages
are replicated to provide two outputs from this IC.
1.5-to-6-GHz Frequency Divider. The second and third ICs
in the microcircuit are the frequency dividers. The same
type of divider is used in both applications. This device
is also an HP Microwave Technology Division IC.
Important design considerations were as follows:
I Frequency range. The 1.5-to-6-GHz input frequency
range had to be covered over the instrument temperature
extremes.
I Low phase noise. The residual noise of the divider must
be lower than the worst other noise contributor in the
synthesis loop at the offset of interest. If this is not the
case, the divider performance sets the phase noise level
of the synthesis loop. It turns out that the offset where
many dividers have contributing noise is in the 10-to100-kHz range, which is significant for many test applications.
r Output power. The output level of the dividers was part
of the overall gain budget that set the 8665A output
power specification.
The standard design for frequency dividers uses a static
or master-slave approach. A flip-flop circuit with feedback
generates the divided-by-two signal. This topology has the
advantage of not needing frequency bias adjustments for
multioctave operation. However, bandwidths up to only
about 3 GHz were achievable using this approach with the
available GaAs IC process. Another problem was that the
phase noise was too high.
The frequency dividers in the HP 8665A use the concept
of an injection-locked oscillator. The output is locked to

one half of the input frequency. The oscillator is pretuned
to a value that is close to the desired output frequency to
allow locking by the proper divide number. The ability to
design the oscillator to work from 750 MHz to 3 GHz allows
the same divider IC to be used in both octaves of operation.
Advantages of the injection-locked divider approach are
the frequency range and the phase noise performance. Disadvantages are power dissipation and the requirement for
a frequency dependent bias adjustment to provide the oscillator pretuning.
AII of the divider is integrated onto the IC with the exception of an off-chip bias tee and termination. AIso included
on the [C are an input matching stage and an output stage.
The input stage is an active lossy match design to provide
a reasonable 50-ohm load to the input source. A passive
match could not provide a good enough return loss without
severely attenuating the input signal. The divider output
stage provides a buffer between the divider cell and the
output load and increases the voltage swing to meet the
desired output power requirements. The final part of the
output stage includes an adjustment so that the output
level can be set for a given device.
Package Design. The three GaAs ICs making up the divider
microcircuit are packaged using a steel baseplate, a molybdenum pedestal, and thick-film substrates. The package is
made relatively hermetic by using epoxy preform seals for
the RF connectors, dc feedthroughs, and lid. The baseplate
and pedestal are designed to dissipate the heat generated
in the ICs without requiring a separate carrier, which would
be required if the baseplate were fabricated from aluminum.
The thick-film substrates provide the paths for dc bias and
RF signals, along with the bias tee and RF termination for
the dividers.
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MicrowaveSignalGeneratorOutput
SystemDesign
Noisepertormance
andlevelaccuracyweremajordesign
concerns.Thickiilmmicrocircuifs,some "packageless,"
are used extensively.
by Steve R. Fried, Keith L. Fries, and John M. Sims

HE OUTPUT SYSTEM OF THE HP 8665A Synthesized Signal Generator takes the synthesized and
divided signalsfrom the GaAs divider describedin
the preceding article and produces an output signal in the
range of 0.1 MHz to 4.2 GHz. It also provides automatic
level control (ALC), amplitude modulation, and reverse
power protection.
The main output section, which provides output frequencies from 0.1 MHz to 3 GHz, consists of a divided output
section for frequencies from 0.1875 to 3 GHz and a heterodyne output section for frequencies from 0.1 to 187.5 MHz,
There is a separate microwave extender output section for
frequencies from 3 Io 4.2 GHz Fig. 1 is a simplified block
diagram of the HP 8665A output system.

DividedOutputSection
The divided output sectiontakestwo of the octavesgenerated by the synthesisblock and provides level control
and AM capability for output frequenciesfrom 187.5MHz
to 3.0 GHz. The upper three octavesof this rangeare covered by the high-frequency driver and the last octave is
coveredby the low-frequencydriver, alongwith the heterodyne band, 0.1 to 187.5 MHz. The two drivers supply the
inputs for the two sectionsof the main output amplifier.
High-Frequency Driver. The HF driver acceptstwo signals
from the GaAs divider: 1.5 to 3.0 GHz (Dlv2)and 0.75 to
L.5 GHz (DlV4).These signalshave high harmonic content
and their output levels vary with frequency.The HF driver
filters the harmonics and levels the signals to provide a
constant level to the high-band modulator. There is also a
silicon binary divider on the HF driver which generates
octave. The block diagram of the
the 0.375-to-O.75O-GHz
HF driver is shown in Fig. 2. Becauseof the frequencies
involved, the majority of the RF signal handling is done
with microcircuits.
The desired frequency octave is selectedby the input
multiplexer on the premodulatormicrocircuit. If the 0.375to-O.75-GHzband is selected,the DlV4signalfrom the GaAs
dividers is directed to the D|VSsilicon divider. The D|VS
output then returns to the premodulator microcircuit for
further processing.
The next circuit on the microcircuit, the prernodulator,
acts like a variableattenuatorcontrolled by the preleveling
loop. If the drive to the premodulator increasesby 2 dB
then the premodulator attenuation will increaseby 2 dB
to keep the output level constant.Similarly, if a following
stagerolls off by 1 dB the premodulator attenuation will
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decreaseby 1 dB to ensure that the level at the input of
the high-band modulator remains constant. While the premodulator performs a function similar to that of the highband modulator, the performance requirements are much
lower, so the designis simpler. The premodulatordoesnot
have to do amplitude modulation, so the dynamic range
required is smaller. Also, harmonics are not very critical
since the filter microcircuit follows the premodulator.
The premodulatorcircuit is followed by a two-stageGaAs
amplifier. The lowest signal level in the HF driver signal
path occursat the input to this GaAsamplifier, so the noise
floor is set at this point. Caremust be taken to ensurethat
the instrument noise floor is not degradedby the HF driver.
This is accomplishedby carefully selectingthe gain and
flatness of the following stages,and by designing the
amplifier for a low noise figure. Harmonics are not a major
concern becausethe filter microcircuit attenuatesthem.
The filter microcircuit reducesthe signal harmonics to
the point where the harmonics at the output of the instrument are not dominated by the HF driver. The microcircuit
contains two lumped-element low-pass filters and four
transmissionline low-passfilters. At high frequenciesthe
transmissionline filters no longerprovide attenuation.This
occursat frequencieswhere the length of the filter elements
is approximately one half wavelength.The lower the filter
corner frequency, and therefore the larger the filter elements,the lower the frequencyat which the filter no longer
attenuates.To ensure that the filter microcircuit rejects
very high-frequencyharmonics,the 3-GHzfilter is always
left in the signal path. Being the highest-frequencyfilter
on the microcircuit, it provides isolation to the highest
frequencies.An additional output is included to provide
a 1000.1-MHz-to-1,'1,87.S-MHz
signalto the down-converter
section.
Following the filter is the high-bandmodulator microcircuit. This microcircuit includes the peak detector for the
preleveling loop and the AM modulator for the 0.375-to3.0-GHzband. Placing the preleveling loop peak detector
inside this microcircuit ensuresthat the level into the modulator will remain constant. The modulator is a variable
attenuatorthat provides vernier level control and AM and
compensatesfor unflatnessin any of the following stages.
Since there are no filters after the modulator, it must have
very good harmonic performance.It is an absorptivemodulator that is constructed as two cascadedpi attenuators.
The diodes in each leg of the modulator are chosenbased
on trade-offsbetween harmonic performance,modulator
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the output systern of the HP 8665A Synthesized Signal Generator
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"Packageless" Microcircuits
The "packageless"microcircuitconcept was developedin an
efiort to save on the number of separatemicrocircuitsneeded
and thereby decrease the cost of packaging these circuits. ln
in Fig. 1,six low-passfiltersarecontained
the exampleillustrated
on a singlelargethick-filmhybridon a ceramicsubstrate.The
substrateis suspendedin a cutoutin the printedcircuitassembly
(PCA).lt is retainedby the contactholderand spring fingers
from the clamo. Electricalcontact between the substrateand
the PCA is made by bridgingthe gap with a conductiverubber
contact. Detailsof this can be seen in Fig. 2.
Both dc and RF connectionsare made betweenthe substrate
and the PCA.The dc connectionsuse a standard pad on both
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Flg. 1. "Packageless" microcircuit concept

linearity, and dynamic range. The design evolved from a
modulator used in the HP 8663A, with the frequency range
extended both higher and lower for use in the HP 86654.
The modulator output drives the high-frequency section
of the main output amplifier.
Microcircuits are typically very costly. An analysis of
previous microcircuit designs showed that a significant
portion of the cost could be attributed to the microcircuit
package itself. To reduce the cost of the instrument, the
premodulator and filter microcircuits were designed as
"packageless" microcircuits (see box above).
The design of the HF driver also required careful attention to grounding, layout, bypassing, and cavity resonance
suppression to achieve the required level of performance.
Low-Frequency Driver. The low-frequency driver of the
divided output section covers 187.5 to 375MHz. The block
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Printed
Circuit
Assembly

Substrate

Clamp

Fig.2. Contact detail betuveenthe microcircuit substrateand
the pilnted circuit assembly (PCA)
the substrateand the PCA.The RF connectionshave to acceDt
transmission
lines.Sincethe transmission
line
50-ohmmicrostrip
widths are so differentbetweenthe PCA (0.115inch wide on
epoxy glass, e, : 4.7) and the substrate(0.025inch wide on
ceramic,e, : 9.6), specialtransitionsare used coming to the
edge of each. The RF performanceof the connectionbetween
the PCA and the substrateis importantto overallcircuit performance.The transitionsused are designedto have a minimum
.15
of
dB returnloss(VSWR1.44:1)to3 GHz. Networkanalysis
techniqueswere usedto evaluate
and time-domainreflectometry
the transitions
duringdevelopment.
The gap betweenthe PCA and the substrateis bridged wlth
a conductivesiliconerubbercontact.This contactis held in a
pocket in the contact holder. The pocket is sized so that the
contactcan expandintoit as it is compressedby the clamping
forceof the assembly.Whencompletelyclampedthe contactis
compressed20 to 30 percentfrom its free state.
This systemhas been quite successfulboth for electricalperformanceand for packagingf lexibility.
Nearlytheentireperimeter
of the substrateis availablefor contactsites.This designalso
makesit unnecessary
to packageindividualcircuitsin separate
microcircuitpackages.
Bennie E. Helmso
Development
Engineer
SpokaneDivision

diagram is shown in Fig. 2. A 375-to-750-MHz signal from
the high-frequency driver drives a silicon binary divider
to generate 187.5 to 375 MHz. A separate AM modulator,
a reflective pin diode modulator, is used for this octave.
Two half-octave filters are used to filter off any harmonics
generated by the divider or the buffer amplifiers. The multiplexer on the output of the filters also controls the 0.1-to1,87.S-MHz signal from the heterodyne output section. The
signal then goes to the low-frequency section of the main
output amplifier.

HeterodyneOutputSection
The HP 8665Ausesfrequencydivisionto obtainoutput
frequenciesfrom 187.5Lo 42OOMHz. Below 1.87.5MHz, a
heterodyne section is employed. With this scheme, FM
deviation capability is greaterthan it would be if frequency
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the divided output section,part of the main output section.

division were used. While delivering better FM deviation,
the heterodyneprocessbrings with it its own problems in
the form of intermodulation products and other mixing
spurs, which must be 90 dB below the carrier amplitude.
To obtain the 0.1-to-187.5-MHzsignals,the heterodyneoutput section mixes an RF signal at 1.00 GHz with a local
oscillator (LO) signal ranging from 1.0001to 1.'l'875GHz.
21O-M.HzPhase-Locked Loop (PLL). The 1-GHz RF signal
is derived from the 10-MHz instrument reference,which
is also used in the synthesis portion of the HP 8665'4..
Insteadof phaselocking the 250-MHz signal shown in Fig.
3 to the 10-MHz referenceby dividing 25OMHz down to
10 MHz, a different method is used. First, the 10-MHz
reference signal is multiplied by five to obtain the PLL
referencesignal.To getdown to the 50-MHz signalrequired
for phasedetection,the 250-MHz signal is divided by five.
The two 50-MHz signals are then phase-lockedtogether.
thus providing a 250-MHz signal with the same stability
as the 10-MHz referencesignal.The 250-MHzsignalis then
multiplied by four to get the 1-GHz RF signal needed at
the mixer.
When operatingthe HP 8665A,the user can either supply
an external 10-MHz reference signal or use the internal
low-noise reference.The internal referenceis an ovenized
voltage-controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO) whose frequencyis controlledby a digital-to-analogconverter[DAC).
An optional high-stability time base can be used as the
external referencewhen better stability is desired.Whichever LO-MHzreferenceis selectedprovidesto the rearpanel
a 10-MHz signal phase-lockedto the output signal of the

HP 86654.
The 250-MHz signal needed in the PLL is generatedby
doubling the frequency of the output of another VCXO,
which generatesa low-noise 125-MHz signal. A varactor
in serieswith the crystal allows tuning of the signal frequencyby severalkilohertz. A resonantcircuit extractsthe
crystal current. The 125-MHz signal is amplified and doubled using the familiar full-wave rectifier.
To provide the 250-MHz output signal as well as the
signal that ultimately gets fed back to the phase detector,
an asymmetricalresistivesplitter is used. The output with
the smaller level is first sent through an isolation amplifier
and then to an ECL divide-by-s circuit. The 50-MHz signal
is filtered, buffered, and sent to the phase detector.
A double balancedmixer is used as the PLL phasedetector. The phase slope of the detector is O.2Vlrad.The IF
output is diplex filtered to provide a 50-ohm termination
to the sum frequency and to low-pass filter the difference
frequency at dc. The low-pass filtering removes any unwanted signalsthat might modulate the VCXO via the tune
line. The loop integrator,which follows and makesthe PLL
a second-orderloop, has the capability of providing PLL
bandwidths of either 100 Hz or 1 kHz. This choice allows
optimization of noise either close to the carrier or farther
out. The output of the integrator is used to tune the 125MHz crystal oscillator.
The larger output of the 250-MHz asymmetricalresistive
splitter is applied to a double-tunedbandpassfilter. This
filter reiects subharmonically related signals at multiples
of 125 MHz coming from the doubler aswell as other spuri-
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ous signals generated in the x 5 section. These signals include 1O-MHzand 50-MHz offsetand feedthroughsignals.
1-GHz Generation. Once the 250-MHz signal is phase
locked to the 10-MHz reference,all that is needed is to
multiply it by four to get the 1-GHz signal. Although this
sounds easy, becauseof concern over spurious signals entering the mixer it is not. The 250-MHz signal is first doubled using a doubler similar to that used in the PLL for the
1.25-MHzsignal. Amplification and filtering are performed
twice on the resulting 500-MHz signal. The filtering is accomplished with tunable, helical bandpassfilters. At this
point, the signal is split. One signal is routed to the rear
panel where it can be used for various applications, and
the other signal is sent to another doubler.
The 1-GHz signal that exits the doubler has spurious
signals that occur every 250 MHz, even though some are
relatively low in amplitude becauseof the b00-MHzfilters
These signals must be filtered well before reaching the
mixer. To accomplish this, a 1.-GHzhelical bandpassfilter
similar to the 500-MHz filters is used. Although this filter
providesreasonablestop-bandperformanceclose-in,above

3 GHz it has very little attenuation. For this reason,a 1-GHz
low-pass filter follows the bandpass filter. Along with all
the filtering, several shield cans are used to separatethe
250-MHz-to-1-GHzcircuitry. The shield cans effectively
stop on-board coupling from one circuit to another.
A pin diode reflective modulator controls the vernier
level, amplitude modulation, and any other unflatness in
the ALC loop. Becausethe gain of the modulator, defined
as the change in the RF voltage divided by the change in
the modulator control voltage, is not a linear function of
the modulator control voltage, a shaper was designedto
linearize the gain and effectively reduce the variation in
the ALC loop gain and bandwidth. An isolation amplifier
between the modulator and the mixer decouplesthe LO
feedthrough signal from the modulator.
LO Drive Signal. The LO signal comes from the high-frequencydriver (seeFig. 1).Its frequencyrangeis from 1.0001
Io 7.7875 GHz. Since the LO signal at the mixer must be
between 14 and 21 dBm, the signal from the HF driver is
amplified by two transistor amplifiers that use high-pass
structures to boost the gain at 11BZ.bMHz. A nine-pole
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187.5-375.0MH2

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the
heterodyne output section,part ot
the main output section.

low-pass filter made with thick-film technology removes
harmonics of the LO signal before it enters the mixer.
IF Circuitry. The mixer used in the heterodyne output
section is a double balanced mixer specifically selected for
low intermodulation distortion. Two internally generated
distortion products of concern are the Sflo - 6fpp and the
4fro - Sfpp products. Each mixer is tested to make sure
that these two distortion products are low enough to meet
the instrument specification.
As shown in Fig. 3, the IF (output) port of the mixer is

terminated in a diplexed filter. This filter performsseveral
functions. First, it provides a 50O termination to the sum
frequency coming out of the mixer. Second,it attenuates
some harmonicsand intermodulation distortion products,
especially 4flo - Sfp., which almost comes into the IF
frequency range. Lastly, the filter attenuatesthe LO and
RF feedthroughsignals.Becauseof leakageto other parts
of the board, the diplex filter is designed with no leads
protruding through to the bottom side of the board, and it
is coveredby a shield can.
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Fig.4. Main power amplifier and main ALC loop.
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Following the diplexed filter is the IF amplifier stage.
This stageprovides good harmonic performance.This is
important becausethere is no IF filtering afterward.Besides
being very linear, these amplifiers also have a low noise
figure so that they do not degradethe noise floor, which
is primarily set by the level out of the mixer. Since the
level out of the mixer sets the noise floor, switchable attenuators are included after the amplifiers in an attempt
to keep the output level of the mixer within a 2-dB window
as the amplitude is varied. As the amplitude approaches
the bottom of the vernier, attenuatorsareswitched in, causing the level out of the mixer to be higher than it would
be without the attenuators. The multiplexer at the output
of the attenuatorsswitchesbetweenthe 187.5-to-375-MHz
signal, which comes from the last divider section in the
instrument, and the heterodynedsignal. Both divider and
heterodynedsignalsaresentto the main output amplifier.
Main Power Amplifier and Peak Detector Microcircuit
The main power amplifier microcircuit (see Fig. 4) is
designedto provide signal switching and gain to two independent RF sourceswithin the main output section while
maintaining high spectralpurity. The microcircuit selects
betweenthe LF driver (0.1to 375 MHz) and HF driver (375
to 3000 MHz) signals, depending on the desired canier
frequency. The circuitry consists of a single bipolar
amplifier for the LF band and a dual-stage GaAsFET

amplifier for the HF band. To conservepower and provide
increased signal isolation, only one of the amplifiers is
switched on at a time. A pin diode performsthe RF switching between the amplifier outputs. The LF amplifier provides 5 to 7 dB of gain to the LF driver output signal,which
is prefiltered to at most - 3B dBc harmonics. The HF
amplifier adds 15 to 20 dB of gain to the HF driver output
signal, which has better than - 35 dBc harmonics. Each
power amplifier stageprovidesgreaterthan * 17 dBm saturated output power with at most - 30 dBc harmonics for
instrument levels up to + 10 dBm.
A peak detectorsamplesthe output RF envelopevoltage
for power leveling purposes. Two low-barrier Schottky
diodes are connected in series to provide low junction
capacitance and high breakdown voltage, which are very
important parameters in this application. A second
matched diode pair is placed within the microcircuit to
compensatefor the temperature drift characteristics of the
main detectordiodes.A backmatchresistoris inserted between the detectionnode and the output connectorto provide the 50,f)sourceimpedanceunder leveled conditions.
The result is a highly accurate,stableRF output level from
0'C to * 55'C.
Main ALC Loop
The main RF output signal (0.1 to 3000 MHz) is leveled
by comparing the detectedRF envelopevoltageto the de-
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sired reference voltage. The reference signal contains both
CW level and AM information, and is corrected to include
the effects of cable attenuation and the square-law response
of the peak detector. Any difference between the detected
and reference voltages is integrated to provide a control
voltage to the ALC modulator. The results are a highly
accurate RF output level over temperature and accurate,
low-distortion AM. The main ALC loop is shown in Fig. 4.
Switchable integrator time constants and an adjustablegain DAC provide a stable ALC loop bandwidth as the
carrier frequency and level are changed. In addition, the
detector time constants are switched to allow proper tracking of the sampled RF envelope voltage. This produces
very low-distortion AM and permits fast level recovery
after the carrier frequency is changed. A self-calibration
routine determines the optimum gain DAC settings for constant ALC bandwidth so that manual adjustments are not
required. The ALC integrator time constants are varied to
compensate for large loop gain variations and to reduce
the possibility of intermodulation distortion. The ALC loop
bandwidth is approximately 100 kHz with AM switched
on and 100 Hz with AM switched off. By reducing the
bandwidth in CW mode, the possibility for third-order intermodulation distortion is reduced, since the ALC loop
responds less to external signal sources.
An AM predistortion circuit compensates for the linearto-square-law transition of the main leveling detector. By
shaping the reference AM waveform at levels below a set
threshold, the reference signal closely approximates the
actual response of the detector. The result is low-distortion
AM, independent of carrier level and AM depth.

MicrowaveExtenderOutputSection
The purposeof the microwaveextendermodule(Fig.5)
RPP Trip Sensitivity

t'e

lAl!

\A&--

+s

RPP DET+

is to amplify, level, modulate, and filter the 3-to-4.2-GHz
signal from the GaAs divider microcircuit. The microwave
extender output signal is fed to the transfer switch, attenuators, reverse power protection system, and finally to
the RF output connector, It bypasses the main power
amplifier.
The GaAs divider signal is supplied at a level from * 12
to +18 dBm and may contain harmonics as high as -6
dBc. This signal must be amplified or attenuated sufficiently to obtain the desired instrument output level, including the effects of AM. Additionally, the harmonics
must be attenuated to a maximum level of - go dBc.
Because of the narrow frequency band requirements of
this module, Teflon printed circuit board was chosen as
the substrate medium. This allowed easier integration into
the module frame without the need for an expensive microcircuit package design. This choice provided some design
challenges because of the effects of component parasitic
elements at microwave frequencies. Packaged GaAsFETs,
Ieaded ultralow-capacitance pin diodes, and sapphire variable capacitors are among the special components thatwere
selected to meet these challenges.
The 3-to-4.2-GHz input signal is buffered by a GaAsFET
amplifier and a 2-dB pad to provide a fixed + 21-dBm level
to the ALC modulator. This stage also isolates the GaAs
dividers from impedance variations of the modulator across
its operating range. The modulator serves as the control
element in the ALC loop by providing variable attenuation
from 5 to 55 dB. A second GaAsFET stage amplifies the
modulator output signal to as high as * 23 dBm, depending
on the modulator attenuation. The low-pass matching
structure of the two GaAsFET amplifiers attenuates harmonics to about - 20 dBc. The output of the second
amplifier drives a nine-section microstrip low-pass filter,
which cleans up the harmonics by an additional 20 dB.
The result is a controllable output level from - 30 dBm to
+ 18 dBm with harmonics typically better than - 40 dBc
in the extender band.
The detector portion of the microwave extender is similar
to that used in the main output section. Direct peak detection using a dual series low-barrier Schottky diode is employed to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio and detector
linearity and minimize drift over temperature. As a result
of the high operating level at the detector, AM distortion
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Fig. 6. Reversepower protectionsystem

Fig.7. TypicalHP 8665Alevel accuracyat +B-dBm output
power at 25"C.
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is typically better than 2oh at gOVoAM depth. A second
matched diode pair compensates for the residual temperature drift of the detector. The 500 module source impedance is achieved by placing a backmatch resistor between
the detection node and the microwave output connector.
A quarter-wave shorted stub across the output protects the
module circuitry from electrostatic discharge transients.
The microwave extender ALC system sets the output
power at a specified value within the resolution of the
10-bit CW level DAC. The ALC system is also responsible
for amplitude modulating the output signal in response to
either internal or external audio sources. The ALC loop
functions by comparing the detected microwave envelope
voltage to a desired reference voltage. The resultant error
signal is integrated to drive the modulator to the comect
attenuation, thereby achieving leveled output power. Because the reference voltage contains both CW level and
AM signal information, the output microwave envelope is
leveled and amplitude modulated in accordance with the
CW and AM DAC settings. With AM switched on, the
closed-loop bandwidth exceeds 100 kHz, producing minimal AM distortion for rates up to 1 kHz. With AM switched
off, the integrator time constant is increased to produce a
loop bandwidth of tOO Hz.

ReversePower ProtectionSystem
A diagram of the reverse power protection system is
shown in Fig. 6. The purpose of reverse power protection
is to protect the output amplifiers, detectors, and attenuators from overload in case of accidental reverse power
transmission, such as when testing RF transceivers, and
from electrostatic discharge energy. The reverse power protection relay is designed to interrupt the flow of reverse
power into the instrument output section in less than 12
microseconds from initial application. Short-term overloads are suppressed by the reverse power protection limiter. The maximum power capability is limited to 25 watts
by the amount of energy that the limiter pin diodes can
absorb in the brief 12-microsecond period before the relay
opens. The reverse power protection system is designed to
handle rated power up to 2060 MHz, where the majority
of high-power transceivers operate. Above 2060 MHz, the
instrument is designed to handle up to one watt of reverse
power. As an extra safety measure, the output attenuators
are switched to maximum insertion loss settings whenever
reverse power is sensed. When the reverse power protection system activates, its status is indicated by a front-panel
display message.
Although the reverse power protection detector is designed to respond only to sources up to 2060 MHz, the
reverse power protection limiter and relay must pass signals in the entire 0.1-to-42o}-MHzrange with low insertion
Ioss and minimal degradation of the output standing wave
ratio. This is accomplished by the use of a thick-film limiter
microcircuit and a coaxial reed relay. The limiter microcircuit contains the reverse power protection detector, positive and negative diode clippers, and a series dc-hlocking
capacitor. The reverse power protection relay consists of
a reed module with SMA connectors attached to each end,
surrounded by conductive epoxy. Because of the coaxial
structure of this design, the relay approximates a pure 50O
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transmission line with insertion loss less than 0.2 dB and
return loss greater than 16 dB up to 42OOMHz. The output
of the reed relay feeds the instrument RF output connector
directly.
Level Accuracy Enhancement
The HP 8665A uses correction algorithms to control the
RF output power within +1 dB for levels of - 119.9 dBm
to * 13 dBm. Highly accurate production test systems measure the actual instrument output level to determine the
cable, attenuator, and reverse power protection system
losses. The level error data is transferred to instrument
EEPROM where it is used to compensate the output level
into a 50O load. Additional power measurements are made
for the main output and microwave extender modules to
correct for their individual output level errors. This allows
modules to be swapped without recalibrating should the
necessary test equipment not be available, although there
will be some accuracy degradation because of mismatch
uncertainty between modules. The module correction data
resides in EEPROM inside the affected unit.
To correct for the cable, attenuator, and reverse power
protection losses, power measurements are made every 50
MHz at high levels and every 100 MHz at low levels. Linear
interpolation is used to correct for frequencies between the
sample test points. Measurements are repeated for every
attenuator setting to correct for all possible instrument settings. The correction resolution is 0.01 dB, while the CW
DAC resolution is 0.05 dB or better. The result is a highly
accurate corrected output level, typically within +0.2 dB
of the desired value across the entire frequency range at
room temperature. Module swapping without recalibration
will degrade this typical accuracy somewhat.
Fig. 7 is a plot of typical level accuracy at + B-dBm output
power at a temperature of 25'C.
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Pulse
Designof a High-Performance
ModulationSystem
Thepulsemodulation
optionfortheHP3665ASynthesized
SignalGeneratoradds a pulsemodulatorand an internal
pulsemodulatorusesgalliumarsenide
pulsegenerator.The
field-effecttransistorswitcheson microwavemonolithic
integratedcircuits.
by DouglasR. Snook and G. StephenCurtis
ULSE MODULATION IS AN IMPORTANT modulation format for radar testing and calibration, design
and evaluationof avionicssvstemssuch asDME and
SSR. IF filter characterization. and EW or ECM work. Pulse
modulation is available as as an option in the HP 86654
Synthesized Signal Generator.
Key contributions of the HP 8665A pulse modulation are:
I Internal pulse generator with programmable delay from
50 ns to 1 s, width from 10 ns to 1 s, and pulse repetition
frequency (PRF) from O.1.Hz to 400 kHz (external PRFs
from dc to 10 MHz are allowed)
r s-ns rise and fall times, with less than 2-ns typical
I Greater than B0-dB on/off ratio
r No change in the level accuracy performance from the
standard HP 8665A. The maximum output power for the
pulse modulation option is + 9 dBm.

Direct Control
External or
lnternal
Control
Signal
Sync
Output

xlffil,,

InternalPulseGenerator
The HP 8665Apulseoptionincludesan internalpulse
generator,which provides the video signal that drives the
pulse modulator. Including this function in the HP 8665A
eliminates the need for an external instrument to set the
pulse parametersof PRF,delay,and width. This integration
is a first for a Hewlett-Packardsynthesizer.
The internal pulse generatoris controlled by either the
internal modulation source or an external signal. These
signals initiate the generationof the video signal in one of
two ways: direct pulse control, in which the video characteristics are set by the control signal'swidth and PRF,and
internal pulse generator,in which the control signaltriggers
the delay and width generators.The positiveedge,the negative edge, or both edgesof the control signal can be used
as the trigger event for the internal pulse generatormode.
In the case of the direct control mode with the internal
modulation sourceasthe control signal,the resulting video
signal is a 50%-duty-cyclesquarewave at the frequencyof
the modulation source. Fig. 1 shows timing waveforms for
the two control modes.
The internal pulse generator provides programmable
delay and width, triggeredby either the internal modulation oscillator or an external stimulus. Three digits of resolution are programmable, although the actual resolution
is specified as O.2o/o
of full scale for a given range,which
turns out to be less than three digits for some settings. The
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Fig. 1 , firnrng s ignals for the two control modes of the internal
pulse generator of the HP 86654 Synthesized Signal
Generator with pulse modulation option.
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pulse delay can be set from 50 ns to 1 s in eight decade
ranges. The lowest range is 50 ns to gg.9 ns. The accuracy
is +5% of the programmed setting +2 ns. The pulse width
can be set from 10 ns to 1 s in eight decade ranges. The
accuracy is t5% of the programmed setting -r2 ns for
widths greater than 50 ns and typically -t-5% +2 ns for
widths between 10 ns and 50 ns.
As already mentioned, internally generated PRFs range
from 0.1 Hz to 400 kHz, and external PRFs from dc to 10
MHz are accepted. The external input can be set to a high
(TTL gate) impedance or to 50O.
Two outputs are generated: a SO-ns-wide sync pulse and
a video pulse that is representative of the RF pulse in both
width and delay. The rising edge of the sync pulse is the
reference point for the RF pulse, that is, the programmed
delay is the time between the rising edge of the sync pulse
and the rising edge of the RF pulse. The video and sync
outputs are designed to drive 50O loads.
The pulse modulator consists of two HP-designed GaAs
ICs in a custom microcircuit assembly. This modulator
provides several key performance advantages:
r Low insertion loss with good flatness across the instrument's 100-kHz-to-4 .2-GHz frequency range
I Good return loss characteristics in both on and off states
I Excellent rise and fall time performance, typically less
than 2 ns
r On/off ratio of better than B0 dB
I Minimum pulse widths of 10 ns.

PulseSystemDesign
There are two common ways of including pulse modulation in a signal generatorblock diagram:either within the
automatic level control (ALC) loop or external to the ALC
loop. These two options trade off the complexity of the
ALC systemfor the required performanceof the pulse modulator.
Inside the Loop. Pulse modulation within the ALC loop
can be implemented in two ways. The first option is for
the ALC loop to use a sample-and-holdcircuit to set the
proper voltagein the loop when the RF is turned off, maintaining leveled output power.l-a The second option is to

->-0 . 0 1 - 3G H z

r

unlock the ALC loop and set the output level by driving
the vernier with stored calibration data.s
Pulsemodulation within the ALC loop hasseveraladvantages.First, modulator unflatnesscan be compensatedby
the ALC loop. Second,the pulse can be translatedto other
frequencies,allowing a lower-bandwidth pulse modulator.
Third, video feedthrough can be suppressedif there is a
high-pass filter following the pulse modulator, as is the
case in a YlG-tuned multiplier. Fourth, mismatch related
transient problems are minimized.
There are also several disadvantagesof this approach.
First, the ALC loop must be sampled or broken to set the
output level, adding to the complexity of the ALC design.
Second, when the ALC loop is locked, its operation sets
the pulse performancein terms of minimum pulse width
and duty cycle. This in turn setsthe rangeof possiblePRFs.
Third, the pulse waveformmay be degradedby the circuitry
following the modulator,especiallyin the caseof frequency
translation. Fourth, the video feedthrough coming out of
the pulse modulator may adversely affect the bias of the
following circuitry.
Outside the Loop. Pulse modulation external to the ALC
loop places the modulator a.fterthe power amplifier but
before the output attenuators.A major advantageof pulse
modulation external to the ALC loop is that the ALC loop
remains locked during pulse modulation, so the output
level remains constantindependentof pulse width or PRF.
Note that is this is only true if the match presentedto the
power amplifier detector is the same during both the on
state and the off state of the pulse modulator. Otherwise
the differencein load will changethe drive required to set
the desired detector voltage,causing the output power to
vary.
Pulsemodulation outsidethe ALC loop is easyto include
as an option. No changesare required in the ALC circuitry,
except that enough vernier range must be in place to account for pulse modulator unflatness.The insertion loss
and unflatness of the pulse modulator can be calibrated
out in the same way as for generallevel accuracycalibration.
In the HP 86654, the use of the GaAsIC pulse modulator
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the HP
8665A pulse modulation system.
Thepulse modulatoris outside the
ALC loop.
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microcircuit makesit possibleto implement the lessexpensive, more modular option by putting the pulse modulator
external to the ALC loop. Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the
HP 8665A output systemwith the pulse modulation option.
For the HP 8665A implementation, no changeswere required between the standard instrument and the pulse option, other than adding the pulse-specificharriware.
Putting the pulse modulator outside the ALC loop does
have some disadvantages.First, a high-performancepulse
modulator is required in terms of bandwidth, insertion
loss,match, on/off ratio, rise and fall times, and video feedthrough. All of these parametersare passedon directly to
the output. Second,the insertion loss must be relatively
constantover temperaturebecauselevel calibrationis done
at only one temperature. Third, the return loss of the power
amplifier driving the pulse modulator must be well-controlled. If the mismatchbetweenthe amplifier and the modulator is significant,the resulting multiple reflectionsduring the turn-on and turn-off transients can degrade the
systemrise or fall time. In the HP 8665A, this problem was
minimized in the 3-to-4.2-GHzband by adding an isolator
betweenthe power amplifier and the pulse modulator.Performance below 3 GHz was adequate without additional
components.
User Interface
The user has accessto the pulse modulation features
through a mixture of front-panelkeysand specialfunctions.
Pulse modulation is enabled or disabled by pressing the
PULSEkey on the front panel and then pressingONor OFF.
The choice of using the internal modulation oscillator or
an externalsignalfor the control signal is madeby pressing
either INTor EXTDCon the front panel.Externalac coupling
is not a option for pulse modulation.
Following an instrument preset,the default pulse modSelection/L€val Shift

lnternal
Modulation
Oscillator

ulation mode is the direct control option, with ExT Dc
selectedas the modulation source.To gain accessto the
other pulse modulation features, the following special
functions are used:
I Special 210: 50-Ohm Pulse. PressON or OFFto set the
input impedanceof the external dc-coupled input port.
ON is 50 ohms, OFFis a high impedance (the input to a
Schottky TTL Schmitt trigger).
! Special211:PulseControl.This function is usedto select
between the direct control mode and the internal pulse
generatormode.To view the current control mode,press
ON.To selectbetween the two choices, press the up or
down keys or rotate the knob.
r Special 212: Pulse Delay. This function sets the delay
from the sync pulse to the RF pulse in internal pulse
generatormode.
I Special 213: Pulse Width. This function sets the width
of the RF pulse in the internal pulse generator mode.
r Special 21.4:Pulse Trigger Edge. This function selects
the trigger event that initiates the internal pulse generator
timing sequence.To view the current control mode,press
ON.To selectbetweenthe three choicesof positive, negative, or both, pressthe up or down keysor rotatethe knob.
Pulse Generator Design
The block diagram of the internal pulse generator is
shown in Fig. 3. The heart of this circuitry is the timing
IC used to developthe delay and width timing information.
Two of these ICs are used. The first timing IC generates
the delay signal and triggersthe secondtiming IC, which
generatesthe width signal. This results in the video signal
which is sent to the rear panel and the pulse modulator.
The timing IC was developedfor use in the HP 8111A,
8772A, and 8t16A PulselFunction Generators.u'tThe IC
consists of a current-controlled oscillator [CCO) that can
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Block diagram of the HP 86654 internal pulse generator
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be tuned from 10 MHz to 100 MHz and 2 MHz to 20 MHz.
This corresponds to timing signals of 10 ns to 500 ns. Longer
time signals are obtained by an internal flip-flop and decade
counters. No external capacitor switching is required. The
various decades of operation and the desired trigger mode
are set by TTl-compatible lines driven by the instrument
microprocessor. Fine control within the selected decade is
provided by a DAC that supplies the tuning current for the
CCO. This DAC is used to calibrate the video signal so that
the RF signal has the proper delay and width characteristics
relative to the sync output from the rear panel. This calibration compensates for variations in the timing ICs and
the RF path, including differences in delay because of varying cable lengths and in width because of differences in
the RF pulse compression characteristics of the pulse modulator. The DAC circuitry also includes temperature compensation, which corrects for temperature drift in the timing ICs.
The sync signal is generated by the event that triggers
the delay and width timing generation, or for the direct
control mode, the rising edge of the control signal. For the
internal pulse generator mode, a delay line is included in
the sync pulse path to compensate for setup times and
propagation delays through the timing circuitry.
The input circuitry chooses whether the controlling signal comes from the front panel or from the internal modulation oscillator. Signal conditioning circuits shape the wave
properly, set the voltage levels for TTL or ECL, switch the
trigger signal to the appropriate path, and provide the desired input impedance for the external input---either 50
ohms or high impedance (the input to a Schottky TTL
Schmitt trigger).
The internal pulse generator is controlled by the instrument microprocessor via the standard serial-to-parallel bus
design used throughout the PSG family. The DAC calibration data is stored in an EEPROM on the pulse generator
board and is loaded into the instrument main RAM during
instrument calibration.

PulseModulatorDesign
The pulse modulator microcircuit consists of two identical proprietary GaAs ICs in a package designed for high
RF isolation in a small area. In the off state the input and
output connections are terminated in 50O to prevent unwanted reflections. The isolation in the off state is >90 dB,
achieved by using cascaded series and shunt FET switches.
In the on state insertion loss is less than 4 dB to 4.2 GHz,
primarily a result of resistive loss in the series switches
and mismatch loss caused by the capacitance of the shunt
switches. The low capacitance of the FET switches means
that the rise and fall times of the pulse modulator are very
fast, on the order of 1 ns. The modulator ICs have built-in
buffer stages to speed up the edges of the clock input to
the IC, allowing it to be driven by relatively slow logic
gates without degradation of switching time.
The frequency range of the HP 8665A requires that the
pulse modulator design work from frequencies below 100
kHz to over 4 GHz. Gallium arsenide FETs are among the
few devices that can act as a switch over this frequency
range and simultaneously exhibit low loss, high isolation,
and low distortion. FET switches also generate little video
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feedthrough (i.e., the switch control sigrral couples onto
the output signal). Generally, microwave signal generators
employ pin diodes because of their ability to act as variable
resistors for RF signals. A pin diode modulator would not
have been able to cover the heterodyne band of the HP
8665A because of its inherent distortion at low frequencies.
If pin diodes had been used, a second modulator for the
heterodyne band would have been needed.
Using GaAs FETs in modulators is not a new idea, but
in the past the cost of assembling a high-isolation modulator out of discrete FETs would have been prohibitive.
The availability of GaAs monolithic microwave ICs made
it possible to integrate enough FETs to achieve the desired
performance and lower the cost to a reasonable amount.
The HP Microwave Technology Division supplies the pulse
IC used in the HP 8665A. Integration of additional functions
such as driver amplifiers into the IC simplified the design
of the microcircuit and pulse level shifting circuits.
A feature of this design is its near 50f,) impedance in
both on and off states. Because of this, the modulator is
always matched to the transmission lines at its input and
output, which minimizes signal reflections between the
pulse modulator and the power amplifier and between the
Ioad connected to the signal generator and the pulse modulator. These reflections can cause distortion of the leading
and trailing pulse edges, as well as level inaccuracy.

Packageand MicrocircuitDesign
The pulsemodulatormicrocircuit,shownin Fig.4, uses
two identical GaAs ICs connected in series for switching
the signal on and off. Two ICs are necessary to get 90 dB
of isolation aI 4.2 GHzbecause of undesired signal coupling
between the device input and output. Three thin-film-onsapphire substrates are used to make RF and bias connections to the ICs. The gold-plated aluminum package has
two cavities, each of which holds an IC and a substrate. In
a narrow slot connecting the two cavities is a thin-film
substrate with a microstrip transmission line that carries
the RF signal from one IC to the other. The slot forms a
waveguide below cutoff, which attenuates any signal

Fig. 4, Pulse modulator microcircuit

radiating from the first cavity to the second, preventing
unwanted coupling from the input of one IC to the output
of the other, which would degrade isolation.
Each IC is mounted in a recess in a molybdenum pedestal.
The pedestals raise the IC so that it is flush with the thinfilm substrates used for signal transmission and bias connections. The top of the pedestal is flush with the IC top
surface, allowing short ground bonds from the IC edge to
the pedestal. The gold-plated pedestals are machined using
wire EDM. Molybdenum has a thermal coefficient of expansion similar to GaAs and has good thermal conductivity,
so heat from the IC is conducted out to the package.
The RF signal enters the package through a coaxial connector. A ribbon bond is used to attach the connector center
conductor to a microstrip transmission line on a 0.010inch-thick sapphire substrate. The substrate is thin to reduce the area of signal current loops and improve isolation.
On this substrate, a 50f,) microstrip transmission line is
about 0.010 inch wide. To maintain a repeatable transmission line width (which determines the impedance), the
more precise gold thin-film-on-sapphire technology was
chosen over a thick-film process. An added benefit is that
the signal transmission loss of thin-film conductors is less
than that of thick-film. The thin-film process chosen also
made available thin-film resistors, which are used on the
substrate as damping resistors on the bias lines and for a
resistive divider network, which can be used for bias adjustment. The bias and clock lines are relatively high-impedance traces with capacitive terminations at one end-a
0.015-g.F feedthrough capacitor in the package base for the
V6 and V1 power supply lines, 50 pF for the clock line. In
addition, the V5 line has 20 pF of filtering capacitance on
the IC. At around 3 GHz, the bias lines resonate with the
feedthrough capacitors, causing a sharp increase in the
insertion loss of the pulse modulator. This problem was
eliminated by inserting 5,0 and 10O damping resistors near
the low-impedance point in the line (near the feedthrough
capacitors).
The substrate and pedestal are attached to a gold-plated
Kovar carrier. The thermal coefficient of expansion of
Kovar is similar to that of sapphire. If the carrier were not
used and the substrate attached directly to the aluminum
base, the substrate would probably pop off or break at temperature extremes because of the difference in expansion.
Each carrier is held down in the package with nuts on two
studs protruding from the package base. The difference in
thermal expansion is accommodated by allowing the carrier to slip on the base. Using a carrier also simplifies rework of the microcircuit, since the assembly can be lifted
out after removing a few bond wires and two retaining
nuts. Bias and the pulse clock are brought through the
package base using feedthrough capacitors. These reduce
RF leakage from the package and prevent isolation degradation that might otherwise result from signals leaking out
one side of the modulator and back into the other side via
the bias or clock lines. The bias lines, clock line, and signal
trace all converge next to the IC. Small bonding pads are
provided to simplify wire-bonding to the IC.
Additional pads on all traces are provided for ground
bonds, which are used for electrostatic discharge protection
during the assembly process. Although the same IC is used

on both sides of the microcircuit, the two substratesare
not mirror images,since one IC is rotated 180 degreesrelative to the other to placethe switchable50-ohmtermination
on the proper side.
Probably the most challenging part of this design was
understanding the factors that determine isolation across
an IC and a package.Even when the signal path is brought
right to the side of an IC and bond wires to the IC are kept
short,largeloops can be createdby circuitousground paths.
As depicted in Fig. 5, when the IC is in the off state,signal
current flows from the microstrip line on the substrate
acrossthe bond wire to the IC input, down through a shunt
FET switch and a 500 terminating resistor,through ground
bond wires to the pedestal,down the side of the pedestal,
and onto the canier, then returns to the source on the
ground plane plated onto the bottom side of the sapphire
substrate.On the other side of the IC (right side of Fig. 5)
a current loop is formed by the bond wire from the microstrip line on the center substrateto the IC, then through a
shunt FET switch, through ground bonds to the pedestal,
down the side of the pedestalto the carrier, down the side
of the carrier to where it contactsthe packagebase, and
then up the packagewall to where it contactsthe ground
plane of the center substrate.The mechanicalanangement
was chosento make the circuit manufacturable,with only
the centersubstratebeing difficult to removefrom the package (it is attachedwith conductive epoxy). The drawback
of this arrangementis that the carrier contributesa significant proportion of the loop size on the side of the IC
attachedto the center substrate.Substratethicknessis important becauseit determinesthe minimum height of the
loop. Originally a 0.02S-inchceramic substratewas used
before switching to 0.010-inchto meet isolation specifications. The other critical factor determining loop area is
how close together the substrates,pedestal, carrier, and
packagewall are. The assembly processminimizes gaps
by pushing the pedestal to the edge of the carrier, then
pushingthe substrateagainstit. When the carrieris installed,
it is pushed up againstthe packagewall.
An ideal arrangementto get high isolation would have
the substrates butting right up to the IC with a common,
continuous ground plane. Becausethis would require cutting a hole or slot into a substrate,adding a substrate,or

Fig.5. Coupling /oops in an lC in the olf state
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inductive matching elements in series with the switch.
Another problem that can occur, and had to be fixed in
this design,is that if a low resistanceis connectedin series
with Cds, then at higher frequencies, some of the signal
that is supposed to be passing through the switch to its
output will be capacitivelycoupled to the resistance,causing signal attenuation.The solution used here is to place
a moderately large resistancein series with the gate to
minimize signal loading. The value of resistanceis not so
Iarge that it degradesthe switching time of the FET.
For a seriesswitch in the off state (seeFig. 6), the FET
Pulse lC Design
is also off. When a FET channel is pinched off, the resisDesigning a pulse modulator requires trading off insertance between between drain and source is so large that
tion loss for isolation. For this design, as little insertion
any signal leakagethrough the switch can be attributed to
loss as possible was desired, but it was decided that less
had
to
be
Isolation
was
adequate.
capacitive coupling through Ca"or the seriescombination
4
dB
to
+.2
GHz
than
good enoughto meet the industry standardfor microwave
of C6. and Cr", even at low frequencies.FET size can be
reduced to decreasefeedaround,but this will increasethe
generators,an B0-dB on/off ratio. Since it was improbable
on resistanceof the FET, resulting in higher insertion loss
that this could be done with one IC, the goal was to do this
when the switch is on. The sizesof FETsin seriesswitches
with just two ICs, with a specification of 45-dB isolation
are generally chosen based on the desired insertion loss
and t.5-dB insertion loss for each IC. For this application,
and distortion characteristics.As was the case with the
the modulator only needs to switch between on and off,
shunt switch, a low resistanceconnectedto the gate can
functioning as a single-pole,single-throw (SPST)switch.
causeexcessinsertion loss.This designavoidsthat problem
CommerciallyavailableICs have been designedto perform
becausethe seriesFET gate is connectedto the drain of a
this function, but only in the last two yearshavethey come
driver FET, which is pinched off when the seriesFET is
closeto ttreneededisolation.A FET usedasan SPSTswitch
on. The gateof the seriesFET then seesa very high impedcan be connectedas a shunt switch (shortingthe signal to
ground), or as a series switch (opening the signal path).
ance,minimizing any loading of the signal via the sourceto-gateor drain-to-gatecapacitance.
The two types can be combined for even more isolation.
Matching. To increaseisolation, the IC design uses three
FET Modeling. A simple model for a FET in the pinched
off stateis a capacitorfrom drain to source,Cds,a capacitor shunt switches alternating with two series switches (see
from gate to drain, C4u,and one from gate to source,Css. Fig. 7). This increasesthe isolation to over 50 dB at 4.2
GHz while keeping insertion loss to around 1.5 dB at the
The resistancesat pinchoff are large enough to be consideredinfinite. The on statemodel is simply a resistor,Rd"1o,;, samefrequency.One of the shunt switches is used to conconnectedfrom drain to source,with equal value capaci- nect a 50,f) resistor from ground to the signal trace, thus
terminating the input of the IC with a good match to the
tors, Cauand Cu",connectedfrom gateto drain and gateto
source.Depending on the accuracyneeded,the resistance transmission line. This is necessarybecausethe series
switch that follows is an open circuit when off, and would
of the ohmic contacts must also be considered.In many
causeundesirable reflections of the incoming signal back
casesit is sufficiently accurate to combine the contact resistancewith R6".In the on state,the drain-to-sourcecapacitance, C6",can be ignored, becausea much lower impedis in parallel with it.
ance, R4"1o,y,
A shunt switch in the off state uses the FET in the on
(low-resistance)state.Fig. 6 showsthis configurationalong
with parasitic elements. The amount of signal attenuation
to the source imachieved depends on the ratio of R4"1o,1
pedanceseen at the switch input terminals. A larger FET
will have lower on resistanceand provide more signal attenuation. At high frequencies,the inductance of the wire
bonds connectingthe FET to ground causesthe total impedance to ground to increase proportionally to frequency,
Co"
degradingthe switch isolation. Ground bonds need to be
kept as short as possible.Severalcan be placed in parallel
to reduce inductance. This design uses three very short
bonds in parallel for about 0.1 nH of inductance.
In the FET shunt switch in the on state (seeFig. 6), the
off FET parasitic capacitancesmentioned earlier cause a
mismatch on the signal trace, which must be considered
cn"
as a transmissionline at high frequencies.This mismatch
V
will causesome of the input power to be reflectedback to
Series
Shunt
the source instead of all going to the load. This loss can
be about 2 dB at 4.2 GHz unless it is reduced by adding
Fig. 6. Models for field-effect transistor switches.
getting rid of the carriers, all of which increase cost or
reduce manufacturability, this alternative was not chosen
for this design.
One assumption made in the design was that the bottoms
of the cariers and the package base are flat and make contact or are very close to each other everywhere. If this is
not true, the size of the current coupling loop can increase,
degrading isolation. This has been observed in some instances.
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to the signal source. The switchable resistor is located on
the left side of the IC (also called the "out" side). The out
side is connected to the transmission line that leads to the
RF connector on the side of the package.One IC is rotated
180 degreesto connect the nonterminated sides (the "in"
sides) together. Becausethe series switch that follows the
50O load isolates the input from the capacitance of the
shunt FETs that follow, the match is very good in the off
state, typically better than 20 dB return loss, even at 4.2
GHz.
In the on state, matching is mainly dependent on the
approximately 0.6-nH inductance of the bond wires connecting to the IC. The inductance cancels some of the
capacitance to ground of the shunt FETs. The resistance
of the series FETs also affects the match, raising the input
impedance.The match is not nearly as good in the on case,
but return loss is usually better than 12 dB.
Distortion. In a series switch, all the signal current must
flow through the FET. Even with the gate-to-sourcevoltage
equal to zero, sufficient current through the channel will
cause it to saturate and act as a current source instead of
a resistance.This means that for small voltages,the current
through the FET is linearly proportional to the input voltage,but at high voltages,the FET cannot supply more than
the saturation current 16"",which is determined by its size.
Dependingon the distortion level required, the signal current must be kept to some fraction of I4"".
Another important element in the design of a series
switch is how the gate-to-sourcevoltage is held to zero,
which allows operation at minimum resistanceand maximum I4"". In many seriesFET switches, a voltage source
is used to changethe gatevoltage.When the switch is on,
the gate voltage is held at zero, and Vg" is approximately
zero when the signalvoltageis small.For a low-loss switch,
most of the signal voltage at the switch input appears at
its output, across the load. A voltage impinging on the
switch will cause the source and drain voltages to rise
relative to the gate voltage. As this voltage differential increases,the conductanceof the channel decreases,and the
channel will eventually pinch off if the signal level is large
enough. This can cause severe signal distortion. One
method to reduce this problem that works at higher frequenciesis to place a resistor in serieswith the FET gate.
If the resistanceis larger than the impedance of the gate-tosourceor gate-to-draincapacitance,most of any signalvoltageon the sourceor drain will couple onto the gate,causing
the gatevoltageto track this signal voltage,keeping Vu" at
zeroand distortion low. This techniquefails at low frequencies becausethe capacitiveimpedancefrom signaltrace to
gatebecomeslarge comparedto a practical resistorvalue.
On an IC, FETs are readily available,so a 100-g.mdevice
is used to drive the gate of the seriesFET. A 50-pm FET
is used as an active pull-up for the driver. The source of
the driver is connectedto the negativevoltagesupply (V6)
used for reverse-biasingthe gatesof the switch FETs.The
drain is connectedto the gate of the switch FET. The gate
and sourceofthe active pull-up are connectedto the driver
drain, and its drain is connectedto the signal trace.When
the driver FET is off, the pull-up FET shortsthe gateof the
switch to the signal trace. The beauty of this approach is
that almost all the source voltage at the switch source or

drain also appearsat its gate becausethe gateis essentially
open-circuited (the driver FET loads the gate of the switch
FET very little). Distortion is very low at all frequencies.
Placing an open circuit in series with the gate also makes
the capacitive loading of the signal trace by C4* or Cr"

'lnverter with
Bias Current
Source

(vn)
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Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of the GaAspulse modulatorlC
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negligible.
The shunt FET switches can also cause distortion. To
switch the signal off, the shunt switch FET gates are held
at some voltage below the pinchoff voltage. Large negative
signal swings can reduce the gate-to-drain voltage enough
that conduction occurs either through the channel or by
capacitance modulation. This type of distortion can be
remedied by making the gate-to-source voltage more negative.
Video Feedthrough. Video feedthrough in FET switches is
fairly small because they are voltage-controlled devices
with low capacitance. High-speed switching can pull current through the gate capacitance in the form of narrow
spikes. In this design, a larger effect masks this phenomenon. During switching, the bias for the series FET drivers
is pulled out of the RF trace. The current normally comes
through the center shunt FETs, which are on when the
series drivers pull current. The result is a negative-going,
l.-ns-wide spike at the leading and trailing edges of the
pulse. The energy in these narrow spikes is small enough
that they are not a problem in most applications.
Switching. As mentioned elsewhere, the pulse modulator
IC uses three shunt switches and two series switches. A
complementary drive signal must be applied to the gates
of the series and shunt switches. An integrated inverter is
used to do this job, with its output connected to the shunt
switches and its input connected to the series switches.
Two more inverters are cascaded in front of the control
Iine for the series switches. These inverters serve to sharpen
the edge of the external clock signal, making the rise and
fall times of the IC insensitive to the clock rise and fall
times. Both inverter outputs are brought out to a pad at the
chip edge to make probing their voltage possible. The inverters all operate with two negative bias voltages, V6 and V1.
The outputs of the inverters swing approximately between
these two levels. The threshold voltage is the level where
the input FET in the inverter operates at one half its saturation current, Ia"", which is about a volt below V6, the less
negative of the two supplies. The FET current sources used
for biasing the voltage follower in the inverter output stages
have a resistor network tied to their gates and brought out
to a bonding pad. Decreasing the voltage on this pad will
shift the output voltage swing of the inverters downward.
Although it has not been needed, this pad was added for
process variation control (PVC in Fig. 7). The external clock
input to the first inverter has ESD protection added in the
form of a 300C)series resistor and clamp diodes to V6 and V1.
The shunt and series inverter outputs do not drive the
shunt and series FET gates directly. As mentioned elsewhere, a driver with an active pull-up is used to control
the gates. The sources of the driver FETs are tied to V6, so
that the switching threshold is the same as for the inverters.
One advantage of using driver FETs for each switch is that
isolation is improved. Signal leakage through a series FET
to the gate of the next series FET is reduced by the isolation
of two driver FETs. The driver FETs also provide an extra
stage of amplification, further sharpening the edges of the
external clock. The switching time of the pulse modulator
is about 1 ns, even using a clock signal with a L4-ns rise
time.
Several factors can cause the rise and fall times of the
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modulator to be longer than 1 ns in practice. When the
pulse modulator is off, the power.amplifier still generates
a signal. This signal reflects from the modulator and then
from the power amplifier again. It takes twice the time
delay between the power amplifier and the modulator for
the first reflection from the modulator to return to it again.
This round-trip delay time is about 5 ns in the HP 8665A.
When the pulse modulator switches on, the signal previously reflected from the modulator adds to or subtracts
from the amplifier signal and passesthrough the modulator.
Five nanoseconds later, the signal reflected from the modulator after it turned on adds to the amplifier signal (this
analysis assumes a slow ALC loop time constant relative
to the pulse switching time). The new doubly reflected
signal may add to the amplifier signal with a phase and
magnitude different from the previous one, causing a
change in level. This new level will be the steady-state
level. The result of the reflected signals adding to the transmitted signal may be a shelf lower than the steady-state
voltage or a pedestal higher than the steady-state voltage.
The shelf or pedestal will be about 5 ns in length, starting
at the leading edge of the pulse. If the shelf is less than
90% of the final amplitude, the 10%-to-90% rise time is
degraded. To avoid this problem in the HP 86654, the
amplifier match and the pulse modulator match are made
good enough that the doubly reflected signal is less than
10% of the transmitted signal. Another method can also be
used, that is, to design the modulator so that the reflection
coefficient is the same in both on and off modes. However,
this will not reduce problems caused by mismatches
beyond the pulse modulator.
A similar set of reflections can occur on the output side
of the pulse modulator, and will affect the trailing edge of
the pulse by causing a pulse that does not die out until
after twice the delay between the pulse modulator and the
load. Again, both the pulse modulator match and the load
match should be made as good as possible.
During the pulse rise time, the pulse modulator match
is not controlled, and large reflections can result during
this 1-ns period. These reflections can show up about 5 ns
later as a "blip" or "dimple" on the pulse envelope, about
1 ns wide. Whether the envelope is increased or decreased
depends on how the reflection adds to the carrier, which
is determined by frequency, reflection coefficient, and
cable length.
It is desirable for these waveform distortions to occur
near the pulse edge, if they have to occur at all. This implies
that pulse modulator systems such as this should be as
compact as possible, with minimum cable lengths between
components. In the HP 86654, the cables are longer than
optimum because of the block diagram, which uses three
different power amplifiers and only one pulse modulator.
However, this is not a major problem, because the power
amplifier match is reasonably good.
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ReducingRadiatedEmissionsin the
PerformanceSignalGeneratorFamily
Twolevelsof radiatedemissions
areoffered: onestandard
-133 dBmintoatwoandoneoptional.Theoptionallevel,
turn loop one inch awayfromany surface,is 26 dB lower
thanthe standardspecification.
by Larry R. Wright and DonaldT. Borowski
ADIATED INTERFERENCEIS A COMMON PROBLEM in signal generators.The PerformanceSignal
Generatorproduct line describedin this issueoffers
the user a choice of two levels of radiated emissions.The
lower level, Option 010, is for extremelysensitiveapplications, such as testing pagers and transceivers,for which
the standardlevel is not acceptable.The goalsof the Option
010 project were:
I Maximum emissionslevel of 0.05 pV (- 133 dBm) into
a two-turn loop, one inch away from any surface (the
standard level is 1 pV)
r Frequencyrange 0 to 1 GHz
r Leakagespecified up to O-dBmoutput power
r Installable on all three PSG instruments
r Field retrofitable at service centers.
It is important for HP to provide our customers with
quiet, quality instruments. Some customers perform a
quick, simple test using a pagerto determinethe shielding
effectivenessof any signal generator.This test involves
tuning the signal generatorto the pagerfrequency and ter-

minating the output connector with a suitable termination.
The pager is then placed directly on every outside surface
of the instrument to see if it will unsquelch. While this
test may not be a realistic quantifier of overall instrument
performance or quality, it is done on a regular basis. In the
past, our signal generators did not consistently meet our
expectations.
The original goal for the HP 86454 Agile Signal Generator
was to have an RF leakage specification of 0.S pV measured
into a two-turn loop, one inch away from any surface. This
is equal to - 113 dBm. The first pilot unit measured approximately - 115 dBm. However, the first several production
units measured -100 to -115 dBm. This is too high for
testing pagers and transceivers, since some transceivers
have sensitivities as low as -131 dBm.

Measurement
Technique
It became apparent early in the project the technique
used to measure emissions was not part of the solution,
but part of the problem. It is disturbing to implement a
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modification to the instrument to reduce RFI and have a
measurement show a contradicting result. The two-turn
loop and its separatecoaxial cable are subject to such things
as the location of the user's hand while holding the body
of the loop, the perpendicularity of the loop to the surface
measured,fields affectingthe side of the loop, and reflections from the user's body and other surfacesclose to the
loop.
To work around this problem somewhat,initially pagers
were relied on for performancelevels and a near-fieldprobe
(HP 11940A)was used for Iocatingsourcesof leakage.The
pagersranged in frequency from 154 MHz to 932 MHz. It
turns out that to maintain shielding the higher frequencies
require narrower slots or openings in the instrument' As
the leakagewas reduced,the pagerswere replacedby transceivers.The pagersensitivitiesrangedfrom - 125 dBm to
-128 dBm. The transceiverswent down to -131 dBm.
We realized that a new measurementtechnique would
be required not only for ourselves,but servicecentersand
customersas well. As a result, we now are using a tuned
dipole antenna system to make measurementsoutside of
the instrument.The theory and experimentsleadingto this
choice are discussedlater in this article.
Cabinet Modifications
The results of early testsdemonstratedseveralproblems
with the HP SystemII enclosure.Someof the trouble spots
were the interfacesbetween the side cover and the top,
bottom, and front frames,and the fit of the top and bottom
covers into the front frame.
The original SystemII cabinetprovided from 2 to 15 dB
of shielding. There was not enough room to place a bulkExternal

head with connectorsbetween the instrument and the front
panel, but by increasing the length of the instrument, room
for the bulkhead was created.This also allows the cover
to be attached directly to the bulkhead rather than to the
front frame. This is shown in Fig. 1.
cabinet
Our approachto the designof a reduced-leakage
was to createa Faradaycageusing a seamlessoutsidecover,
a front bulkhead,and the rear casting.All input and output
outer conductors are grounded to the interfacesand filtered
connectorsare used where necessary.
The reduced-leakageconfiguration has three aspects:
cover, bulkhead, and instrument extension.
The cover is a one-piecealuminum wraparound secured
at the seam by two rows of staggeredspotwelds. The lap
width, spacing, and staggering of the spotwelds were
selectedto maintain high shielding up to 4GHz. The spacing is kept within approximately 1/30 of the wavelength
being generated.The one-piececovereliminatesfour seams
in the SystemII design.
The interface between the cover and the rear casting
requires a clearancebetweenthe folded edgeand the casting. This significantly reducesfriction during installation
and removal.Twisted strip RFI gasketingis installed at the
inside rear of the cover to make contact with the casting.
An expandedaluminum mesh is required in the ventilation perforationpattern to meet the leakageobjectives.The
size of the mesh openingsis approximately 2.5 mm by 2.5
mm. The mesh is held in place with a 1.6-mm-thickframe
that is securedwith rivets to the cover. The rivet spacing
is not critical. The cover is spotfacedto remove the paint
for positive grounding of the rivets. The mesh selectedis
readily availableand worked the first time it was installed.
Experiments with cover attachmenthole spacing led to
the present spacing, which meets the leakageobjectives.
Hole spacing at 50.0 mm was not sufficient. The current
spacing is 25 mm.

Bulkhead

Fig. 1. For Option 010 (very low RFI emissions),a front bulk'
head was added to the PSG instrumentsby increasing their
length.
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Fig. 2. New Option 010 interface between the cover and the
front casting.

The cover does not engage the front casting groove as is
normal in System II cabinets. This is for two reasons. First,
the cover has to be large enough to clear the rear casting
during installation. This led to an increase in size, so that
the cover is now larger than the groove opening. Second,
the original interface between the cover and the front casting proved unreliable. The new cover interface is shown
in Fig. 2. The bulkhead makes contact with the top and
bottom of the wraparound cover and with the inside surface
of each extender plate. The top and bottom of the bulkhead
have internal tapped stiffeners that act in the same way as
the external stiffeners. These stiffeners increase the pressure area when clamping two thick sheet-metal pieces together. The sides of the bulkhead are attached to the extender plates with screws every 25 mm to match the spacing
found necessary on the top and bottom of the cover.
The five flexible coaxial cables to the front panel use
SMC bulkhead feedthrough connectors. Only one cable was
particularly noisy, measuring approximately - 120 dBm,
but all are grounded. This design allows the existing cables
to be used from the front panel to the bulkhead.
The ribbon cable to the front panel radiated at a level of
- 125 dBm. To reduce this, a filtered feedthrough "D" subminiature connector is used. A 400-to-600-pF pi filter was
selected so as not to interfere with the signal rate required
for the front panel assembly.
The semirigid output cable also requires grounding at
the bulkhead. The two problems here were the size of the
hole in the bulkhead to permit passage of the SMA connector and the uncertainty of the location of the bulkhead for
a rigid grounding point. A plate with a small clearance
hole is assembled onto the cable with flexible copper braid
soldered to the plate and cable. This braid allows the plate
to move up against the bulkhead where it is securely
grounded with three screws. The plate and cable interface
is shown in Fig. 3.
The same twisted strip RFI gasketing is used in the corners on the top and bottom of the bulkhead to ensure proper
and continuous grounding along those surfaces. Because

the cover does not make contact to the bulkhead in each
corner, gasketing is required. Fig. 4 shows an example of
cover clearances in the corners.
The length of the cabinet was increased primarily to
allow room for the bulkhead and feedthrough connectors.
The extender plate, which does this, also provides the
mounting surfaces to attach the sides of the wraparound
cover. The grounding of the extender plate to the System
II frame is not required to be an RFl-tight fit. The RFI seal
is between the cover, the extender, and the bulkhead. This
is shown in Fig. 5.
It turned out that the rear of the instrument radiated at
about - 125 dBm. The main contributors were the line cord
module, the HP-IB and RS-232-D connectors, and the fan
grill. The easiest to fix was the fan grill opening, which is
part of the rear casting. Since the instruments are almost
always mounted in a rack and testing is performed in front
of the instrument, we reduced the radiated emissions
specification for the rear. The benefit of fixing the fan grill
and the HP-IB and RS-232-D connectors was not worth the
investment.

One-MicrovoltProiect
Once we had a handle on the very low-leakage Option
010 instruments, our focus changed to the standard production instruments. The specification for production instruments was - 113 dBm, but the first production units measured between -100 and -115 dBm. This prompted a
serious review of the performance requirements. It was
found that most applications could tolerate more leakage,
so the radiated RFI specification for the HP 86444 and
86654 signal generators was changed to 1 pV (- 107 dBm).
The HP 8645A specification was reduced to -97 dBm.
The 1-pV project concentrated more on producibility
and performance margin. We knew from the Option 010
project that the System II covers would have to be replaced.
A two-piece clamshell cover eliminates the cover side
seams. The two pieces are connected together by five
screws on each side under the side handle straps. The front
sides of the covers are secured to two small plates attached
and grounded to the front casting. These small plates are
required because of the painted irregular surface of the cast
front frame. These are shown in Fig. 6. The bottom cover
attaches directly to the bulkhead, like the Option 010 ver-

Bulkhead

Fig.3. Coaxial cables to the front panel are grounded to the
bulkheadfor Option010.

Fig. 4. Gasketlngis placed tn each corner where the covel
would otherwise not contact the bulkhead.
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Extender Plate

Fig. 5. Detail of the interface between the cover, extender
plate, and bulkhead in the Option 010 instruments.

rubber keypads. The main problem was that both the plastic
front panel and the keymats were already hard-tooled.
During this redesign effort, it was found that the internal
instrument radiation level was increasing. The specified
-100-dBm level was drifting towards -90 dBm on a few
instruments that had been around for a while. The reason
turned out to be the corrosion of the interface of the metal
RF gasket and the aluminum internal module casting and
aluminum covers. While the gaskets were tin-plated berylIium and should have been galvanically inactive, they were
not. The gasketsare tin-plated and then slit to width, leaving the bare copper edges exposed. The result is galvanic
corrosion. Plating the gaskets after slitting turned out to be
expensive, so the casting and covers are both tin-plated.
Special attention was given to the possibility of tin whisker
growth to assureourselves that problems would not appear
in the future.

Tuned Dipole Antenna System
sion, but without the stiffeners and close screw spacing.
The top cover engages the front frame as usual with a strip
of round mesh RII gasket inserted into the casting. The
rear feet drive the cover into the gasket before the side and
bottom screws are tightened. A cross-sectional view showingthebulkhead, covers, and front frame is shown in Fig. 7.
The bulkhead turned out to be a simpler version of the
Option 010 bulkhead. The flexible coaxial cables go
through 12-mm-clearance holes and the semirigid output
cable is grounded directly to the bulkhead using the same
copper braid. A filtered connector is not required; instead,
the ribbon cable is secured between a small flat plate and
the bulkhead. The close proximity to the bulkhead drains
off some of the conducted noise from the instrument interior. It might have been possible to eliminate the bulkhead
if the front panel had been sufficiently grounded on all
four sides. However, this would have required a large revision to relocate the inputs and outputs and revise the two

As explained earlier in this article, the testing of mobile
radios and pagers places stringent limits on radiated emissions from signal generators. It was found that the two-turn
loop antenna formerly used to measure emissions close to
the generator gave inconsistent results. These measurements are now made with a tuned dipole antenna system.
Background
The radio regulatory agencies in various countries, for
example the Federal Communications Commission in the
United States, have set limits on the electric field emissions
from electronic equipment. HP has generated a field
strength specification that ensures compliance in practically any country by combining the most stringent requirements of all these countries into one field strength curve.
Many mobile two-way radios and pagers operate in the
frequency range of 100 MHz to 1000 MHz. In Fig. B, the
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Fig. 6. New cabinet design for the
standard PSG lnstruments.
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compounds the problem.
The signals leaking (radiating) from a signal generator
are of two types. The first type, familiar to many home
computer users, is the broadband spectrum generated by
the clock and switching pulses of the digital circuitry.
These are generated by the computerlike controller built
into modern signal generators. Similar spectra are caused
by switching power supplies and scanned displays. This
broadband noise can cause continuous interference to radio
tests at all frequencies of interest. The second type of leakage is that of the internally generated signal used in the
radio test, which oftentimes is the worst offender because
of its high amplitude inside the signal generator. This signal
should leave the signal generator by the RF output connector only, but it can also escape by a radiated leakage path.
If the radio under test is not well-shielded, or if the radio's
covers are off for test purposes, the leakage signal can enter
the radio along with the desired signal from the RF output
connector. The two signals can add either constructively
or destructively, resulting in a total signal of unknown amplitude. This reduces the accuracy of the test.
Signal generators, like other electronic products, are
tested to the HP radiated emissions specifications. Since
this level of emissions can be much higher than tolerable
for radio tests, Ieakage measurements are made closer to
the unit to gain additional sensitivity. The antennas used
for regulatory emissions tests are usually quite large and
heavy, making them unsuitable for close, handheld measure(l* - l")

portion of the HP radiated emissions field strength curve
for 100 MHz to 1000 MHz is shown. The measurement
distance is 10 meters away from the electronic product.
Fig. B also shows typical sensitivities [0.25 pV into 73 O)
of mobile radios in this frequency range, assuming a dipole
antenna, or equivalently, a monopole or whip antenna.
Fig. B shows that even at 10 meters away, emissions from
equipment passing the regulatory requirements for RF leakage can be detected by these radios quite easily. Radio tests
are often carried out at distances much closer to the signal
generator, usually less than one meter away. This further
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Fig. 9. (a) Equations for the field components of an electnc
field point source (infinitesmaldipole antenna).Field components for a magnetic field point source (infinitesmalloop antenna),shown in parentheses,are found by substitutingl^
for lo in these equations. (b) Definitionsof lo and l^.
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ments. Traditionally, we have measured radiated leakage
from our signal generators using an RF "sniffer" antenna-a
two-turn loop, 25 mm in diameter, constructed with a 25mm spacer to set the measurement distance from the signal
generator cabinet. As the sensitivity of the radios under
test has improved and their frequency of operation gone
up, the loop antenna has become inadequate. For the same
reasons, the conventional equipment cabinet has become
inadequate, as explained earlier. A new approach was
needed to measure the leakage from signal generators.

Investigationand Experiments
An investigation into various antennas for RF "sniffing"
was made. These antennas are designed to be broadband,
which is to their advantage. However, they suffer from low
sensitivity. They are designed to find leakage that could
cause the unit under test to fail the regulatory emissions
standard. As mentioned above, this level of leakage is orders of magnitude higher than our requirements. Both electric field and magnetic field antennas are available, and
measurements may have to be done twice at each frequency
because of the close distance.
We decided to retain ourtraditional 25-mm measurement
distance for RF leakage. This decision presents the probIems of a near-field source. At a distance beyond several
wavelengths from a radiating source in free space, that is,
in the far field, the magnitudes of the E field and the H
field have a constant ratio. That ratio is 377 ohms, the
impedance of free space. Close in, in the near field, their
ratio is not constant, but depends on the distance and the
nature of the radiating source.
The equations of the field components for an electric
field point source are shown in Fig. 9a. An infinitesimal
transmitting dipole antenna is an electric field point source.
If the terms in parentheses are substituted into the equations, and I- substituted for Io, the field components of a
magnetic field point source are described by the equations.
An infinitesimal transmitting loop antenna is a magnetic
field point source. The I- term is a magnetic current element analogous to the electric current element. It is
oriented with respect to the infinitesimal current loop as
shown in Fig. 9b.
The terms that remain significant in the far field are those
that vary as 1/r. The terms that vary as 1,h2 and 1/r3 die out
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rapidly. Thus the radial terms E. and H, are not present in
the far field.
In Fig. 10, the wave impedance, that is, the ratio E/H, is
shown as a function of distance and type of source, neglecting the radial field components. For point sources, the
transition between near field and far field can be put at a
distance equal to \/22', where tr is the wavelength. For a
distance of 25 mm, measurements below 1.9 GHz are in
the near field.
In the far field, the receiving sensitivity of an antenna is
not a function of the nature of the source, since the ratio
of E to H is a constant. In the near field, however, this is
not the case. A loop and a dipole with equal sensitivities
in the far field will respond differently in the near field.
The loop will be more sensitive to magnetic sources, while
the dipole will be more sensitive to electric sources. This
presents some practical problems. Leakage measurements
must be done twice, once with a dipole antenna and again
with a loop.
Ideally, we would like to have iust one antenna to make
a measurement at any given frequency. Therefore, we did
several experiments to see if a resonant dipole would serve.

Fig. 11. Setupfor antennatests
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The tests were performed in a semianechoic chamber. The
chamber has RF absorbers on all four walls and the ceiling.
The floor is a reflecting surface. The purpose is to simulate,
in an enclosed area, free space above a ground plane such
as might be found outdoors.
A 500-MHz radio with a monopole antenna was placed
on a wooden table about one meter above the floor (see
Fig.11). A 500-MHz dipole to transmit the signal was placed
on an antenna elevator at a horizontal spacing of about 1.5
meters. This dipole was fed by a signal generator. The
vertical position of the dipole was adjusted with the
elevator to maximize the signal received by the radio. The
signal strength was then reduced until the signal received
by the radio was at the threshold of audibility. A 500-MHz
dipole to receive the signal was then substituted at the
position of the radio. The strength of the signal received
by the dipole was measured with a spectrum analyzer.
Next, the signal generator was connected to a 500-MHz
circuit-fed resonant slot antenna. A slot antenna is the magnetic field radiator equivalent of a dipole antenna, which
is an electric field radiator. The slot antenna simulates a
cabinet seam leaking RF energy. The position of the radio
and its antenna relative to the the slot was adiusted for
maximum signal, maintaining the 25-mm distance with a
spacer from the plane of the slot antenna. When the
maximum was found, the signal generator output was reduced until the signal received by the radio was at the
threshold of audibility. A 500-MHz dipole was then scanned
over the surface of the slot antenna, also maintaining a
distance of 25 mm with disk-shaped spacers placed on the
two elements of the antenna. A spectrum analyzer was

used to monitor the amplitude of the received signal. The
amplitudes of the signals received on the spectrum analyzer
for the first and second parts of the test were compared
and were found to be within about 1 dB.
This test shows that a resonant dipole antenna can be
calibrated in the far field to match the sensitivity of the
radio. This calibration holds in the near field. Thus leakage
measurements made with a dipole will ensure that radios
can be tested successfully without loss of accuracy from
RF leakage.
One additional experiment was performed with a resonant dipole in the near field. The 500-MHz slot antenna
was fed with a 0-dBm signal at 500 MHz. The 500-MHz
dipole with the spacers was scanned across the slot antenna. The signal peaked with the dipole perpendicular to
the slot, centered along the length of the slot. The measured
signal level was - 3 dBm, only 3 dB lower than the signal
fed to the slot antenna. Coupling efficiency this high was
not expected. We believe the mechanism is capacitive coupling. A potential difference exists across the slot of the
slot antenna, and is maximum at the center along the length
of the slot. With the dipole positioned as previously described, the capacitive coupling of this potential difference
is maximized. A radio with antenna placed across this slot
would also experience the same sort of capacitive coupling.
This is consistent with the radio test described above.
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ified scubadiverand occasionallypursueshisinterestas an amateurradio operator(NOAB).

David M. Hoover
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Barton L. McJunkin

Development
of the synthesissectionp
, h a s es h i t t e r ,
t hf eH P
a n dd i g i t a l c o n t r o l o
8 6 4 5 4A g i l eS i g n a l
Generatorwas Dave
Hoover'smalor contributionto the Performance
SignalGeneratorproject.Born
in Seattle,Washington,he
beganworkingfor HPafter
r e c e i v i n gh i s B S E Ed e g r e e( 1 9 8 0 )a n d h i s M S E E
d e g r e e( 1 9 8 1 )f r o mt h e U n i v e r s i toyf W a s h i n g t o n .
A s a n R & De n g i n e e rh, i s e x p e r t i s ei n r a d i of r e quencyand analogdesignhasyieldeda patenton
a conceptof fast-hopsignalgeneratorsusingfrequency-lockedloops.Daveis a scubadiving,skii n g ,g o l f i n ga, n d b a c k p a c k i n eg n t h u s i a sH
t .ea n d
his wife live in NewmanLake,Washingtonin a
househe builthimself. Theyareexpectingtheirf irst
c h i l di n O c t o b e r .
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Output System Design

Steve R. Fried
As an R&D electricalengineerat HP'sSpokaneDivisionS
, t e v eF r i e dh a s
workedon variousaspects
of synthesizedsignal
generatordesign.Hiscontributionto the HP 86654
SynthesizedSignal
Generatorwas primarilyin
the heterodyneoutputsection.Stevewas a SEEDstudentat HPfor two summers,whilehe earnedhisBSEEdegreef romN/ontana StateUniversity.He graduatedin 1986 and
ioinedHPfull-timein January1987.Bornin Lewistown,Montana,he is marriedand makeshishome
in Spokane,Washington.His outsideinterestsincludefishing,playingracquetballand softball,and
t e a c h i n ga c h u r c hy o u t hg r o u p .

Microwave Frequency Synthesis :::::=
Keith L. Fries

Douglas R. Snook
As a developmenteng i n e e r ,D o u g S n o o kh a s
b e e nc o n t r i b unt g t o t h ed e velopmentof syntheslzed
s i g n a lg e n e r a t o r s i n c eh e
b e g a nh i s H P c a r e e ri n
t ork
1 9 8 1. H r sm o s tr e c e n w
has beenon the GaAsfreq u e n c yd i v i d e a
r n di n t e r n a l
pulse generatorof the HP

Workingon the HP 86654
S y n t h e s i z eS
di g n a l
G e n e r a t osr i n c ei t s i n c e p t i o n ,K e i t hF r i e s c' o n t r i b u tions have been in the dev e l o p m e not f t h e h i g h J r e quencydriverand the outp u t g a i n b u d g e t .B e f o r e
t h a t ,h e c o n t r i b u t e tdo t h e
design of the HP 86634

Douglas R. Snook
Author'sbiographyappearselsewherein this
section.

G , Stephen Curtis
Whenhe is not{ixingup an
old farmhousehe recently
purchased,SteveCurtisis
a manufacturingdevelopment engineerat the Vanc o u v e rD i v i s i o ns,u p p o r t i n g
the HP Ruggedwriter480
printer.Steveis a nativeof
Bradenton,Florida,and at
AtlantiU
c nit e n d e dF l o r i d a
v e r s i t yw. h e r eh e e a r n e d a B S E t d e g r eien 1 9 8 1 .
He applied his expertisein low-noisedesign and
frequencysynthesisto designingthe low-phasenoisefrequencyreferencein the HP86654Synthesized SignalGeneratorand contributedto the
p u l s em o d u l a t oi rn t e g r a t ecdi r c u i at n d m i c r o c i r c u i t
He has also worked on the optionaldiscriminator
designusedin the PerlormanceSignalGenerator
p r o l e c tS
. i n c ej o i n i n gH Pi n 1 9 8 1, S t e v eh a sw r l t t e n
a symposiumpaper on the relationshipbetween,
and measurementoJ,resonatorand oscillator
phasenoiseand is namedas inventorin a patent
for Flvlcalibrationin a phase-lockedloop.Another
patentis pendingfor hisconceptof a circuitto reHe
duce phase noise in frequencysynthesizers.
and enjoysbacklivesin Vancouver,Washington,
p a c k i n g ,r u n n i n ga, n d b i c y c l i n g .
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Radiated Emissions

Larry R. Wright

A p p l i e dP h y s i c sL e t t e r sd e s c r i b i n gp l a n a rd o p e d
barrierdeviceswhichact as f ield-effecttransistors.
A nativeof Madison,Wisconsin,Susanresidesin
P e t a l u m aC, a l i f o r n i aH.e ro u t s i d ei n t e r e s tisn c l u d e
s k i i n gh, i k i n gr,e a d i n ga, n dw r i t i n gf i c t i o nw h i c hs h e
h o p e st o p u b l i s hs o m e d a yS. h eh a sa B Sd e g r e e
i n p h y s i c sa n dE n g l i s h
f r o mt h eU n i v e r st y o fW i s c o n s i n( 1 9 8 1) ,a n da n M Sd e g r e ei n p h y s i c sf r o m
t h e U n i v e r s i toyf C o l o r a d oa t B o u l d e r( 1 9 8 4 ) .

A f t e rs p e n d i n g1 4 y e a r si n
the aerospaceindustryand
attendingcollege partt i m e ,L a r r yW r i g h te a r n e d
h i s B S M Ed e g r e ef r o mt h e
University
of Coloradoand
j o i n e dH P s L o v e l a n dI n s t r u m e nD
l i v i s i o ni n 1 9 7 4 .
L i ei s t h ea u l h o o
"
76 --. ' Driver Debug
r fa tech^ii I
I
I calpaperontheproperties
o f c e s i u mi o d i d ea n dc o a u t h o r eadn a r t r c l ei nt h e
F e b r u a r1y9 8 9i s s u eo f t h eH PJ o u r n adl e s c rb i n g
t h eH P8 9 0 4 4M u t i c h a n n eSl y n t h e s i z eHr ew a sa
p r o d u c td e s i g n e o
r n t h e H P 8 6 6 5 4S y n t h e sz e d
SignalGenerator.Born n Barberton,Ohio,Larryis
m a r r i e dh, a s f i v ec h i l d r e na, n d l i v e sr n P o s tF a l l s ,
l d a h oH
. es p e n d sh i ss p a r et l m eb u id i n g ,d r i v i n g ,
a n de n l o y i n g
a 19 3 1F o r dc o u p e w
, h i c hh ec a l s a
" c h o p p e ds t r e e rt o d "a n dw h i c hh ed r i v e st o w o r k
everyday, weatherpermtting.

sT

Donald T. Borowski
Don Borowskibicycles
overtwelvem leseveryday
(weatherpermitting)to his
j o ba s a q u a l i t ya n d r e l i a b i l ityengineerat the Spokane
D i v i s i o no f H P ,w h e r eh e
workson low-levelradio
frequencyleakagemeasurernentsand other projects. Previously,as a lab
e n g i n e e rh, e c o n t r i b u t e tdo t h e d e s i g no f t h e H P
86624,86634, and 86454 SynthesizedSlgnal
He beganhiscareerat HP'sStanford
Generators.
P a r kD l v l s i o ni n 1 9 7 5a n d s t i l lv i s i t sf r i e n d se v e r y
year n PaloAlto,wherehe enjoysperformingGreg o r i a nc h a n ta t a l o c a lc h u r c hd u r i n gt h e E a s t e r
season.A memberof the IEEEand the NationalSocietyof Profess onalEngineers,Donwrotean artic l e i n t h e F e b r u a r1y9 8 1e d i t i o n otfh e H P J o u r n a l ,
describinghis work on the frequencydoublerfol
t h eH P8 6 6 2 4 .H ew a sb o r ni n P u l a s k W
i, isconsin,
a n d r e c e i v e dh i s B S E Ed e g r e ei n 1 9 7 3l r o m t h e
U n i v e r s i toyl W l s c o n s l nI.n 1 9 7 5 ,h e e a r n e dh i s
N/SEEdegree at the same schoolafter spending
twomonthsin Antarcticatestinghisresearchproj e c t ,a 1 5 0 - M H rza d a r w
, h i c hi s s t i l u
l s e db y t h eu n i versityto measurethe thicknessof glaciers.An
amateurradio operatorand collectorof vintage
electronics.Don also is his own auto mechanc.
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Lucy M. Berlin

P e n n s y l v a nwi aa so r i g r n a i l y
h o m ef o r E v eT a n n e ra, n d
she stayedthere long
enoughto earnherBA deo r e e ( 1 9 7 0 )a n d M E d d e g r e e ( 1 9 7 3 )f r o m P e n n s y l vaniaStateUniversity.
She
l o l n e dH P i n 1 9 8 6a n d i s
n o w a d e v e l o p m e netn -

shehaswrittenaboutherworkon HP-UXsoftware
t o o l sP
. r e v i o u s lsyh, ew o r k e do n d o c u m e n t i ntgh e
developerversionof the HP Newwaveenvironment. Eve'sprimaryinterestsoutsideof work are
h e rt w oc h i l d r e nb, u ts h es t i l fl i n d st i m ef o rh e rh o b b i e so f N - s c a l et r a i n sa n d h i k i n ai n C a l i f o r n l a .
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Catherine
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A. Keely

A s a d e v e l o p m e netn g i n e e r
at HP Laboratoriessince
1 9 8 5 ,C a t h yK e e l yh a s
a p p l i e dh e re x p e r t i s ient h e
f i e l do f o p t i c ss, e n s o r sa, n d
lighting
t o t h ec o m p u t evr i sion project.She earned
h e r B S d e g r e ei n a p p l i e d
q*
m e c h a n i c as tt h eU n i v e r s i t y
of Californiaat San Diego
i n 1 9 8 1a n d h e r M S d e g r e ei n m e c h a n i c ael n gineeringat the University
of Californiaat Berkeley
i n I 9 8 5 .B e f o r ej o i n i n gH P ,s h ew o r k e da t M c D o n n e I D o u g l a sw
, h e r es h e s p e c i ai z e d l n v i d e o d i s c
research.Shehascontributedtwo paperson optica technrquesfor inspectionat professionai
conferencesand currentlyhastwo patentapplications
b e i n gc o n s i d e r e do,n eo n o p t i c atle c h n i q u easn d
o n eo nt h ec o n c e p d
t e s c r i b e di n h e ra r t i ce i nt h i s
i s s u eo f t h e H P J o u r n a lA
. r e s i d e not f C u p e r t i n o ,
withinterestsin mountain
she is an outdoorswoman
a c t i v i t i e ss,k i i n g a
, nd soccer.

Mesa Photodetectors

Susan R. Sloan
S u s a nS l o a ni s a n R & De n gineerat the N/icrowave
TechnologyDivision,
whereshe has worked
i P in 1985.
s i n c ej o i n i n ( H
Sheis currentiyworkingon
processdevelopment,
testing, and manufacturingof
photodetectors.
She
coauthoredan earlier
artlcleforthe HPJournalon thetopicoJdiodeintegratedcircuitsand coauthoredan articlefor
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recenlfocus of her work. ln an earlierpositionat
StandardOil Companyof California,she worked
i n c o m p u t esr e r v i c e s u p p o r tA. n a t i v eo f S e a t t l e ,
Washington,
she receivedherBSdegreein computersciencef romWashingtonStateUniversityin
19 8 3 .S h ec u r r e n t llyi v e si n S a n t aC l a r a C
, alifornia.
S h e e n j o y ss a i l i n g c, a m p i n g ,n e e d l e w o r ka,n d
s n g i n gw l t ht h e H P c h o r .

HP-UX Shared L:tJrariee

Anastasia M. Martelli

S i n c el o i n i n gH P i n 1 9 8 3 ,
Stacy Martelli'sresponsibilitieh
s a v ei n c l u d e dt h e
PORT/HP-UX
emulation
package,mainlyin f ilesystem emulation.Process
managementand virtualmemorymanagementlor
the HP-UXoperatingsystem have been the most

L u c y B e r l i nh a s b e e n i n volved n improvingprog r a m m ep
r r o d u c t i v i tsyi n c e
s h e l o i n e dt h e H P
Laboratories
as an R&Deng i n e e ri n 1 9 8 4 .S h e i s p a r t
of the team that defined
a n d c a r r i e do u t t h e u s e r centeredapplicationdefin i t i o np r o c e s sd e s c r i b e di n
t h i si s s u eo f t h eH PJ o u r n a la, n d l a t e rp a r t i c i p a t e d
in thedevelopmentof the hypertextprototype.Her
e a r l i e r e s p o n s i b i l i t i ensc l u d e dt h e u s e ri n t e r f a c e
for [,4icroscope,
an experimentaprogramanalysis
toolset,and the executionmonitortool of the HP
C o m m o nL i s p D e v e l o p m e nEt n v i r o n m e nLt .u c y
h a sa B A d e g r e ei n p h y s i c sa n dc o m p u t esr c i e n c e
f r o mQ u e e ns C o l l e g eN
, e wY o r k( 1 9 8 1) a n da n M A
degreein computersciencef romStanfordUnivers i t y( 1 9 8 3 )S. h ei s a m e m b e r o Ii E E Ea n dA C M / S l G , z e c h o s l o v a k iaan, d
C H l .S h e w a sb o r ni n P r a g u eC
l i v e si n S u n n y v a l eC, a l i f o r n i aF.o r r e c r e a t i o ns,h e
e n o y sw o r k i n go n h e rh o u s ea n dc h o r a sl i n g i n g .
q i t - . - . .R p fl e L r ' v . .t . . i g h G
t u i d e s- - - Carolyn F. Jones
C a r o l y nJ o n e si s a t e c h n l cal advisorin the R&D
p r o d u c td e v e l o p m e ndt e partmentat HP'sOptoelect r o n i c sD i v i s i o nI.n t h i s p o s i t i o ns, h ei s r e s p o n s i b lfeo r
n e w p r o d u c td e v e l o p m e n t
for electrophotographic
a p p l i c a t i o n sl n, c l u d i n gt h e
evaluationoJ opportunities
a n d r e c o m m e n d a t i o nf osr d i r e c t i o nw, i t h s p e c i f i c
emphasison packagingmaterials,interconnections,and opticalinterJaces.
Sheearnedan AB degreein physics{romthe University
of Caliiorniaat
B e r k e l eiyn 1 9 6 4a n da n M Sd e g r e ei n s o l i d - s t a t e
physicsf romTuftsUniversityin 1966.Be{orestartr n gh e rc a r e e ra t H Pi n 19 7 5 ,s h eh a dt e ny e a r so l
most reexperiencein hybrid optoelectronics,
centlyat lvlonsanto's
ElectronicSpecialProducts
Division.Sheoriginateda patenton the opticaldes i g n c o n c e p td e s c r i b e di n t h i s e d i t i o no f t h e H P
Journal.She is active in severalprofessionalorganizations,
includingthe International
Societyfor
Hybrid Microelectronics,
where she servedtwo
terms on the nationalexecutivecouncil.She is a
memberof the IEEEand theSocietyo{ WomenEng i n e e r sC. a r o l y ni s m a r r i e dh, a sa t w o - y e aor l d s o n ,
, a l i f o r n i aH.e rs p a r et i m e
a n dl i v e si n M e n l oP a r k C
is devotedto variouscreativeendeavorsranging
{ r o mh a n d i c r a f t so f i n ea r t s .H e ro i lp a i n t i n gas n d
drawingshavebeenexhibitedat the HPcorporate
headquarters.
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Techniques
Processingand Passivation
for Fabricationof High-Speed
MesaPhotodetectors
InP/lnGaAs/lnP
Propersurfacepreparationand a conformalmesa
passivationcoveringare criticalto the productionof lowphotodiodes.The bestresu/tshavebeen
dark-current
obtainedwitha wetchemicaletchfollowedby double-layer
polyimide passiv
ation.
by Susan R. Sloan
IBER OPTIC COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS ATC
rapidly growing. Optical fibers provide a low-loss,
low-dispersionmedium for transmitting dataat high
speeds(>1 GbiUs).The lowest optical lossesoccur for 1.3
and 1.55pm wavelengths,and thesehavebecomethe wavelengths of choice for fiber optic systems. High-speed InP/
InGaAs/InPphotodetectorsoptimized for thesewavelengths
have helped HP make a contribution in the lightwave instrument field. These pin detectorsare a key element in
HP's new lightwave receivers.
The pin photodetectorsare designedfor front-sideillumination with light at wavelengthsbetween 1.2 and 1.6 pm.
Their low-capacitancemesa structure provides good response to modulation frequenciesbeyond 22 GHz. The
25-g,m-diameterdevices show responsivitiesgteaterthan
0.9A4/Vat 1.3 pm and 1.55 pm, capacitancevalues of O.OZ
pF (5 x t0-e F/cmz;, and low optical reflection (less than
2o/oat both wavelengths).Diode lifetimes are calculated
using high-temperature operating life (HTOL) data and extrapolating for ambient instrument temperatures.Lifetimes
of 3.5x 10s hours at 55"C are typical.
Low detectordark current is important for low noise in

lightwave receiver applications. Photodetector dark currents at - 5V of 0.15 nA 1t.t x t0-5 A/cm2) after mesa etch,
and t nA (5 x 10-5 A/cm2) after fabrication is complete,
have been achieved. Dark current is a measure of the leakage current, or reverse current of the diode at a given bias
without illumination (see Fig. 1). The surface preparation
and passivation of the photodetector mesa walls determine
the dark current of the device. This study will examine
different methods of surface preparation and surface passivation aimed at achieving low-dark-current devices.
Operation and Fabrication
The epitaxial material for these photodetectors is grown
by organometallic vapor phase epitaxy (OMVPE). The epitaxial structure is shown in Fig. 2. The pin structure is made
of a p-type InP zinc-doped window layer and an InGaAs
intrinsic region active layer on an n+ substrate. An InP
buffer region is grown to facilitate the growing of the InGaAs
active layer. This Ino.u.Gas..7Aslayer is lattice matched to
the InP and must have low background doping (:1-x'l,Oa'l
cm31. The InP cap layer is transparent to the wavelengths
of interest, 1.3 and 1.55 pm. InP will not absorb for L >
O.92 pm, that is, for
hc
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Fig. 1. Typical l6V
photodiode.

characteristics

of a 2'-Nn-diameter

Fig.2. Photodetectorepitaxial structure (not to scale)
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where E, : 1.35 eV is the bandgap energy for InP, h is
Planck's constant, and c is the speed of light. InGaAs will
absorb wavelengths up to -1.7 pm and is therefore an
excellent material for the active region.
The pin detector works by converting incoming light
energy into an electrical current. A photon of wavelenth
1.2 to 1.6 g,m incident upon the top InP cap region moves
through without absorption. The photon is absorbed in the
InGaAs active region, creating an electron/hole pair. When
the device is operated in reverse bias, an electric field is
present and the carriers are swept out, creating a current
(see Fig. 3). These detectors are designed for high-speed
operaton. The frequency response is maximized by
minimizing the detector area and thus its capacitance, and
optimizing the i layer thickness for transit time considerations (Fig. a).
The high-speed detector is fabricated on a conductive
n-type InP substrate. Fig. 5 shows top and cross-sectional
views of the photodetector. The wafer is backlapped, and
a backside ohmic contact of AuGe is deposited. The
frontside AuZn ohmic contact is patterned with a liftoff
process, and a Si*N" antireflection coating is deposited by
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). The
mesa of the pin structure is formed next by a wet chemical
etch in a HBr-based etchant. The device is now functional;
however, passivation is applied to seal the mesa walls, to
give a stable, low dark current for reliable operation, and
to form an insulating layer upon which to plate a bonding
pad. The passivation layer is then etched from the active
area, revealing the antireflection coating. The devices are
separated by sawing with a diamond-embedded resin blade.
The critical steps for ensuring low-dark-current devices
are the mesa etch and the subsequent mesa passivation.
While the mesa design provides a low-capacitance structure for high-frequency performance, it has the disadvantage of leaving the InGaAs active region exposed. An exposed pn junction in InGaAs is known to be a potential
source of high dark current.t This exposed surface gives
rise to a leakage path for surface leakage current which
contributes to the dark current of the device. The dark

AbsorbingLayef
l-l tncaas (Undoped),
t'lt"t"t
on.i"
[-l
n

An|rrellectivecoating

Lightwave
1 . 2t o 1 . 6 p m

lnP(Zn)
Window Layer

I

eh

i
InP(S)- Substrate

Fig. 3. fhe photodetector converts incoming light into electron-hole pairs, resulting in an electrical current.
current of the photodetector is given by the following equation:2
Ia :

Iac R * IaorppusrgNf l45lrppa6s,

where I46-p is the dark current resulting from generation
and recombination, I6p1ppgs,6*is the dark current resulting
from diffusion, and I6supp66s is the dark current resulting
from surface leakage.

Typesof Passivation
Threebasictypesof surfacepassivation
for InP-typedevices have been examined and tested. The first is oxides.
These oxides can be native oxides formed when the InP or
InGaAs surface is exposed to air, or they can be purposely
formed on a surface using anodization or an oxygen atmosphere. The second type of passivation uses a column-five
(V) element from the periodic table, such as phosphorus
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Fig. 4. /nGaAs layer thickness
can be determined from this plot,
which is from J.E. Bowerc, et al,
" MiIIimetre-Waveg uid e-Mounted
lnGaAs Photodetectors," ElectronicLettres,Vol.22, 1986,p 633
The dashed /lnes show the taryet
ranges for i layer thickness and
detectorarea.
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Surface Studies
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Fig. 6. Scannrng electronmtcrographof a typicalphotocliocle
aftermesaetch. Thelistof nativeoxtdesformedon the lnGaAs
and lnP after etchtngin 1:1 1 (1N)KrCrrOr.CH3COOH
HBr
was determinedby ESCA(electronspeclroscopyfor chemical anaiysis).

..:

BottomContact
Fig. 5. Photodetector diode top view and cross sectional
view.
or arsenic. This has been done using arsenic partial pressure in a molecular beam epitaxy system.3 or by cracking
and depositing phosphorus.a The methods examined here
include using elemental arsenic or regrowing epitaxial
layers over existing layers in the OMVPE system. The third
and most common type of mesa passivation is dielectrics.
It is critical to have a clean. newlv etched mesa surface
before passivation.

Oxides
The condition of the mesa wall surface after etch determines the device dark current. The use of a bromine-based
etch leaves surface oxides on the mesa walls.5 Chemical
analysis of the InP and InGaAs surfaces by electron spectroscopy shows that the oxides listed in Fig. 6 are found
after the use of ItN)KrCrrOr:CHTCOOH:HBr mesa etch. Fig.
6 also shows a scanning electron micrograph of the device
after mesa etch. The most critcial oxide is the InrO. formed
on the InGaAs layer. This oxide is known to be conductive,
and thus would contribute to the surface leakage current
of the detectors.Increasing the thickness of this oxide layer

lnP:zn
fncaAs

by using an ozone stripper as a source of oxygen causes a
further increase in dark current. Stripping this oxide in a
wet etch can clean the mesa surface and leave a low-darkcurrent device that can then be passivatedwith a dielectric
An HrSOn-based etch is another way to remove the InrO.,
from the mesa surface, leaving an arsenic-rich surface.''
This cleanup etch is a good way to prepare the device for
regrowth or dielectic application. These ozone-treated devices perform well under high-temperature operating life
conditions. Devices are placed at an elevated temperattrre.
175'C, and under operating bias, -5V. This acceler.itcs
failures and allows the calibration and extrapolation of ;rn
instrument ambient lifetime for the devices. L'fet'me. ,rf
1 x 106 hours or 114 years at 55'C have been for,rndfor the.e
ozone treated chips. This again points to passivation as a
key to low dark currents and highly reliable devices.
Group-V Element Passivation
OMVPE regrowth is a method of covering the expose,l
InGaAs pn iunction, thus suppressing or avoiding the
I.ls.,nn,'cnterm in the dark current expression. Two regrowths will be examined. Fig. 7 shows a mesa before and
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Fig. 7. OMVPE regrowth of lnP
(n ) over an etchedmesa.(Left)
Before regrowth (Right) After re
growth.
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after regrowth. Here, a 500A layer of InP is grown over the
standard pin etched mesa. The InP is nominally undoped,
but is actually slightly n-type (1 x 101s/cm3).This n region
will place the pn junction in the InP instead of the InGaAs,
creating a more stable surface to reduce the surface leakage.
The coverage is, however, incomplete. The device fabrication continues, adding backside metallization and frontside
ohmic contacts on top of the mesa structure. The devices
formed exhibited high dark currents, on the order of several
hundred nanoamperes.
Fig. B shows an InP:Zn layer grown over an etched InGaAs mesa forming the p layer of the pin structure. The
conformal p layer forces the pr.r junction to be buried in
t h e b u l k o f t h e m e s a l e a v i n g o n l y I n P e x p o s e d .T h i s 1 - p m
p layer is, again, not continuous and thus leaves some areas
of exposed InGaAs. A second etch is performed to etch
away the newly grown p region between devices to separate
them electrically. Again, backside and frontside ohmic contacts are deposited to allow electrical probing and testing
of the devices. These devices were leaky, having dark currents of several hundred nanoamperes at - 5V.
Two reasonsfor the high dark current are the incomplete
coverageof the mesa surface and uncontrolled surface conditions before reentry into the OMVPE growth tube. The
surface needs careful attention such as immediate etching
and oxide removal before entering the chamber for regrowth. This processing was not possible because processing and regrowth were done at separate facilities. It is interesting that the incomplete coverage occurs in the same
regions on both wafers and appears connected to the crystal
orientation. The sides parallel to the maior flat of the wafer,
the [OTr] crystal direction, are completely covered. The
s i d e s p e r p e n d i c u l a r t o t h e f l a t , [ 0 1 1 ] , a r e n o t ( s e eF i g . 9 ) .
It can be speculated that the different crystal planes preferentially form different native oxides, and that some oxides
are less conducive to regrowth of InP material. Leaving
exposed planes of InrO, would result in high-dark-current
d e v i c e sT
.
Another way of placing the V element of the III-V compound semiconductor on the exposed InGaAs mesa walls
is by arsenic evaporation. Samples are prepared through
mesa etch and placed in a special evaporation chamber for
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Fig. 9. lncompletecoverageof regrownlnP along the [01 1]
direction.
a thin (<100A) coating of arsenic. Careful handling of the
source material and wafers is necessarybecauseof the toxicity of arsenic. The wafers are subsequently coated with
polyimide, an insulating material, and follow standard processing. The devices did exhibit low dark currents, a few
nanoamperes, at - 5V. One adverse effect of this process
is a dark current variation over time. Variations of about
two nanoamperes on a dark current of the same magnitude
occur over time in an irregular fashion. This dark current
variation contributes to noise in the lightwave receivers,
and therefore these devices are not usable for instrument
applications.
Dielectric Passivation
Dielectric coatings provide the third major method of
passivating mesa devices. They are widely used and involve simple process techniques. Dielectrics that have been
evaluated include: silicon monoxide, silicon dioxides, silicon nitrides, spin-on glasses,sodium hydroxide, and polyimides. Fig. 10 shows three such coatings. The left micrograph shows a mesa device after a typical SiO or SiO,
dielectric deposition. SiO is deposited by thermal evaporation of a solid source. SiO, is deposited by chemical vapor
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Fig. 11. NaOH passivation.
deposition (CVD). As shown in this photograph, the coating
does not completely cover the mesa walls. These dielectric
coatings have not yielded low-dark-current devices. One
dielectric passivation attempts to incorporate the insulating dielectric with the V element passivation discussed
earlier. This is a plasma CVD SiO, deposition with the
inclusion of phosphorus in the form of phosphine gas. The
coating did not result in complete sidewall coverage,and
the devices had high dark currents.
Silicon nitride does provide a very good conformal coating of the mesa walls. It is deposited by PECVD. Gaseous
mixtures of silane (SiH4), ammonia (NH.), and nitrogen
(Nr) fill a chamber and a plasma is ignited. The index of
Ohmic Metal
lnP

,r

refraction of the mixture can be adjusted by controlling the
relative amounts of silicon and nitrogen in the mixture.
The nitride can have the dual purpose of passivating and
serving as the device antireflection coating. Various
stoichiometries of Si*N, were used as passivation. Although low-dark-current devices were produced, they were
not consistently obtained.
Another type of silicon-based passivation is spin-on glasses. These coatings have the benefit of being easily doped
with a variety of elements. They are also easy to process.
The coating is dispensed and spun on like a conventional
photoresist. It is then cured in a furnace to form a hard
glass coating. Silicon-based liquids doped with the V elements arsenic and phosphorus were obtained as well as
coatings with iron. Iron is added to InP as a dopant to
create semi-insulating InP. The idea is to form an insulating
layer at the mesa walls that will not be conducive to surface
currents. Fig. 10 shows the results of two of these spin-on
glasses.The center photograph is SiOr:Fe. After curing, the
coating is porous. The right photograph shows SiOr:P.
Here, the coating pulled away from the sidewalls and
cracked. These coatings leave gaps through which water
vapor and other substances can come into contact with the
InGaAs active layer. This will lead to reliability problems
over time. For this reason, and because of high dark currents, these spin-on coatings are unacceptable.
Lowering surface recombination rates of carriers at the
mesa surface is a way of lowering device dark current.
NaOH and KOH are said to have the effect of lowering
surface recombination velocities in InGaAs.B A wafer processed through mesa etch is placed in a beaker of concentrated NaOH. The result is a very crystalline covering of
NaOH over the wafer surface(seeFig. 11). This does not
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provide a continuous covering of the mesa and is difficult
to probe through to test device characteristics. This idea
did not provide a practical or usable fabrication process.
Proper surface preparation coupled with a conformal
mesa covering is the best way to achieve and maintain
low-dark-current devices. One approach to achieving this
involves using the ammonia gas present in the silicon nitride system as a pretreatment to the normal silicon nitride
deposition. This in-situ process is performed without
breaking vacuum, thereby maintaining a clean and controlled environment.e The ammonia plasma is meant to
stabilize the mesa surface. The Si,N, is then deposited over
that surface, sealing in the clean low-surface-current active
layer. Fig. 12 shows a scanning electron micrograph view
of part of the mesa area (magnified >10,000 times). The
InP surfaces are bumpy while the InGaAs surface remains
srnooth. The ammonia plasma has knocked off the lighter
phosphorous atoms (atomic weight 30.97) leaving behind
a surface of In (atomic weight 1,1,4.82)bumps. This has
been confirmed by electron dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) of the surface composition performed with the scanning electron microscope. The Si*N, film is then deposited
covering the mesa and its bumpy surface. These devices
did not have dark currents that met specification. The
center of the ring where the fiber makes contact is also
bumpy, leaving in doubt the optical reflection specification
of less than 2"/o.
The present detector process uses a wet chemical etch
followed by a double-layer passivation of polyimide cured
at a low temperature (see Fig. 12).10 The polyamic acid
cures by driving out solvents and water vapor to provide
a eured polyimide of about 2 pm per layer. It is important
that the polyimide form a good seal around the mesa, be
curable at low temperatures, and planarize, providing a
surface upon which to plate the device bond pad.
Double-layer coatings provide increased planarity. Other
parameters affecting polyimide planarity include viscosity
and the amount of dissolved solids. Fig. 13 shows how
planarity of a coating is examined. The device mesa is
typically 3 to 4 pm high. This coating must cover and seal
the mesa, planarize enough to accommodate the device
bond pad, and be capable of being dry etched to create a
via-hole connection of plated metal to the p-side ohmic
contact. The polyimide must also be cleared completely
from irrside the ring contact to expose the antireflection
coating.
Low-temperature processing must ensure a cured coating
for rugged, reliable devices. The tall mesa requires a thick
coating (4 pm) and requires cutting a deep hole through
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Fig. 14. DielectricPassivationSummary
the polyimide. This is done using an oxygen plasma and
reactive ion etching (RIE). The RIE cuts a deep hole with
vertical walls (see Fig. 12). To plate the bond pad, metal
must plate up through this hole as well as on top of the
polyimide. This requires a base coating of metal covering
all sides of the deep via hole. A special low-power, lowtemperature sputter process is used to do this.
The low-curing, planar polyimide coating provides good
mesa coverage and yields low-dark-current devices. 25-p.mdiameter devices with dark currents of t nA (5 x 10 5
A/cmz) at - 5V have been fabricated. Typical dark cunents
are 1 to 5 nA at - 5V. Devices are found to have 55'C
instrument ambient lifetimes of 3.5 x 1.0shours or 40 years.
Fig. 14 summarizes the dielectrics used for passivation.
It includes the present polymide process.
A photograph of the completed photodetector chip can
be seen in Fig. 15. This chip contains five 25-pm-diameter
devices. These devices operate beyond 22 GHz.11Detectors
of several different sizes for a variety of applications have
been designed and fabricated.
HP Lightwave Products
Currently three different photodetector chips are used
in HP products. One family of such products includes the
HP 87024 Lightwave Component Analyzer and the HP
83400 series of lightwave sources and receivers [Fig.
16).t''tt The 3-GHz and 6-GHz lightwave receivers contain
photodetectors designed especially for these applications.
The PD25 chip from Fig. 15 is used in the HP 714oo{
Lightwave Signal Analyzer (see Fig. 17). This system has
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Fig. 13. Polyimide planarity.
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Fig. 15. PD25photodetectorchip

Fig. 16. HP 87024 Lightuvave
Component Analyzer sysfern.
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ProvidingProgrammerswith a Driver
DebugTechnique
Symbolicdebuggingis difficultfor programmerswho are
developingdriversto run underthe HP-UXoperating
Atechnique
systembutdonothaveHP-UXsourcelicenses.
is describedto use availablecompilerinformationto
provideaccessto certainHP-UXdebug records.
by Eve M. Tanner
OFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROCEEDSmost efficiently when programmerscan requestinformation
on memory locations by typing in an ASCII name
(symbol) rather than the address (hexadecimal/octal/decimal) of code being debugged. Symbolic debugging has revolutionized code development, placing the burden of numeric translation on the computer, allowing programmers
to concentrate on the higher-level design issues of their
code.
Running a symbolic debugger with code requires that
the program source code first be compiled with a debug
option. The compiler builds numerous useful information
records into the compiled code, which, upon request by
the programmer, are later used by a symbolic debugger to
display lines of source code and values of data structures.
Two important facts regarding compiler action are that
debug information can be generated only for source code,
not for the executable object code, and that HP-UX compilers currently generate debug information only on unoptimized source code-the compiler's optimizer cannot be
invoked in the same compile time.
Programmers who are developing drivers to run under
HP's HP-UX operating system need to include their code
with the HP-UX code, and the two programs need to be
debugged together. What happens when programmers do
not own the HP-UX source code? The driver developer
loses the ability to display HP-UX source code and data
structures. Not owning source code is not an unusual occurrence, especially when dealing with operating system code,
which tends to be very large and costly. Additionally, object
code for operating systems tends to be optimized for system
performance reasons. When only optimized HP-UX object
code is available, the programmer's most potent weapon
in the "debugging war zone," symbolic debugging of source
code and data, is severely impaired, because the operating
system code and data cannot be displayed.
Programmers in this situation needed to be supported in
their efforts to develop drivers under HP-UX. Given that
operating system code will not become generally available,
and given that programmers will continue to demand symbolic debugging tools, a search was instituted to find a
sensible solution to the problem. "Sensible" implies using
information already available and making changes to files
in a way that is transparent to the programmer and requires
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no changes to the debugging process.
The technique developed as a solution is based on the
fact that kernel data structures are a primary point of interaction between drivers and the operating system. While
the technique does not allow source code to be displayed,
symbolic display of HP-UX data structures is restored to
the driver developers.
The technical problem was to find a technique to strip
data records from an unoptimized HP-UX kernel and insert
them into users' programs that contain user source code
and optimized HP-UX object code, all the while maintaining a valid file that appears untouched to the programmer.
This article describes the internal HP technology underlying this method. It is not intended as a description of
any HP product.

OptimalDriverDevelopment
Driver writers have special programming tool needs.
They are inserting their own code into one of the lower
layers of operating system code. In the case of HP-UX,
driver modules reside between operating system kernel
code and the hardware. Fig. 1 shows the position of device
drivers in HP-UX.
Programmers who are debugging driver code need to test
their driver routines with the kernel code, looking for any

Fig. 1. Posltlon of drivers in HP-UX.

effects their code might have on the operating system code,
and vice versa. They need to examine the contents of data
structuresin any code for which they have the source.To
do this, they need to have accessto the HP-UX operating
system source modules.
For symbolic debugging, the programmer submits the
driver code and HP-UX code to the compiler, invoking the
compiler with the debug option, which instructs it to add
debug information into the final compiled object module.
A symbolic debuggerthat knows how to accessthese special records is then run on the compiled code. When the
programmer requests information on the HP-UX symbol
proc,for example, the symbolic debuggerwill make the link
between the symbolic name and the memory location
where the contents of procare stored, and will display the
value of proc.
Partial Source Leads to Partial Debugging
Driver writers who do not have the source code for HPUX are handicapped by an incomplete process,as illustrated by the debugging scenario in Fig. 2. A few quick
command lines at the terminal allow a compilation of all
of the source modules into a single, debuggablefile, but
since this programmerdoes not have accessto the source
files for the operating system, the compiler can generate
debugrecordsonly for the driver module,not for the operating system modules. When the programmerhands off the
compiled file's name to the symbolic debuggerand starts
to dig into the driver code, the debug section at the end of
the compiled module contains pointers to the addressesof
the driver code and data structuresonly. Supposethat the
program runs only a short time beforehanging the system.
Stepping methodically through the driver code up to the
hangup point and displaying all of its symbols does not
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Fig.2. lnformation flow in the symbolic debugging process
when HP-UX source code is not available. The programmer
must use educated guesses or "magic" to find many bugs.

find the bug. Perhaps a change in a certain little section of
codewill do the trick. This meansshutting down the debugger, rewriting some lines of driver code, recompiling the
source,and restartingthe debug processagain.
This is not a reasonable way to debug a program. It is
not only a frustrating process,but also an expensive one
in terms of resources,programmertime, and machine use.
The programmerin Fig. 2 is wearing a wizard hat because
some magic may help here. Important HP-UX data structures cannot be observedduring driver debugging.The programmer cannot watch the interaction between the driver
code and the operating system,so educatedguessesmust
be substituted for on-line observations.The result is that
many iterations of compilation and fixing errors must occur
to get a driver program that works properly. "Working properly" meansnot only doing its appointedtasks,but refraining from creating havoc with the operating system.
Strip Out and Merge In
The solution to this unappealing debuggingscenariois
to provide a method that strips HP-UX operating system
data structure records out of the HP-UX sourcecode compiled with the debug option and mergesthem into a programmer's source file that was compiled under HP-UX.
The resulting objectmodule must look asif the programmer
had actually compiled the HP-UX source code with the
driver code. It must be compiler correct,and be usable in
any plausible programming situation.
Implementing these conceptsled to the developmentof
two program files and one data file, as shown in Fig. 3.
Strip Program. This program strips global data debug records from HP-UX source compiled with the debug option
(-g). This program is typically used on a one-time basisto
createthe strip file. The strip program is sometimesused
by developerswho have accessto HP-UX source code but
wish to do symbolic debuggingin the most efficient manner; another entire HP-UX kernel need not be loaded in,
only the stripped-out debug records.
Strip File. This file is createdby the strip program.It contains the global debugrecordsneededfor symbolic debugging. Programmers submit this file to the merge program
along with their own compiled driver code.
Merge Program. Programmers use this code to merge any
existing code and data debug records contained in their
own driver sourcecodewith the HP-UX data debugrecords
in the strip file. A merged file is created,which can then
be submitted to a symbolic debuggerthat knows the structure of code compiled under HP-UX.

E
Fig. 3. Uslng available compiler information,two programs
and a data file were developed to provide useful symbolic
debugging capability to driver writercwho do not have HP-UX
source //censes.
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HP-UX Obiect Module Structure
The HP-UXobject module can containup to five distinctsections(Fig. 1).Foursections-the header,tablesand dictionaries,
code, and data sections-are alwayspresent.Thedebug section
is generatedonlyupon request,throughthe settingof an optional
flag (-s) which asks the compiler to build the debug section
alongwithany accompanyingdictionaryrecordsand otherpointers.
Foursectionsof the HP-UXobject file are of particularinterest
in this project.The header section,the tables and dictionaries,
and the debug section contain records that require updating,
while the data section containsthe address information,which
must be duplicatedin the newlymergeddebug section.
The header sectioncontainstypical header information,such
as pointersto dictionariescontaininginformationon the various
sectionsand their subsections(into which each section is divided). lt also containsthe length of the entirecompiledobject
module.
The tables and dictionariescontaina myriad of pointersand
lengthsthat must be updatedwhen mergingthe debug sections
of the HP-UXfile and the developer'sdriver.Includedhere is
the symboldictionary,which containsinformationon each code
or data symbolthat is definedor referencedin the compiledfile.
Among other information,each symbolrecordcontainsa pointer
to the section (code or data) where the symbol is defined or
referenced.Also included here are the start points and lengths
of the debug section and its subsectionsand pointersto their
ASCIInames.
The debug sectionis built by the compilerwhen a debug
requestflag is set at compiletime.This sectionis primarilyused
by a symbolic debugger to reconstructinformationabout the
program.lt containsall pointersneededto displayvariouscode
and data information.Symbolicdebuggersreconstructprogram
informationby formingthree importantlinks:

Cannot Assume Order

r

r

Fig, 1. HP-UX object module structure.
r The link between the debug section'ssymbolic data names
and their addressesin the data section.
r The link betweenthe debug section'sprocedureand label
namesand the code section.
I The link betweenthe debug section'ssource line numbers
and addressesin the code section.
The techniquedescribedin the accompanyingarticleis only
concernedwith reconstructingthe first of these three links.
As of this writing,only two majorsectionsof an object module
compiledunderHP-UXare locationdependent.
Theheadersection is alwaysfirst and the debug sectionis alwayslast (when it
is present).The locationsof all otherportionsof the objectmodule
are set at compile time, and can be traced by studying the
header section.

Challenges
lmprovedDriverDebugging
As the name of the strip and merge processindicates,
Using the strip file and the mergeprogramdescribed
above, driver writers can debug their driver code using
symbolic namesfor HP-UX global data structures.The debuggingscenarionow proceedsas follows.
The programmercompiles the driver source under HPUX and is ready to begin debugging.Typing the <merge
program>
<stripfile><drivername>commandline at the terminal produces a merged file. The symbolic debuggeris invoked, with the merged file name in the command line
along with any desired option flags. Symbolic debugging
can now begin.
The strip and merge process does not restore all of the
debugging possibilities that are lost when accessto the
HP-UX sourcecode is not available.The only debuginformation restored is for what is known as global data. Thus,
information can be retrieved for static variablesand constants-data that never changes memory location. Debug
information for local data is not involved in the strip and
mergeprocess,sincelocal (dynamic)datacan changememory locations.Also, source line information, which is also
a typical compiler output, is not retrieved in the strip and
mergeprocess.Providing sourceline debugging,a common
method in which the programmercan view lines of code
as they appear in an ASCII code listing, was not included
in the scopeof this effort.
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the HP-UX operatingsystemdebugrecordscannot be simply appended to the compiled driver code module. The
challengehere was to be a good detective and find all of
the lengths and pointers that neededupdating. The act of
appending or updating data in one section sometimesaffects file areasconsidereCsafefrom change.
The box abovedescribesthe structureof a file compiled
under HP-UX, including the links betweenthe debuginformation and the rest of the file.
Diflerent HP-UX Versions
Disaster will strike the programmer who tries to merge
debug records of one HP-UX version with an HP-UX file
of anotherversion.Codechangesbetweenthe two versions
may result in different data records in the debug sections
of the two HP-UX files. Matching data tables in the debug
sectionsare essentialto the successof this technique.
For this reason,version checkingbecameone of the first
processingtasksof the mergeprogram.It was decided that
the product number would not be changingwithin an HP-UX
version. The merge program ensuresmatching HP-UX versions by identifying the HP-UX whatstrings in each of the
two files, comparingthe product number and version information in each string.

Identifying Useful HP-UX
Debug Records
The strip and merge processdescribedin the accompanying
article deals only with restoringglobal data informationto symbolic debuggers.lt is not involvedin providingthe abilityto view
linesof source code or local data structures.
Any informationthat can be usedto reconstructa sourcelisting
completewith labeled proceduresand entry points may not be
legally shared with nonpurchasersof HP-UX source licenses.
Simply put, any debug recordsthat point into the code section
may not be shared.
Carefulexaminationof the object module'sdebug sectionreveals three useful types of informationlor use in the strip and
merge process.Fig. 1 showsthe contentsof the debug section,
which is located at the end of the compiled file. The section's
records are physicallypartitionedinto five subsectionsby type
of information.
The three asterisksindicate debug subsectionsthat contain
legal and usefulinformationfor retrievingglobal data namesand
values.The headersubsectioncontainspointersto the remaining
subsections.The global data subsectioncontains information
about global data, and thus is limitedto variables,types, and
constants.The ASCII names section containsthe ASCII string
namesof the global data items.
The local data records contain informationabout local data,
such as entry point names and procedure names.The source
line recordscontain informationrelatingsource (listing)lines to
code addresses (code section).This is the linkingthat allows
reconstructionof the object code to a typical sourcelisting,and
is not part ol the effort described in this article.
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Fig. 1. Debuo section of an HP-UX obiect module.

DifferentTypes of User Files
We were awareof the possibility that programmersmight
try to merge three different types of driver code modules
with the strip file. Their driver modules might contain
varied amounts of debug information records,such as:
r No debug information at all
r Debug records for only the driver code under development
r Debugrecords (a complete or partial set) for the HP-UX
code.
In the first instance,the programmerdid not invoke the

debug option when compiling the driver code. This might
seemunlikely, but it is a possibility that the merge program
must and doeshandle. In this case,the mergeprogramcan
begin in a simple way, appending the HP-UX data debug
records to the end of the programmer'scompiled file. A
complicated cut-and-pastejob must follow, however. As
the box on the left shows, each distinct section (type of
information) in the compiled file must haveits accompanying pointers and lengths.When a compiler builds a section
of information into a file, it also generatesmany pointers
to the information. Each major section of the file has its
own dictionary records, which include things like its
length, pointers to its start, its ASCII string names,and so
on. Since the mergeprogramis now acting like a compiler,
whenever it adds a new section of information to the file,
it must also build all of the necessarynew dictionary records, placing them correctly in the file. For example,dictionary records for the debug section and its subsections
must be built and added into the tables and dictionaries
section. ASCII strings for the new debug section and subsection namesmust be added into a stringstable. Pointers
and lengths of new and updated records must be added
into the header section.If the cut-and-pasteoperation disturbs pointers to existing pointers and lengths, they need
to be fixed.
The secondpossibility above,debugrecordsfor only the
driver code,is probably the typical use of this process.The
programmer compiled the driver source code along with
the HP-UX object code, requestingthat the compiler build
debug records for all source modules.
The third possibility, an unknown amount of HP-UX
debug records, is not a predicted use of this product, but
it is a possiblescenariothat the mergeprogramdoeshandle.
In this case,the programmerhad sourcecode for the driver
and some (or possibly alll source code for the HP-UX
operating system. The compiler was invoked with the
debug request, and the resulting compiled module has a
complete set of driver debug information and a set (the
extent of its completenessis unknown) of HP-UX debug
information records.
In the secondand third casesabove,the mergeprogram
mergesthe global information contained in the strip file
into the debug section of the user's compiled file. The
debug section of the file is changed,not newly createdas
for the first case.New dictionary records do not have to
be built, but the existing ones do have to be updated with
their new start positions and lengths.As can be expected,
any other section recordswhose pointers are disturbed by
the expansionof the debugsectionmust alsobe updated.
Getting Those Tricky Pointers
In all of the above cases,the most interesting pointers
to update are the pointers to the absoluteaddressesin the
data section for each global data item in the HP-UX debug
section.Fig. 4 shows these critical pointers.
Envisioning the compiled object file as a book, one can
think of the symbol dictionary as the index of the book. It
contains the pointers into the code and data sectionsfor
each code and data symbol in the compiled code. When a
debug section exists, it too contains pointers to the code
and data sections,so there is a second index. Recall that
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processing loop to recreate the link between the current
file's data section and the global HP-UX data debug records.
The global data records are examined and, for each record
that contains a constant or variable, the following processing occurs:
I Retrieve the pointer to the ASCII name of the record.
r Use this ASCII name to index into the symbol dictionary.
r Retrieve the symbol's address into the data section and
update the global data debug record to point to the new
data section location. This updated pointer is shown in
Fig. a (black arrow).
The stdio function nlist.cis used to help make this link
between the strip file's global data debug records, the symbol dictionary, and the data section. The merge program
passes the ASCII global data name to ntist.c,which returns
a structure containing, among other things, the pointer to
the data section.

Conclusions

Fig. 4. Restoring pointersinto the data section.
while the strip and merge process builds a new debug
section for global data, the symbol dictionary entries for
that global data already exist. Recall also that the newly
added debug entries contain pointers to the data section
of a different HP-UX file, the strip file. These pointers are
now invalid. It is imperative that the newly added debug
entries point to the same addresses in the data section as
do the existing symbol dictionary entries. In other words,
the two indexes (i.e., symbol dictionary and debug section)
must have matching pointers to their shared index items.
The merge program's critical task is to set up a giant
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The goal was to find and implement a technique that
allows driver developers who do not have HP-UX source
code to display global HP-UX data constants and variables
symbolically while debugging their own driver code.
The HP internal technique described here is one that has
possibilities for other programming tasks. It points out the
great amount of free information an HP-UX compiler generates, and provides a working example of how this information can be used.
Acknowledgments
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SolderJoint InspectionUsing Laser
DopplerVibrometry
Good solder jointscan be distinguishedfrom bad jointsby
theirvibrationspectra.Vibrationfrequenciesfor bad joints
are consistentfor a given lead type.
by Catherine
A. Keely
IKE MOST ELECTRONICSCOMPANIES. HewlettPackard has been striving to fit more functionality
into smaller packages.To achievethis, many of HP's
products now use surface mount technology (SMT) and
other technologies in their printed circuit assembly production. SMT involves the use of packages significantly smaller
than standard through-hole packages. The package leads
are soldered directly to pads on the surface of the board
instead of passing through the board. SMT components
have lead widths of 0.025 inch (o.ozs mm) or less, with
lead pitch double the lead width. As one can imagine,
when a printed circuit board is packed with SMT components, inspection of the solder joints by visual means becomes a difficult task. This is especially true with certain
lead shapes, such as J leads, where most of the solder joint
is under the component. Sophisticated electrical testers
can catch many solder joint errors, such as shorts or solder
bridges. They can sometimes find unsoldered lead problems, but frequently these faults go unnoticed because the
tester forces mechanical contact between the lead and the
pad, making the missing joint undetectable.
To address this problem, the computer vision project of
HP Laboratories has investigated alternative methods of
inspecting SMT solder joints. The subject of this paper is
one method that has proven successful at detecting one
major joint error type: the unsoldered joint. The method,
which does not actually involve computer vision although
it is an optical method, is based on the vibration characteristics of an unsoldered lead. The idea is that an unsoldered
lead, when stimulated, will vibrate at its resonant frequencies, which depend on its material and geometry. A soldered lead, under the same stimulation, will have different
vibrational characteristics because it has different geometrical constraints. A laser Doppler vibrometer or velocimeter
(LDV, see box, page B2J is used to measure the velocity of
a vibrating lead, and as this paper describes, the peaks in
the frequency spectrum of the vibration indicate whether
the joint is soldered or not.
The SMT Application
The most common surface mount components fall into
three general categories (see Fig. 1): J leads, which are found
on PLCCs (plastic leaded chip carriers), gull wings, found
on SOICs (small-outline integrated circuits) and PQFPs
(plastic quad flat packs), and brick-shaped passive components. The gull wings can be further broken down into
different shape standards: narrow SOICs, wide SOICs, and

fine-pitch PQFPs (0.025 in./0.625 mm pitch or less). The
passives can also be broken down into the many available
shapes and sizes, since the geometry determines the natural
frequency, but this paper does not distinguish between the
different passives.
There are many common joint error types, including
shorts or bridges, solder balls or splashes, cold joints, insufficient solder, excess solder, dewetting or wicking, nonwetting, and lifted leads. In the first five error types, some sort
of joint is formed, so examining the vibration should only
indicate that there is a joint. For the last three, which form
a significant portion of the errors, there is no mechanical
joint, and thus they are considered open or unsoldered
joints for the purposes of vibration analysis. Cracked joints
fall somewhere in between, depending on how freely the
lead can vibrate.
Before building the LDV system to measure the vibration,
finite element models of the various leads were made and
analyzed for their vibration characteristics. This was done
to determine analytically the expected resonant frequencies of soldered and unsoldered leads, to verify that the
expected resonant frequencies for good and bad joints are
distinct, and to make sure that the frequencies are in the
range detectable by the proposed LDV setup, that is, below
2OO WIz. The results of the finite element analysis gave
the following resonances under 100 kHz for unmounted
leads: about 29 kHz for wide SOICs, 51 kHz for narrow
'I.,4
SOICs,
WIz (first mode) and 40 kHz fsecond mode) for
(PLCCs),
leads
and 20 kHz for fine-pitch PQFPs.l No modJ
eling was done for the leadlesqpassive components. Firstmode resonant frequencies of properly soldered leads are
at least five times those of unsoldered Ieads, and are always
above 85 kHz, with the specific frequencies depending on
the lead type and thickness. The frequencies increase
slowly as the lead thicknesses'{ncrease, with slopes of 50
to 400 Hzl p.m. These results indicate that in theory the
vibration characteristics should distinguish soldered leads
from unsoldered leads.
To measure the vibration, the leads first have to be stimulated to vibrate. This can be done in several ways, such as
using an impulse force, shaking the board, or sweeping a
stimulus frequency, but the method we implemented is an
air jet (at a pressure of about 35 kPa or 5 psig) aimed near
the joint, as shown in Fig. 2.2 The air jet is a source of
acoustic white noise, which sets up resonance vibrations
in the leads. It is simple and flexible, and it works.
The LDV measuring beam is aimed at the lead shoulder
(continued on page 83)
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Laser Doppler Vibrometry
Laser Doppler vibrometry is a widely used noncontact
techniquefor measuringvelocityor vibration.lt is an extension
whichwas developedin the 1960s
oi laserDoppleranemometry,
lt is based on the fact
and 1970sfor fluid flow measurements.l-3
that light reflected from a moving object will have a Doppler
frequency shift proportionalto the object's velocity.The laser
Dopplervibrometer(LDV)systemprovidesa meansof measuring
the frequencyshiftcausedby the vibratingobject.Commercial
LDVSare available,but becauseof the bandwidthand flexibility
a lab systemwas
requirements
of this feasibilityinvestigation,
built.
Fig. 1 is a schematicdiagramof the opticsin the lab system.
Laser light with frequencyfo is incidenton a target,which is
x is given
lashion The leaddisplacement
movingin a sinusoidal
by:
x = Csin(22il"t)

v:i:2d"Ccos(2nI,l),
wherefuis the targetvibrationalf requencyin hertz,C is a constant
amplitude,
and t is time.Thelaser
representing
the displacement
lightE, which has the form
E : Acos(2zrtot),

To separatethe frequencyshiftf rom the incidentfrequency,the
reflectedbeam is recombinedwith a referencebeam.The reference beam is a beam from the same laser that is shifted by a
knownamount.In this case, the shiftis generatedby a Bragg
cell,or acoustoopticmodulator.A Braggcell is basicallya section
of glass with a acousticwave travelingthroughit, generatedby
a piezoelectric
crystal.Whenlightpassesthroughtheglass,part
ol it is diffractedat the acousticwavefronts,whichhavea different
refractiveindex.The lightdiffractedis essentiallyDopplershifted
by the frequencyof the travelingacousticwave.In this application, the Bragg cell causesa shiftof fo : 80 MHz in the light
frequency,so the referencebeam Eo is of the form:

Af:

2vcos(@)/Io,

where { is the angle betweenthe target velocityvector and the
and Io is thewavelength
of the laserlight.
incidentlightdirection,

4-mW HeNe Laser

)

__]

Cameralor Focusing

|

Bragg Cell

I

to + 80 MHz

+

Mirror

ifo

+ Af

Polarizing
Beamsplitter

fo + 80 MHz
+
to+Al
(Heterodyne)

J-Lead,Vibrationf"
Fig. 1. Optlcs for LaserDoppler vibrometry. The direct laser
light is represented by solid black lines and the laset light
reflected from the subject is represented by dashed black
lines.
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where B is the amplitudeof the light.When the referencebeam
is alignedwith the measuringbeam, the two beams interfere.
The combinedintensityis detectedby a pin diode:
l(t): (Eb+E,)2
: 4
*
22 4

where A is the amplitudeand fo is the frequencyof the laser
light, will be frequencyshifted after reflectingoff the target by
an amount

t\14' i

E" : Acos(22(fo+Af)t).

Eo:Bcos(22{fo+fb)t),

and the lead velocityv is:

Polarizing
Beamsplitter

(Forthe HeNe laser used, Xo : 632.8 nm.) Thusthe reflected
light E, can be writtenas:

+ ABcos(2dfb-af)t)

+ higherfrequencyterms.
The first two terms are dc terms and are lost in the detector
amplifier.The third term is the beat frequencybetweenthe two
beams.Furtherterms have a frequencyol order fo or higherand
cannot be detected. The shift frequency A1 can be extracted
from the signalby sendingit to a frequencydemodulator(FM
receiver),and tuningthe demodulatorto the carrierfrequency
fo. The demodulatoroutput will be proportionalto the frequency
to the targetvelocity.This signal
shiftAf, which is proportional
is then sent to a spectrum analyzetso the vibrationtrequency
contentcan be examined.Insteadof lrequencydemodulation,
the signalcould be phase demodulated,and then the output
would be proportionalto the target displacementwithoutthe dc
(orotfset)terms.Eitherway,the f requencycontentisthe same.
The vibrationfrequenciesthat can be detected are mostly a
function of the demodulator.The velocity of the target causes
the frequencyshift,or deviation,and the change in velocityat
the vibrationfrequencycausesa rateof change in the frequency
the vibrationis natural,so the vibration
shift.In this application,
frequency and the rate of change are functions of the lead
geometryThiscannotbe changed,butthevelocityisdetermined
and the disby the vibrationfrequencyand the displacement,
placementcan be changedby limitingtheforcingfunction,
which
article.
inthiscaseis an airjet,as explainedin theaccompanying
The demodulatorused can analyzean BO-MHzsignalwith
f requencymodulationratesfuof 20 HzIo 2O0kHz and deviations
This
Af (frequencyshifts)up to 400 kHz with 100-Hzresolution.
means the target vibrationfrequenciescan be up to 200 kHz
and the velocitycan be suchthatthe deviationis up to 400 kHz
In practice,the demodulatordeviationrangeis set for up to 40
is 10 Hz.Thissetting
kHz of frequencyshiftAf and the resolution
correspondsto a targetvelocity* rangeof 3.2 pmls to 12 mm/s.
This correspondsto a displacementC range of, for example,

0.02 nm to B0 nm if fu is 25 kHz.
A lrmiton the systemperformancersthe powerof the detected
signal,or the amplitudesA and B of the light waves.This is
primarilydetermined by the amount of light reflectedtrom the
target, but is also affected by the sensitivityof the detector,the
amplifier,and the signal level requiredby the demodulator.To
get a good signal, the measuring beam must be aimed at a
surfacethat will reJlectlight back into the system.

References
1 to 3 providemoredetailson laserDopplervibrometry.
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because this area provides the best Iight reflection and is
easily accessible on all lead types (except the passives
which have no shoulder). The shoulder deflection during
vibration is more than sufficient to generate a detectable
Doppler shift. For the passives, the beam is aimed at any
point that reflects well near the end of the component.
As the lab system is presently set up, one lead is measured at a time, and then the printed circuit board is moved
by an x-y table to access another lead. The time required
to make each measurement is very short, depending primarily on the filter bandwidth and the averaging necessary to
reduce the noise. Methods of automating the system to
access leads quickly are being explored to increase the
overall speed of the system.

Results
Measurement
arein theform
Theresultsof thevibrationmeasurements
of vibration frequency spectrum plots. As explained earlier,
the frequency peaks in the vibration spectra should (according to theory) be indicative of the state of the solder joint.
The theory predicts specific frequencies related to the lead
geometry and boundary conditions (i.e., soldered or unsoldered). In practice, other frequencies may be present because of the complete component geometry, but these are
in addition to the lead vibration frequencies. The frequencies of the soldered lead are in general too high to be detected. The practical limit is about 100 kHz because of the
small deflection and the amount of noise, even though in
principle the system limit is 2OOkHz.
Fig. 3 shows typical vibration spectra for unsoldered
Ieads (e.g. no solder, solder wicked, etc.) and soldered leads
for the five component types. Each plot contains a trace
for the unsoldered lead and a trace for a nearby soldered
lead on the same component, so the differences between
the traces can be easily compared. For most components,
the spectra for good, soldered joints are fairly flat unless

J-Leaded PLCC
On Board

Fig. 1. fhe threegenerallead typesconsideredinthls study.
(top) J lead. (middle) Gull wing. (bottom) Passlve.

Fig. 2. Processing electronicsfor the laboratorylaserDoppler
vibrometry syslem.
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there are many unsoldered leads so that the entire component can vibrate. In these plots the good joints'spectra are
indeed reasonably flat and the unsoldered leads' spectra
have resonance peaks that stand out, making them easily
detectable.
Within a component type, the measured resonance frequencies are very consistent as shown in Fig. 4 by the two
overlaid spectra from the same lead type (J-lead,PLCCJ but
different components. As can be seen from the plots for
the leaded components, the peaks correspond well to the
natural frequencies predicted by the finite element analysis
given above.
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Fig. 3. Vibration spectra for unsoldered and soldered joints.(a)
Wide SOIC (b) Narrow SOIC. (c)
PLCC.(d) PQFP.(e) Passivelead/ess.
The most important result is the distinction between
soldered and unsoldered joints' vibration amplitudes at
specific frequencies, depending on the lead type. The large
difference in the vibration amplitudes at the resonance
frequencies for good and bad joints allows this to be used
as an inspection criterion.
To quantify the difference in vibration, the signal-tonoise ratio can be used. The resonant-frequency response
of an unsoldered lead is the signal and the response at that
same frequency of a soldered lead is the noise. At a typical
peak in the spectrum of a bad joint, this signal-to-noise
ratio, or separation (readable from the plots), is about 20

Conclusions
Thevibrationspectrumof surfacemountleadsis indicative of the stateof the joint, that is, solderedor unsoldered.
The use of the laser Doppler vibrometer to measurelead
vibration after the solder process, followed by spectral
analysis of the vibration, is a promising technique for detecting unsoldered leads in surfacemount solder joint inspection.With the feasibility of the techniqueproven,work
is now being continued to developand assessthe practicality of the system.
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Fig. 4. Two bad-joint spectra from different components ot
the same type (PLCC) are very similar, showing that responses are consistentfor a given lead type.
to 40 dB with the resolution bandwidth
analyzer set at 1 kHz.

of the soectrum
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Correction
I n t h e A u g u s t1 9 8 9i s s u e ,t h e c a p t i o no f F i g . 5 o n p a g e 8 9 i s
incorrect.The correctcaptionis as follows:
Fig. 5. Simp/e inheritance. object-binherils method-l lrom
objecla.
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A Modelfor HP-UXSharedLibrariesUsing
SharedMemoryon HP Precision
ArchitectureComputers
product,aspecial
Tomeettheneedsof thePORTIHP-UX
modelforsharedlibrarieswasdevelopedandimplemented
on HP 9000Series800 Computers.
by AnastasiaM. Martelli
URRENTLY, WHEN AN HP-UX USER PROGRAM
includes calls to a library, a copy of the library code
is added to the executablefile at link time. This
means that each executablefile that uses a routine has a
copy of that routine on disk and in memory when it is
running. This type of library technologyis called archived
libraries (Fig. 1a).
Shared libraries allow multiple processesto share a
singlecopy of library code.This is accomplishedby loading
shared library code into the system separatelyfrom any
one program.When a programcalls a routine in the shared
library, it branchesinto and out of the shared library at
run time (Fig. rb). Thus an executablefile that usesshared
libraries doesnot hold library routinesand initialized data.
This results in smaller files and lower disk spacerequirements.Memory use may be reducedbecauseonly one copy
of the library routines exists in memory.
After investigation, the HP-UX product team proposed
that sharedlibrariesnot be supportedfor Release2.0.However, the PORT/HP-UXproject was receiving strong user
feedbackto reducethe size of executableprogramfiles that
use their emulation library.* Therefore,a solution had to
be provided. This paper describesa model that was designed and implemented to help meet this customerneed.
No kernel support was necessary,but minor changeswere
made to the linker.
Goals of the lmplementation
Besides supplying the functionality required by the
PORT/HP-UXproduct, there were two major designgoals.
The first was to avoid modification of the HP-UX core
product, that is, the kernel, compilers, and linker, to support this model of sharedlibraries.The secondwas to avoid
hard-coding the shared library text and data addresses.
Hard-codingthe addressesrequiresthe user processto attach sharedlibrary codeand dataat predeterminedaddresses within their virtual address space, which is a wellknown problem with someother UNIX* * implementations
of sharedlibraries.
'PORT/HP-UX(now renamed PORI/RX) is
a soltware product that aids the migration of
applications from the HP 1000 Computer with the RTE operating system to the HP-UX
operating system on HP 9000 Series 800 Computers.The largest part ot PORT/HP-UXis
an emulationlibrary that includes most ot the system entry points available in RTE.
.'UNIX is a registeredtrademark AT&Tin the
of
U.S.A.and othercountries.
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Mapping the Shared Library
The designof the sharedlibrary beganwith the decision
of where in the process'saddressspacethe sharedlibrary
would reside. A shared library consists of two parts: the
text (or code)and the data.Although there is only one copy
of the text for all processesthat attach to the shared library,
each processmust have its own private copy of the data.
Therefore,the text and data must be handled separately.
Considerthe HP-UX use of a process'saddressspaceon
the HP 9000 Series 800 (Fig. 2). The address space of a
processis divided into four areas.The first areais used for
the text of the process.When there are multiple instances
of the same program running, this text is shared across all
instances,but the user processmay not write to this area.
The secondquadrantis usedfor processprivate data,heap,
and stack.The user processcan write to this data areaand
Archived Library

too(a,b,c)

'I

{

(a)

User

I
E
I
I

Shared Library

Fig. 1. (a) Current library use on HP-UX. (b) Shared library
use.

it can be dynamically expandedto a system-imposedlimit.
The kernel stackresidesin the third area.This is the stack
information of the processwhile it is executing in the kernel
and the process is not allowed to write on it. The fourth
area is used for things that may need to be accessible to
all processeson the system.Besidessome miscellaneous
kernel information, this area includes shared memory segments createdby user processes.The user can write to this
area by creating and attaching a shared memory segment.
At first glance, it may seem that the first area, which
contains sharabletext, would be a good place to put the
shared library text. This is not the case,for two reasons.
First, the user cannot place text in this area of the user
process space except through the execsystem call, which
completely overlayswhat is alreadythere;thus, the shared
Iibrary text would be there, but the user code would have
disappeared.Second,for architecturalreasonsthe areathat
contains the shared library must be the sapnefor all processes; thus, the user would have to keep track of two areas
with the same short address-the one containing user text
and the one containing the shared library text. Besides
being very complex,this would also degradeperformance.
The only other area of the process'saddressspacethat
a user shareswith other processesis the fourth area.The
user can set up a shared memory segment and any other
processcan attachto it aslong asthe proper key is provided.
A shared library can be set up in a shared memory segment
with a well-known key.
Unlike text, each process has its own private copy of
shared library data. Since a single set of shared library
instructions must be able to accessthe data areasattached
to multiple processes,some implementationshave had to
reservespecificportions of a process'svirtual addressspace
for shared library data areas, and the data of the shared
library must be mapped to the samevirtual addressin each

processthat usesit. Additionally, that virtual addressmust
be decided upon when the shared library is built.
Our implementation takes advantageof a feature of HP
Precision Architecture to get around the inflexibility and
complexity of the method just described.HP PrecisionArchitecture instructions referencedata relative to a register
called the data pointer or dp. Using this feature, shared
library data can reside at different addressesfor each process.During most of the life of a processthe data pointer
is the addressof the first word of the user's data area.If
the data pointer is changed to the addressof the shared
library data area when entering a shared library routine,
the shared library can accessits data. The data pointer
must be changed back to the valid value for the user data
when exiting the sharedlibrary. Any data that is not dp-relative (such as initialized pointers) must be fixed when the
data is relocated in this way. This allows the data for the
shared library to be placed anywhere the user has write
access.This could be at the end of the processprivate data,
or in a private shared memory segment.Since the total
amount of shared memory in the system is limited, it is
wasteful to use a sharedmemory segmentfor processprivate data, so PORT/HP-UX choseto put the data at the end
of the processprivate data.
Since the data pointer is changedbetweenthe user code
and the sharedlibrary code,the user processcannot access
the data of the shared library and the shared library cannot
accessthe data of the user processexcept through passing
parametersand return values.
Fig. 3 shows how the process'saddressspaceis used in
this implementation of shared libraries.
Loading and Attaching the Shared Library
Theoretically, the shared library text only needs to be

Quadrant
0

Quadranl
1

Quadrant
2

Ouadrant
3

Fig.2. HP 9000 Serles 800 Computer address space use

Fig. 3. Address space use m this implementationof shared
libraries.
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loaded into the system once. Actually, it may either be
loaded into the system before running any processes that
need it, or it may be loaded when the first process attaches
to it and unloaded when the last process detaches from it.
While the second approach is more efficient in the use of
shared memory, the first approach is less complex and
more efficient from a performance standpoint. The PORT/
HP-UX project uses the first approach with their shared
Iibrary, since an initialization process has to be executed
before executing any other processes anyway.
To load the shared library, a shared memory segment is
created and attached to the process that is loading the library. The system call to attach the shared memory segment
returns the address of the segment. Since the HP 9000
Series 800 does not let the user specify the attach address
of a shared memory segment, the shared library must be
relinked at this point, specifying the shared memory attach
address as the beginning of user text. Once the link is
complete, the shared text is read into the shared memory
segment and is scanned for the address of a single shared
library entry point, which will be used later to branch into
the shared library. Then, when a process starts up that
attaches the shared library, it must attach to the shared
memory segment. The shared library entry point may be
stored in another shared memory segment, or each process
may search for it when it attaches to the shared memory
segment.
Since a copy of shared library data is kept for each process
that is attached to it, the data is mapped at each process
start-up. A section of memory is allocated from the process's heap and the shared library data is read into that
area. The address of this allocated area is kept to be loaded
into the data pointer when the shared library is entered,
as discussed above, and fixups are performed on initialized
global data.
Calling the Shared Library
Once the shared library is attached, a process can call
the routines that reside in it. Because the data pointer must
be changed between the shared library and user code, and
a special branch instruction must be made to branch between the separate areas described above, two types of
stubs have been added to user and shared library code. A
stub can be thought of as an interceptor of a subroutine call.

Shared Library
Enlry Slub

Ouadrant 0
(User Area)
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Fig. 4 shows the flow of a shared library call. There is
an assembly language branch stub for every routine in the
shared library that may be called by code that resides outside the shared library. These stubs have the same names
as the routines in the library and are linked with the usersupplied code. When a call to the shared library is made,
the corresponding branch stub in the user's text area is
entered. Satisfying the external reference to the shared library routine, this stub serves many purposes. It first saves
the return pointer and the user data pointer on the stack.
It then changes the data pointer to the area that was allocated for the shared library data anea. Finally, it performs
a branch to the shared library entry point stub. Control
never returns to the branch stub; rather, control returns
directly to the return point stored on the stack through the
shared library entry stub.
The shared library is always entered via a single entry
point-the
shared library entry stub. Individual routines
are then entered via a jump table which is indexed by a
number passed to the library by the branch stub. Entering
the library through this single stub requires that only one
address in the shared library be known to the user process.
If it were to enter at each routine, each process would have
the additional overhead of setting up the address of each
entry point.
The exit to user code is also done through this entry
point. In this way each routine in the shared library does
not have to be specially written to restore the data pointer
and jump back into the user's text space via a long branch.
Signals
Signal handling was one of the most interesting issues
in this design. A signal is a software interrupt sent to a
process to inform it of a special situation or event. Processes
that are expecting signals generally install signal handling
routines which are invoked immediately upon receipt of
the signal regardless of where the process is executing.
A signal can be delivered to a process while it is executing
in either user text or shared library text and a signal handler
can reside in either the users' text space or the shared
library. Because the state changes between the user code
and the shared library code (namely the data pointer), special signal handling code is added to this implementation
of shared libraries. If a signal is received while the process

Shared Library Code

Fig. 4. Control flow tor a shared
Iibrary call.

is executing in shared library code and the user has previously set up a signal handler in the user code space, the
data pointer must be set back to the user space data pointer
while in the signal handler, and it must be set back to the
data addresses of the shared library data on return from
the signal handler. This implies that a state handling
routine must get control of the process before and after the
signal handler.
This is accomplished by providing a modified version
of the sigvector stub. Sigvectoris the system call that is made
to install user-defined signal handlers. In the core HP-UX
product, the sigvector stub just invokes the system call,
passing along the supplied address of the handler to be
invoked for a particular signal. The modified sigvector stub
passes the address of a state handling stub to the kernel
instead. The address of the actual handler is stored in a
table along with the data pointer that should be in effect
for the handler. The other system call for installing signal
handlers, signal,will work this way as well, since it is implemented on top of sigvector.
When the signal is delivered, the state handling stub is
invoked to branch to the real handler with the correct data
pointer. The state handling stub and the signal information
table used for storing information about the real user handlers must reside in user space. The reason for this is that
being able to access a well-known data pointer is necessary
for the state handling stub. Since receipt of a signal can
occur at any time, it is difficult at best to tell what state
the process was in at the time. The HP-UX linker sets a
constant at link time, gglobalg,which is the first word in
the data space. Since the shared library data space is meant
to be dynamic but the user data space is not, the process
can load the data pointer with the link-time value of $gtobat$
and be pointing to the first word of the user's data. Therefore, as soon as the state handling stub is entered, it saves
the current data pointer onto the stack and loads dp with

gglobalg.Then the information about the real signal handler
is retrieved and dp is set to the correct value for the handler.
The real signal handler can now be invoked.
After handling the signal, the data pointer must be restored to its value when the signal occurred. This can be
done in this same state handling stub for handlers that
reside in the user's text space. However, so that handlers
in the shared library don't have to be specially written to
do a long branch back to this stub, an additional stub is
added to the shared library that restores the data pointer
and returns to the kernel, which in turn restores control
to the code stream that was executing when the signal
occurred. The address of this stub is placed in the return
pointer by the state handling stub before the handler is
invoked.
The modified sigvector stub resides in the shared library,
so both the user text and the shared library text use the
same entry to the sigvector system call. This implies that
the shared library must find out from the user process what
the addresses of the state handling stub and signal information table are. This information is passed to the shared
library when the process attaches to it.
Fig. 5 shows the flow of control for handling a signal.
Setjmp and Longimp
Setjmp and longjmpare routines that save and restore the
state of a process. Special versions of these routines must
be provided with the shared library since they now must
save and restore the data pointer as well.
Limitations of the Model
Two major limitations of this model are caused by changing the data pointer between user code and shared library
code. First, this version of shared libraries is not portable
to other architectures that do not access data indirectly
through a data pointer, specifically the HP 9000 Series 300.

Incoming Evenl

Quadrant 0
(User Area)

Ouadrant 3
(Shared Memory Area)

Fig.5. (Top) Normal flow of control for a process. (Bottom) Flow
of control when a signal is delivered to a process in which a user
has sel up custom signal hano/ers.
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Secondly, it is not possible to share data between the
shared library and the user code except through passed
parametersand return values. The most well-known example of data that is shareddirectly betweenuser and library
code on HP-UX is the variable errno.When an error occurs
in a library routine or system call, errnois set to signify a
specific error and - L is returned to the user. When the
user is returned - 1, the value of errnois checkedto determine the error. This behavior is not supported in this
model. The PORT/HP-UXproject did not need this type of
data sharing in the general case,but since their code includes calls to the archived C library (a library that holds
standard routines that are releasedwith the core HP-UX
product) that might also be made in the user's code, they
ran into this problem. For their application this is solved
by copying specific piecesof datafrom userspaceto shared
library data spacewhen the sharedlibrary is attachedand
placing the code from libcinto their library so the user gets
the samecopy as the shared library.
This model doesnot include the featureof calling a user
routine from the sharedlibrary, since this feature was not
required by the PORT/HP-UXproject.
Conclusions
Once again,the goalsfor this projectwere to avoid hardcoding the text and data addressesof the shared library
and to avoid modifying the HP-UX core product. Both of
thesegoalswere met with minor exceptions.First, the data

address for the shared library can be different for each
process that is attached to it. On the other hand, the text
address of the shared library entry point is the same for
every process.This was an acceptablesolution since on
the HP 9000 Series800 all sharedmemory segmentsmust
be attachedat the same addressfor all processes.
The HP-UX linker needed to change to support the
model. The HP-UX linker did not generatethe loaderfixup
information that was necessaryto fix the initialized global
pointers when moving the data pointer. This functionality
was already included in the MPE-XL version of the linker
and was not difficult to add.
There was a restricting software convention in the HP
PrecisionArchitecture control documentthat causedproblems for this implementation.This conventionwas deemed
unnecessaryfor the HP-UX product, and the code generation in the linker that dependedon it was changed.
This shared library work was continued at the HP Data
SystemsDivision and releasedas part of the PORT/HP-UX
product with Release2.0. The result is a 4o-6oohsavings
in the length of a typical user's program.
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ApplicationDefinition:A
User-Centered
Methodologyand GaseStudy
This paper presentsa p ractical user-centered methodoIogy
for applicationdefinition.Themethodologyencompasses
interviewingstrategies,taskanalysis,and storyboarding
techniques.Ihe need for systematicuseranalysisis
is illustrated
by a case
demonstrated,
andthemethodology
study.
by Lucy M. Berlin
PRODUCTSMEET USERS'NEEDS,present
aOOD
interactions
in terms of their users' model of
t ltheir
op".ations. and are easy to use. They accomplish
Vl
this by embodying knowledge about the user's tasks and
sequencingof operations,and about the relationship of the
tasksto the overall work context. For example, VCRs can
be difficult to use becausethey have an obscuretape counter, a control that reflects the internal structure of the
machine,ratherthan a "minutes of playing time" indicator,
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which would reflect the user's view of the information. In
contrast,a washing machine is easyto use, since the user
simply indicates the type of clothes and the size of load,
and is not required to understand the machine's internals
or to specify the hot water flow rate,gallons of rinse water,
and spin rate of the spindle. Good products present user
interfacesthat are consistentwith the user'smodel of their
operationrather than mapping too directly to the product's
internal organization.

Software applications, and in particular their user interfaces, also need to be consistent with their users' model of
operations. Dramatic advances in hardware integration and
an exponential decline in costs have expanded computer
use beyond the original computer science and engineering
domains into many new contexts. As a result, software
users can no longer be assumed to be computer experts
who are comfortable with the traditionally terse user interfaces. These noncomputer specialists are too often required
to translate between their professional domain and the restrictive terms of the computer. For them, commands such
a s f i n d .- t y p e J - m t i m e - 7 - e x e c g r e p- l ' H e l l o ' { }\ ; a r e v i e w e d
as magical incantations, not meaningful communication.*
They must try to model their needs into the system's internal structures and concepts (similar to manipulating tape
counters) instead of communicating with the system in the
terms of their domain and tasks. To provide good products
for these new users, developers must actively seek out an
understanding of their users' domain and tasks. It is this
need for developers to do more to understand users and
their needs that we call user-centered design.
In the project covered in this paper, we set an explicit
goal to produce a user interface design that is focused on
user tasks. We developed the user-centered design methodology described here to help us gain this crucial understanding of our users' needs, and now propose it as a more
generally useful process. Using this approach, other developers may learn, for example, that seemingly similar
tasks in different domains or involving different users may
actually have very different, domain-specific requirements
for functionality and user interface. For example, computer-aided design applications for VLSI circuits and for
mechanical engineering appear similar at first glance. Both
systems use hierarchical, multiple-view design representation data structures and graphical editing. However, these
two domains use very different design verification methodologies, each with its own optimal user interface. Each
system is most useful if the users can interact using their
own domain concepts, if common tasks are easy to perform,
and if the systems fit into the specific work context. To be
done well, both applications require that the developers
go beyond their own experience and acquire an understanding of the problem space from their users'point of
view. The methodology described here may help developers acquire this understanding and provide systems and
user interfaces that more closely match their users' task
models.
Since we use our project's hypertext platform definition
process as a case study of the application of the user-centered methodology, we briefly describe the project's background and goals in the next section. The following section
defines the user-centered methodology we developed and
how it relates to other work. Each succeeding section details a single step of the methodology, and uses our project
as a case study of how the step was applied in practice.
We end with a discussion of the project's current status
and a retrospective view of the contributions and general
applicability of the methodology.
'The incantation
means"Find

any file in the cu(ent directoryor its subdirectories
that has
than sevendays aso, and if the lile containsthe strins'Hello'then prinr

fl""Tff:H:,:."

Project Background and Goals
The information interfaces project is in the Human-Computer Interaction Department of the Software Technology
Laboratory at Hewlett-Packard Laboratories. The Software
Technology Laboratory develops environments, tools, and
methodologies to improve software productivity.
Our project's charter is to explore information management issues and technologies. We hypothesized that hypertext is a useful enabling technology in many applications
that access complex information. Our approach was to
demonstrate the power of hypertext by defining and prototyping a hypertext-based software platform. A software
platform is a common toolkit of concepts and capabilities
for use by developers of many applications. The hypertext
capability makes available nonlinear text with connections
(called links) among related items.
To define a platform to meet the applications' needs, we
needed to understand applications and their uses in detail.
This is a common problem of platform developers, yet there
was no set of guidelines available. Our lab's focus on software productivity led us to develop a methodology for
software developers, to apply it within our project, and to
introspect about the methodology's effectiveness and impact on our success.

User-Centered
Methodology
The user-centered software definition methodology we
are using in this project is a six-point process. Its compoCustomer
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Fig. 1. Methodology for doing user-centered application
definition.
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Interviewing Techniques
The crux of the user-centered
designmethodology
rs making
contactwith usersduringthe designprocess.A crucialstep in
this methodologyis for designersto interviewusersto develop
a betterunderstanding
of theirneeds,tasks,and goals.However,
interviewing
usersmeansmore than just havinginformalquesProperlydone,interviews
tion-and-answer
sessions.
can provide
engineerswitha wealthof relevantinformation;
improperly
done,
they do littlemore than buttressthe biasesthe engineerbrings
intothem.
Humanfactorsengineersare good resourcesto involveearly
process.Mosthumanfactorsengineershave
in the interviewing
had formaltrainingin interviewing
techniquesand can assistin
everythingfrom determiningwho to interviewand settingup an
initialset of questionsto analyzingthe data collected.Their
specialized
knowledgewillbe especially
valuablewheresensitivity to subtleaspectsof the situationsare required.This article
covers basic, straightforwardtechniquesfor those without access to more specializedhelp. For furtherinformation,
see the
references.
First,beginby choosingthe rightpeopleto talkto. Knowyour
cuslomerenvironmenlwell enoughto talk to all categoriesof
peoplewho will be affectedby the new applicationor haveexperiencewitha similarone.Forexample,whendefininga project
planningtool,talk to the managerswho do or will use it, as well
as the engineerswhosemanagerscurrentlyuseprojectplanning
tools.Theengineers,
eventhoughtheyare notthemselves
direct
usersof the tools,may revealissuesthat the currenttools do
not address.
Second,pick a good time.Arrangea meetingwhen the customer has time to focus on your questionsand won't be interruptedor preoccupied.
Third,capturewhat was said. Eithertake good notesor audiotapethe meetlngso that both the specificproblemsand the
overallsituationwill be recorded.Be aware that each hour of
tape requiresseveralhoursof analysis;this can be somewhat
improvedif you timestampyour notesduringthe interview.
Fourth,studiouslyavoid biasingthe results.Make sure your
questionsdo not presumewherethe problemsare,or what the
rightsolutionis.Thisis a commonproblemwithnonprofessional
interviewers,
and an easymistaketo make,especiallywhenthe
rightanswerseems"intuitively
obvious."However,the answer
that seemsobviousfrom a designer'sperspectivemay miss a
crucialfactor, and that is exactlythe factor the interviewneeds
to expose.So, ask questionsabout the flow of and problems
with the overalltask,not just the specificproblemsaddressed

nents, illustrated in Fig. 1, are:
r Understand customer needs and available technologies.
r Select multiple contrasting tasks or applications.
I Analyze common user tasks in the applications.
r Storyboard scenarios to explore how the tasks could be
better performed.
I Use the scenarios to synthesize platform goals and requirements.
r Prioritize features to implement.
This methodology is synthesized from ideas in software
engineering, systems analysis, market research, and contextual field research. Traditionally, software methodologiest'2 do emphasize "building software to meet users'
needs," but do not teach how to identify the needs. They
cover the transitions from requirements specifications to
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by the software.You may learnthat the major bottlenecksare in
a completelydifferentarea.
Usegood listeningskills.Ask open-endedquestions
first,such
as "Whatdo you thinkof...?"and "Whendo you need...?".This
helpsto identifythe breadthol issues,and letsthe customerset
the prioritiesbased on perceivedneeds.Questionslike "How
would you changethis?"or "Whatdo you find most and least
useful?"may identifynew issuesand may exposeproblemsthat
can keep a productfrom being accepted.Rephraseimportant
pointsto checkthatyou haveunderstood,
and askfor clarification
if you'vemisunderstood.
To understandhow the applicationfits intothe workflow,ask
to seewhat'scurrently
doneand howit interacts
withotherpeople
and tools.Thecustomermay pointout additionalproblemswhile
demonstrating
the useof theapplication.
Youmay noticeobvious
placeswhereinformation
has to be manuallycomputedor transcribed,althoughit could be handledby the computer,or where
informatlon
is organizedin an illogicalorder.You may find sequencesof actionsthatareerror-prone
or couldbe eliminated.
Be sensitiveto the socialaspectsof the work situation.Considerwhetherproposedchangesin the work processwould,for
example,constrainor isolatepeople who now feel empowered
and connected.A surprisingly
largefractionof systemsthatoffer
excellenttechnicalfunctionality
fail in use becausethey disrupt
the normalwork flow or socialstructureof the work group. In
manycases,relatively
smalldesignchangeswould havemade
these systemsfit in with the preexistingsocialand work structures.
Iterateif possible,A few pilot interviews
will give preliminary
feedbackand letyoufocusa sectionof thesubsequent
interviews
on the presumedproblemareas.The pilotinterviews
may allow
you to developa preliminarysolution;you can then create a
storyboardand presentit to the customerfor a reaction.People
are much betterat spottingflaws in a concreteexamplethan
generatingcorrectsolutionsa priori;thus,havinga sharedstraw
man, based on the specificsof their particularsituation,helps
refinethe proposedapplication.However,be carefulto present
the presumedproblemsand hypothesized
solutionsonly latein
an interviewor you will sidetrackthe user and never learnof
morefundamentalissuesand problems.
References
1. G.A. Bassett,tuactrcallnterviewing,
Americanl\y'anagement
Association,1965.
2. R.L. Gordon, lntetviewing:Strategyand Techniques,Dorsett Press, 1969.

design and code, but give little detail on the requirements
specification itself.
Systems analysis, for example Fitzgerald's text,3 teaches
the analysis of a system's inputs, operations, and outputs,
but is oriented to streamlining a formalized business system, rather than unstructured information management
tasks. Market research a'5 teaches selection and analysis of
potential users to identify users' general problems and potential solutions, but is mostly oriented to tangible consumer goods, not processes or complex systems. Understanding users is seen as essential, but software poses problems not found in consumer goods needs analysis. End-user
customers of software often do not have enough technical
computer background to know what is feasible and what
they can request. Focus groups of unrelated customers often

do not provide enough detail of tasks to specify platform
6'7 procapabilities. However, contextual field research
vides a framework for identifying useful solutions. This
technique focuses on users' problems in the context of their
overall job and organizational structure, using observation
and field interviews to learn what users really do and what
problems they have.
Our methodology combines the process focus of systems
analysis and market research, the user focus of the humanmachine interaction community,s and the tools of contextual field research and traditional human factors engineering, and applies them to the domain of application definition in software development. Thus, we aim to provide a
practical path for software developers truly to "build software to meet users' needs."

UnderstandingUserNeedsand Technologies
Studyinguserneedsis a first stepto any solution,along
with gaining an understanding of available technologies
and existing tools. These two tasks interact. Without an
understanding of technologies one may aim for the impossible, and without an understanding of needs, one may
solve the wrong problem.
A software project often begins with a general statement
of need or market opportunity. The problem statement is
likely to be broad-for example, "an online library catalog
and inventory system," a "blood bank control and information system," or a "general multiuser information management platform." In current practice, a software engineer is
typically expected to be able to build systems across this
wide range of domains. To succeed, the software engineer's
knowledge of algorithms and data structures must be supplemented with an understanding of the users' domain.
As mentioned earlier, it is difficult to build systems to
solve needs that are not well-understood, or to build systems for users who are different from the developer. A deep
understanding requires "walking a mile in the user's
shoes." This can be best achieved by spending a few hours
interviewing selected customers, discussing their jobs and
their interactions with other people. These interviews give
a richer understanding of the problem, may expose misunderstandings and hidden constraints, and can point out
novel solutions. See the box on page 92 for the interview
guidelines we followec.
In addition to exploring user needs, the software engineers must actively learn about the available technologies
and state-of-the-art products by comparing product goals
and successes and learning how these technologies interact. The goal is to identify technologies with the potential to help meet the identified customer needs. The result
of this approach should be a well-understood set of user
needs and knowledge about relevant technologies and potential solutions.
Since we are a research group, our focus is necessarily
somewhat longer-term than that of a product development
team. We are interested in research systems as well as
products already in the market. When we approached the
task of understanding the available technologies and customer needs, we compiled a bibliography of papers on
hypermedia research and discussed the state of the technology with our potential user community. We organized a

study group in which we distributed and discussed
selected papers and analyzed the goals and capabilitities
of existing systems. We evaluated their usefulness for different tasks and what was required to implement them. We
also invited speakers to give their perspectives on the field
and on their needs. These contacts exposed us to a diverse
range of applications and customer needs and helped us gain
a better understanding of their functionality requirements.

SelectingMultipleApplications
After selecting a general area to be supported by a software platform, detailed requirements must be identified.
Platform designers need diverse, representative, example
applications to help determine and validate the platform's
specific capabilities. A good validation application is one
that could clearly benefit from the proposed solutions, is
based on technology available to the customer, is doable,
and will exercise many features of the platform (otherwise
it would not help define and constrain the platform). We
found it useful to define a table of technical and pragmatic
criteria for use in selecting an application.
Examining multiple applications helps to avoid false optimizations, identify the crucial requirements, prioritize
features, and decide among trade-offs, and may define the
boundaries of the problem space. The applications we
chose were a multiuser, annotatable, hypertext-structured,
on-line manual and a community calendar interface to
group information. Each application appeared doable,
could be important to HP, and could clearly benefit from
hypertext capabilities. However, the two applications emphasized very different mixtures of platform capabilities.
When designing an application instead of a platform, the
requirements definitions must be more specific and should
cover the full range of user tasks rather than just representative ones. For example, application designers might consider both data generation and the specific requirements
for producing a variety of graph types on multiple output
devices rather than simply looking at general graphing
functionality requirements. To ensure coverage of the full
range of tasks, developers should consider the application
users'goals and their associated tasks.

AnalyzingCommonTasks
The goal of this step is to experience a user's tasks and
problems and the currently available applications and tools
first-hand, thereby building a detailed understanding of
the issues involved. For each chosen application, the common tasks should be listed and characterized, preferably
with the help of a "customer." Then, each project member
should select a specific task in the list. This should be a
concrete, nontrivial task-for example, "Find the last eight
quarters' earnings and expenses and present the result as
a slide containing a bar graph."
Using the existing tools, each engineer then records the
specific steps required to accomplish the goal, frustrations
encountered, sources of problems or mistakes, and ideas
for new tools. Each engineer also interviews current users
of similar products, or potential users, to learn how they
would go about solving the problem. In addition to observing current work styles and tool use, the interviewer also
asks open-ended questions about the user's needs for com-
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puter support in the area, and requests prioritized suggestions for improvements.
The result of this process is an insider's understanding
of the tasks and the aspects that make the current solution
frustrating or time-consuming, plus a developing vision of
a better solution.
After discussing the goals and expected results of the
task analysis, each engineer in our project selected an example of a common, nontrivial task in the target application.
We conducted interviews with users and gained a number
of surprising insights into what users really do, how they
use or why they avoid a system, and what they would
really like to have help with. We confirmed that even a
few hours of interviews can be very valuable, even when
conducted by engineers who have had only brief training
in interviewing and user needs analysis. We were fortunate
to have a couple of project members who had been formally
trained in interviewing techniques and were able to brief
the rest. An overview of the guidelines we use is presented
in the box on page 92.
One sample task involving the manual for a document
preparation system was to discover how to print labels for
three figures on a page: two for figures in the upper quadrants and one across the lower half of the page, as shown
in Fig. 2. In analyzing the way in which the current paper
manual is used, it became clear that there are some strong
advantages of a paper document that we would want to
preserve, and some glaring problems where we could make
a contribution. A physical book can be skimmed, highlighted, dog-eared, and written on. On the other hand, a good
solution using this particular system requires understanding of the concepts and syntax of "floating object," "figure,"
"caption," and "fragile command," and it was difficult to
identify all the correct names for the concepts and then
flip among the scattered descriptions to understand how
they fit together.
In solving this problem using the manual, the proiect
engineer would skip back and forth among about eight
groups of pages that described the concepts, a tutorial section, and the index, using pieces of paper, pens, and fingers
holding pages open as bookmarks to facilitate moving
among the eight sections of text. It was frustrating not to
be able to differentiate index entries for the main definition
of a concept, an example, or a mere mention in the tutorial.
Other problems included the facts that electronic mail concerning use suggestions, questions, and bugs in the system
was kept elsewhere and not indexed in the manual, that
there was no good way to add new entries to the index,
and that once the problem was solved there was no easy
way to annotate the book with the solution and links to
the relevant entries or to share the solution with colleagues.
We found that working through this example task using
the current system was quite revealing. In particular, being
exposed to the low-level interaction details brought out
user issues and requirements that might otherwise have
been overlooked.

for an improved application. The engineer's presentation
of this report to the group tended to enhance the organization of the design process and to expose the proposed solution to the different mental models, approaches, and domain knowledge of the other group members.
Part of the report is a sample scenario of a user's path
through the improved system, showing how the user solves
the selected problem. This scenario is presented in the
form of a storyboard (see box, page 95). It may be a mostly
textual, sequential description of the low-level steps the
user goes through, including a description of what tools
and information are visible at different times, how the user
navigates through the system and uses the help facility,
and how data is moved from one tool to another. The
scenario may also be a graphical sequence of screen images,
with captions that describe the transitions and user actions.
The goal of the scenario is to clarify assumptions about
the user's goals and context and to expose missing components, awkward links between steps, and constraints on
the technology. The scenario presentation includes a list
of technical capabilities it assumes, which represents functionality the team must either get or build. At this point,
the scenarios communicate individuals' visions to the
group and do not represent a group vision; in fact, diversity
of perspectives is an advantage.
After each scenario is presented, the group discusses any
omissions and brainstorms improvements. The resulting
requirements are categorized as either resources to be provided by other groups, capabilities to be built by the project
team, or paradigms and tools that are useful additions to
be supported but not built. These lists form the starting
points of the synthesis phase.
We found that succeeding scenarios built on previous
interacones, but also had very different foci-multiuser
tions, help and error recovery, performance, or navigation
in complex information. This diversity was especially
nued on page 96)
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StoryboardingScenarios
Based on the previous step's learning process, analysis,
interviews, and suggestions, each engineer prepared a report summarizing the user problems to be solved and ideas
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Fig.2. A sample task for a documentpreparation system
involved pinting labels for three figures on a page.

Storyboarding Techniques
To most people, the word "storyboard"probably means animatorssketchingscenesfor a cartoonor moviemakersplanning
techniquecan be
a filming sequence.But the storyboarding
in manyothersituations.
In particuusedto organlzeinformation
lar, it is a fine tool for the design phase of a softwareproject.
The storyboardis alsoa powerfulprocesstoolfor keepingdesign
meetingsfocusedand ior systematically
exploringwhetheralterAftera group storyboard
nativedesignsmeet all requirements.
has been developed,it providesan explicit,permanent,and
Thisrecordfacllisharedrecordof designissuesand decisions.
tatesintergroupand intragroupcommunication
and servesas a
progplanningboardwithwhichteamscan trackimplementation
ress.In our designphase,becausewe werenot makingdesign
we modifiedthe usual
decisionsfor a specilicimplementation,
storyboards
servedas multimedia
tools
approach.Our individual
for communicatingwith one anotherhow our user scenarios
would unfold(Fig 1)

In the approachwe describehere,the elementsoJthe storyboard are organizedin a two-dimensional
matrixof categories
and details.This structurehelpsorganizeand pointout gaps in
a scenarioor a design.lt also bringsall the designinformation
togetherin one place, and in so doing helps team members
avoidthetendencyto rememberonlyinformation
relevant
to their
ownconcerns.Spatialstructure,
colors,and symbolsarememory
aids, and can be used to help organizethe information
on a
storyboard.
The basic storyboarding
techniqueis simple.In designmeetings, ideallyguided by a skilledmeetingfacilitator,
the project
team alternatesin shortcycles betweengeneratingideas in a
phaseand thenevaluating
brainstorming
them.Simplematerials
suffice: notecards and a corkboard are better than sheets of
paper or flip charts. Spreadsheetsoftware(treatingcells as
notecards)can be used to create a more portablerecord.
phase,participants
In the brainstorming
shouldgenerateideas

[-'t
'ffi

How do I get the captions
underthe figures?

Auserhasa question
abouthowtodosomething.

Firststep- bringupthemanual's
index.

i:11

WN

Possibly
helptullopics
list.
arecollected
onCLUES

-ffiTH Wffi
W$.8ffiE
i:11

i:il

, i,

,lffii

ll Inil.m
|fi.,".*j

lislintothemanual.
FollowlinkfromCLUES

list.
Notquileright.Connect
annotalion
to CLUES

ffi

Followanother
link.

Fig. 1. Partof a storyboardfor a user scenario.Thisexampleis untypicalbecausea computer
was used to prepare it (most are only sketched).
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freely,withoutevaluatingthem. ldeasare recordedon notecards
and presentedto the group.Teammembersshouldtry to build
on previousideas-creatlve ideas come as oftenfrom rearranging existingconceptsas fromoriginalthinking.Theflowof ideas
in this phaseshouldfeel likepoppingpopcorn,and shouldtake
just aboutas long.
phase,the teamcriticallyexaminesthe ideas
In the evaluation
and tilters out inappropriateideas and duplicates.They
categorize,sequence,and prioritizethe acceptedideas,and
lf an issueor view
flag itemsthat requirefurtherinvestigation.
has a championbut not wide acceptance,the team can defer
conflictoverthe item by assigningthe card to a "pending"category.The championshouldthen attemptto win the supportof
In subsequentdeotherteam membersin off-linediscussions.
sign sessions,the issuecan be reevaluated.
Thestoryboarding
techniquehasseveralbenefits.Brainstorming is a good methodfor tapping creativity.Writingideas on
cards capturesideasthat mighlotherwiseget lost,and permits
eventhe quieterteam membersto havean equalvoice.lt also
avoids the slownessand inherentfilteringthat happen when
thereis onlyone personrecordingjdeason a flipchart.Because

strong because of the variety of backgrounds and interests
in our project, and greatly enhanced the quality and versatility of the resulting platform. However, even in a
homogeneous group, we feel that members should try for
a diversity of approaches because it leads to insights and
exposes issues.
Synthesizing Goals and Requirements
The first step in synthesis is to reexamine the original
problems to be solved and refine them according to the
user feedback and task analyses of the above steps. Then,
use the project goals to combine and filter the lists of requirements from the storyboarding step.
For a software platform this results in three lists: the
platform requirements and programmatic interface, the set
of capabilities to be built by the project, and the functionality expected to be imported from other projects or products. For an end-user application, the lists would be: userIevel functional requirements including extensibility and
customization hooks, capabilities to be built by the project,
and capabilities expected to be imported.
After we discussed each task and collected the lists, we
began the synthesis phase. We reexamined and agreed on
the results we wanted to achieve. Our goals were to understand the interaction of programmatic and user interface
issues in the proposed group environment for information
management and to build a prototype hypertext platform
and application prototypes to validate it. When we agreed
on the goals, we were able to combine the various lists of
requirements into a platform definition.

PrioritizingFeatures
The laststepis to setup a plan of attackfor the project.
The goal is to define a phased process, so that critical issues
can be resolved quickly and problems identified, and yet
provide a vision of the full system.
Especially for a new domain, or a combination of new
technologies, it is critical to constrain the size of the first
prototype. It is common to underestimate the problems in
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deferredevaluationpermitsa more rapid and uninterruptedflow
newideascan moreeasilybuildon previousones.
of thoughts,
groupsof ideastogether,ratherthan individually,
Evaluating
defuses individualownershipof ideas and permits a more
lt also ensuresthat
thoroughexploration
of designalternatives.
The process
all issuesare examinedand negotiatedexplicitly.
facilitates
consensusbuildingand teamownershipof the design;
the publiclyacceptedand recordedresultsbecome"community
"
property.
The resultingstoryboardis a superbtool for communicating
designdecisionsand checkingthe validltyof designassumptionswitha team'scustomers.lt can be qulteeffectivein helping
feelthattheyownthe decisionsalongwiththedesigncustomers
ers. Involvingcuslomersin the designstage can help identify
ineffective
designchoicesearly,thussavingthe expenseof latestagereoesrgn.
Cathy Fletcher
Member,TechnicalStaff
HP Laboratories

a new area, so one needs to make sure that the first pass
is doable. In building an application, it is often possible
to plan a vertical slice of useful functionality and a user
interface, which may then be given to users for early feedback. A platform may not have a user interface and may
not solve any application's complete problem. This makes
getting early user feedback difficult and makes it even more
important for the developers to match the application requirements carefully to the platform capabilities and to
build and test the critical capabilities first.
Defining a core is not enough; it is also necessary to
define the full system, to consider the dimensions in which
the system should be extensible, and to understand how
such extensibility will be designed in. These longer-term
plans need not be as detailed as the definition of the core
features, but must be detailed enough that the full functionality and extensibility requirements can be anticipated and
incorporated into the initial design.
We reorganized the requirements lists into three groups,
corresponding to three implementation phases. In the first
layer were items whose design had fundamental impact
on our architecture and that would provide a core slice of
multiuser functionality. The second layer defined the
higher capabilities needed to provide a programmatic interface for hypertext application developers. Our top layer's
list included the new tools and organizing concepts we felt
would be useful in various end-user applications but were
not part of the core platform.
Our goal was to define an extensible platform architecture with which we could validate our theories or expose
problems early. In our first-pass prototype our plan was to
design and implement core data structures, algorithms, and
communication strategies. We designed and implemented
a simple, extensible user interface, which was adequate for
our initial applications.
For our second pass, we planned to revise the basic architecture based on lessons learned in the first prototype,
and to have a couple of applications that would be sufficiently complete and efficient to allow us to evaluate daily

use by a few dozen users. We even planned a third-pass
system, which had much richer functionality. We didn't
design that fully, but checked our fundamental decisions
to see if they would meet the third pass's functionality
requirements.
Current Status and Evaluation
Our methodology greatly influenced our design of the
platform for hypertext applications. In design meetings we
often referred back to a scenario to identify the user model
we wished to support or to check the impact of a design
decision. This simplified the design discussions.
We have now built the first-pass prototype platform and
are analyzing how it was used to build a computer-conferencing application. This application was designed and
built as the thesis project of an MIT Master's student intern.
It has been a fine validation system for our platform, since
the student did not participate in our definition phase and
this system was not one of the applications we had analyzed
in detail. Our platform matched the conferencing application's requirements quite well. Only one missing concept
was identified, which required only minor redesign. On the
whole, the platform design was quite robust; our planned
versatility paid off well.
We expect to use storyboarding again before we prototype
one of our validation applications. This time we would
use it as a group tool to build consensus and to define and
document a shared view of the application's goals, constraints, and tasks.
Contributions and Applicability
This paper has tried to show that to develop applications
that truly help users, developers must understand their
users' needs and constraints. While this may seem obvious,
it is tempting to begin immediately to "solve" quickly,
rather than taking the time to probe and listen with an
open mind. A principled, objective study of users and their
overall goals will elicit their real obstacles and needs and
simplify the selection and design of the appropriate technical platform application solutions.
Our user-centered methodology contributed to our goals
in many ways. We found that the analysis of how existing
systems are actually used, the focus on two diverse applications, and the analysis of multiple scenarios of user tasks
were very revealing. By focusing on representative tasks
and developing realistic scenarios, we identified how
people actually do tasks, what their concerns are, and
where their current methods fail to meet their needs. In so
doing, we identified the essential capabilities of the hypertext platform and a set of desirable extensions, the crucial
features for initial test applications, and evaluation questions for the platform prototype.

via two test applications which represent diverse uses for
the platform.
We believe that our strategy was a successful implementation of a user-centered analysis of a new technology, and
that this simple and powerful methodology is widely
applicable to application design both within and outside
Hewlett-Packard.
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The selection of criteria for user applications and
analysis of user needs took less than two weeks, including
the synthesis of platform requirernents, Our results let us
prioritize the capabilities to provide, and also suggested
new tools for organizing the richly interconnected information. The synthesis phase resulted in a shared, documented
vision, which focused and guided decisions throughout
the design and implementation phases. The methodology
also provided validation metrics for the resulting platform
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PartiallyReflectiveLight Guidesfor
ics Applications
Optoelectron
The guides control the light from an array of light-emitting
diodes in a high-performance,low-cosf erase bar for
eIectrophotographic cop ie rs.
by Carolyn F. Jones

HE OPTICAL DESIGN for HP's programmable erase
bars is an elegant application of the optical properties of dielectric materials. In newer generation electrophotographic copiers a selective erase function is used
for a variety of editing functions, from erasing areas as
small as single charactersto adding picture frames. In spot
color copiers it is used to transform selected areas of a
black-and-white original into a specific color, giving colored words, logos, frames, and background blocks. For the
erase function, an array of light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
offers many potentiai advantagesover other technoiogies.
A high-performance, low-cost optical design was the key
to making the LED erasebar a viable reality. The application
requires that discrete, well-defined spots of light be projected onto a photoreceptor located some distance away
from an array of LED light sourcesspaced on about one-millimeter centers. LEDs emit light in all directions and the
diverging light rays can be difficult to control. The background light level must be low, meaning that light rays not
forming part of the desired signal must be eliminated. Traditional optical designs were not satisfactory because of
the tight array spacing, the large number of LEDs, and cost
constraints.
The solution developed for this problem combines a simple design with proper choice of materials. The reflective
and refractive properties of opaque dielectrics are used to
enhance the signal and extinguish the noise simultaneously. The desired signal is channeled and focused by reflection under conditions where the reflectivity of the
dielectric is high. The unwanted light is extinguished in
two ways: by multiple reflection under conditions where
the reflectivity of the dielectric is low, and by absorption
i^

tL,o ^-o^"o

reflection of light from dielectric surfaces. This theory can
be found in any textbook on classical optics.2
We were interested in the case where the refractive index
of the reflective surface is larger than the medium containing the incident beam, specifically in the case of light reflecting in air from a plastic surface (see Fig. 1).
The reflectivity R( 0) is the fraction of light reflected from
the surface, or the ratio of the reflected intensity to the
incident intensity. It is also related to the reflection coefficient r(0):

R ( 0 ):

r e f l e c t e di n t e n s i t v { 0 )

f f i : rlent
. ( 0 )lntensrty

Iu.)

,r.

t1)

The manner in which the light is reflected depends on
the refractive indexes of the materials (n, and nr), the angle
of the incident beam (0r), and the polarization of the beam.
The reflection coefficients are generally described separately for two polarization components depending on the
orientation of the electric field: parallel and perpendicular
to the plane of reflection. These can be expressed most
simply in terms of the associated angle of refraction dr,

.li-l--t"ir

The main element of the design is an optical baffle which
can be positioned some distance away from the light sources
without loss of performance. This flexibility makes the erase
bars easier to produce and assemble into a product.
The partially reflective optical light guides operate with
the refractive index of the guide lower than the refractive
index of the containing medium.l This is the converse of
optical light guides that use the principle of total internal
reflection. This paper presents the theory and principles
governing the design and shows an example of implementation.
Theory
The partially reflective light guides are based on Fresnel
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= nzsin({Jz)
nrsin({'1)
Fig.1. Reflectionand refraction at a dielectric boundary. The
refractive indexes of the two materials are n, and n,.

defined by Snell's Law:
nrsin(Or) : nrsin(gr)

(2)

r(o)paraler:'+{ffi}

(3)

r(0)Perpendicular =

t4L--91
tan(o, + oJ

(4)

Brewster's angle 0" is the angle at which the reflectivity for the perpendicular component goes to zero, or
@1+ e): 90". Using Snell's law this condition can
also be expressedas:
tan(fu) : nrlnr.

(5)

Fig. 2 shows typical reflection coefficients and reflectivities for the two polarizations as a function of incident
angle (using an air-dielectric system where n, : 1.0 and
n, : 1.8). At normal incidence (0r : 0) the reflectivity is
low. For anglesup to about Brewster'sangle, the average
reflectivity remains low and is not significantly higher than
the reflectivity at normal incidence. For anglesgreaterthan
Brewster'sangle,the reflectivity climbs rapidly to 100%at
0r : 90".

Reflectivity of Opaque Dielectrics
For our purposes,we were interestedin looking at reflections from filled dielectrics, especially molded plastics,
and specifically on the impact of the filler on the light
reflected from the surfaces of these materials.
Going back to theory, the surface reflections from a
dielectric depend on the refractive index of the material
within a few wavelengthsof the surface.Inclusions,boundaries, and changesin the material at depths below the surface should have no effect on the surfacereflections (provided that thesediscontinuities are not regular and do not
contribute to interferencephenomena).The materialbelow
the surface may add to the total reflected light and increase
the measuredreflectivity, but it will not subtract from it.
The only real requirementis that the materialhave a specular surface.
For molded plastics,the skin on the surfaceis resin-rich
and the filler particles do not intersectthe surface,Therefore, we believed that surface reflections from a filled
molded plastic would depend only on the refractiveindex
of the matrix resin and not on the filler.
This was demonstratedby experiment. The reflection
coefficients were measured on three samples of molded
polysulfone:clear(no filler), white (titanium dioxide filler),
and black (carbonfiller). Within experimentalerror, there
was no measurabledifferencefrom one sample to another
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Fig. 2. (a) Reflection coefficient as a function of angle of
incidence for an air-dielectric boundary where n1 : 1.0 and
nz : 1.8. (b) Reflectivityfor the same conditions.

Fig.3. (a) Ettectof placing a wall of opaque dielectricmaterial
next to a light-emitting diode. (b) Effect of adding a second
wall, forming a well.
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and all agreed with values calculated from equations 3 and
4 using the refractive index of the polymer material'
Certainly light refracted into the material will be scattered by the f iller particles. Some of this light may reemerge.
Although the optical scattering and absorption characteristics were not explicitly measured, the fact that heavily
filled, opaque dielectric materials have high optical absorption coefficients indicates that any light refracted into the
bulk material will have a high probability of absorption by
the material. Therefore, the refracted light should not tend
to reemerge from the front surface as scattered reflection
and should not tend to be transmitted through the material
to emerge at the back surface.
Since refracted light could be a potential problem in a
reflective optics design, and since filled, optically opaque
dielectrics will tend to absorb the refracted component
without degradation of the surface reflections, optically
opaque dielectrics would appear useful in reflective optics
designs.
Light Pipe Principles
In this particular optical problem, we needed to project
well-defined spots of light from an array of light sources
emitting in all directions. Light rays emerging from an LED
at angles far from the optic axis are troublesome because
they are difficult to direct into the desired signal beam.
This application required the background light level to be
low, meaning that light rays not forming part of the signal
beam had to be eliminated.
Looking at the effect of placing a wall of opaque dielectric
material next to the LED shows how the reflective characteristics can be used to advantage(seeFig. 3a). Light emerging from the LED at angles close to the optic axis will hit
the dielectric at angles close to the grazing angle. This is
the condition where the reflectivity of the dielectric is high'
Light emerging from the LED at higher angles will hit the
dielectric at angles where the reflectivity is lower. At these
angles, the majority of the light will be refracted into the
dielectric and tend to be absorbed.
If a second wall of dielectric is added, forming a well,
multiple reflections will take place (see Fig. 3b). If the
height of the well is finite, Iight reflected at grazing angles
will tend to be propagated because the reflectivity of the
walls is high, while light reflected at angles closer to the
normal of the dielectic surface will undergo multiple reflections, losing intensity with each bounce, and will tend to
be extinguished.
For this particular application, straight walls parallel to
the optical axis of the LED gave adequate performance. It
would appear that the same principles of partial reflection
at close to grazing angles could also be applied to reflective
optics designs other than the simple case presented here.

d
h
s
w

: half widthof primarybeamatimageplane
: distanceof imageplanefromtopof lightguide
(working distance)
: cutoff atbottomof lightguide
: lightguidewallthickness.

We define the following angles:
cutoff for primary beam
tan[@r) : a/b
: di(b +h)
cutoffforpropagationwithone
tan(@r) : 3a/b

(6)
(7)

reflection
cutoffforreflectionintocavity
tan(@.) : a/s
:
(c+3a)/b
cutoffforonereflectioninto
tan(@n)
adiacent cavitY

: (c-a)/b
tan(@.)
tan(ds): nrln,

(B)
(9)

(10)
llio,rtjto...otstalkintoadjacent
(11)
reflectionfromwallsatfu.

From simple arguments based on geometry and reflection
characteristics, restrictions can be placed on the design of
the well for implementation with a point light source.
For signal enhancement, the light should be propagated
under conditions where the reflectivity of the material is
high, requiring:
Qz<Qs
3alb ( nr/n,

(12)
(13)

There is no point in trying to capture light that cannot
be efficiently propagated either because of low reflectivity
or because of multiple reflections. Up to some height, the
bottom section of the well contributes virtually nothing to
the signal.

DesignConsiderations
Let us define some angles in terms of the physical dimensions of the well, as shown in Fig. 4. The dimensions are:
a
b
c

: half widthof lightguide
: height of Iight guide measured from source plane
: center-to-centerspacingoflightsources
(c:2a+w)
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for designcalculations
Fig.4. Anglesand dimensions

Up to a height s" associated with Brewster's angle, the
walls have low reflectivitv:

Q": 6s
ss :

(14)
(15)

on2/n1

Up to a height s* the walls only contribute to multiple
reflections:
4s: Qz
sn : b/3

(16)
lt / |

To minimize cross talk in an array, light entering an
adjacent cavity must be baffled out by multiple reflections.
This leads to the requirement:
Qr> Qn
s < b(c-a)/(c+3a)

(1s)

o

()
o)

o
o

I

o
o

(a)

0

[20)

At larger working distances, the condition where the two
reflected beams just meet in the center, but do not overlap,
also gives a reasonably uniform beam. This condition occurs
wnen:
h:banda:d12.

(21)

For working distances beyond overlap, the beams begin
to diverge with loss of definition and intensity.
The range of reasonable operating conditions for intensity and uniformity would appear to be bounded by equations 20 and 21. For our purposes the optimum conditions
are probably close to the conditions outlined in equation
21i

[18)

The highest and most uniform beam intensity occurs
when the working distance is as small as possible. This
also gives the smallest spot size in the image plane. In the
limit,

-0.1 -0.08 -0.06 -0.04 -0.02

h:0anda:d.

0.02 o.o4 0.06 o.o8 0.1

Position on lmage ptane (lnches)

h<band

dlz<a

(22)

Although the LED is not a point source, the key features
and design requirements are evident using simple pointsource considerations. A comparison of predicted optical
characteristics as a function of working distance for a point
source and a finite source is shown in Fig. 5. In concept,
a finite source can be viewed as an array of point sources
distributed over the width of the LED. This has the effect
of smearing each of the cutoff angles over a range A@ described by the included angle of the emitting area. Closedform analysis of a two-dimensional distributed source is
difficult since the axial rays are the only ones that are
simple to describe.
The optimum dimensions for a light guide can be calculated from these design considerations. For our particular
application the array spacing and working distance were
given and we chose to design using the conditions outlined
in equation 22. By using the values calculated for a point
source and designing for a primary beam width equal to
the array spacing, we were essentially using the physical
size of the LED to provide the required image overlap.
Table I shows a logical sequence for developing the optimum light guide dimensions using the above design considerations and working from the given specifications. For

o
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(b)

o

0.02 o.o4 0.06

/, Aperture Plate
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Positionon lmageplane(lnches)
Fig. 5, A comparison of predicted optical characteristicsas
a function of relative working distancefor a point source ano
a finite source.

Back Plate

Fig. 6. Cross section of a typicat light guide.
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tended to transmit light making more than one reflection
from the light guide walls and is limited to short working
distances. The design considerations place restrictions on
the light guide dimensions.
Other constraints come from implementation requirements. FIux density requirements can limit the working
distance because the flux density at the image plane decreases roughly as the square of the distance from the light
sources. There are also fabrication limitations associated
with closely spaced holes that have a large aspect ratiothis can impact the maximum baffle height. For our application these constraints were not a problem because the
specified array density and working distance allowed
operating with an optimum design and were consistent
with available fabrication technology.
Clearance at Light Source' As noted earlier, the containing
walls do not have to extend all the way to the light source
plane. For implementation with a hybrid circuit, this aliows clearance for semiconductor chips and wire bonds,
which sit above the light source plane' (The bond wires
making contact to the LED chips do protrude above the top
surface of the LEDs.J Reflective cavities with the walls surrounding the LED, or at least in close proximity, are difficult
to implement because any contact with the LED or its bond
wire can cause mechanical damage and lead to device failure.
Since the bottom section of the cavity is unnecessary for
optical performance, it can be eliminated, thus avoiding
uil of th" problems associated with close proximity as well'
There is ample clearance for bond wires and other components, allowing x-y freedom during optical alignment without risk of damaging the assembly' The design is relatively
insensitive to LED placement within normal process control limits. The piece parts can be fabricated without ultratight tolerances and assembled using simple techniques'

comparison, the actual values used in the design are also
shown.
Table I
Given

Sym- Equation
bol
Used

Attribute

Calcu- Actual
lated Value
Value (in.)
(in.)
0.040

0.040

(23)SpotSize

2d

zd=c

LEDspacing
c = 0.040in.
No overlaP of
primary beam.

(24)Light Guide
width
(251LightGuide
Height
Minimum

2a

22

dfrom(23)

>o.o20 0.022

b

22

Working distancesPecificationh:
0 . 0 7 0i n .

>o.o70 0.o77

13

2afrom (24)
nr : 1'0
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OtherDesignAsPects

There are other aspects of the design that impact implementation.
Short Working Distance. This optical design is not in-
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Fig.7. OPticalPerformanceofthe
LEDarray for a Patternof one LED
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Air Cavity. The requirement that the refractive index of
the optical cavity be less than that of the containing walls
allows the optical cavity to be air. Many other optical design
concepts used in optoelectronics are based on fiber optics
or immersion optics where the LED must be encapsulated
in a medium of higher refractive index. These designs have
serious potential problems in device reliability, resulting
from a variety of causes.
There is a limited choice of optically clear materials. The
inherent thermal expansion coefficient mismatches in the
materials system can increase the probability of device failure during normal operation.
If thermosetting plastics are used, any thermal expansion
coefficient mismatches are aggravated by the built-in strain
developed as a result of shrinkage during the polymerization process. These problems are compounded as the phys_
ical size (or complexityJ of the assembly increases.
Any coating on the LED also has the potential problem
of contamination by entrapping, providing a transport vehicle or even being a source for undesirable ions. The presence of mobile ions can impact device reliability by causing
an abnormally high degradation of the LED light output
with time. The mechanisms involved in this degradation
are not well-understood, are difficult to predict, and can
be sensitive to subtle variations in process and materials.
The degradation is seen only when the LEDs are stressed in
operation, making it necessary to perform extensive reliabil_
ity studies.
The ability to implement this optical design without having to encapsulate the LEDs is a benefit because all of the
associated reliability concerns are avoided. The absence of
encapsulant also allows flexibilitv for repair.

Application
The erase bar is used for a selective erase function in
newer-generation electrophotographic copiers. Since the
LEDs are individually addressable and spaced about one
millimeter apart, areas as small as single characters can be
erased from the photoreceptor before printing the copy.
This capability allows a multitude of editing funciions
such as cleaning up the edges, deleting sections of the
original, and adding picture frames. In color copiers with
spot color features, the erase capability can select areas for
transformation into color by erasing all but the part of the
image to receive a specific toner color. For example, colored
words, frames, logos, or background blocks can be gener_
ated from a black-and-white original.
Performing the erase function imposes severe require_
ments on the light intensity profiles at the image plane.
The profiles of individual LEDs must be unifoim, have
controlled and well-defined light-to-dark transitions, com_
pletely fill a specific area, not fill beyond that area, and
not contribute to background scattering in other areas. Ad_
jacent LEDs must also give a uniform profile, without gaps
or overexposure.
The partially reflective light guides described in this
paper were first used in Hp's HEXP-GMOI LED erase bar.
a 14-inch array of SS2 individually addressable LEDs with
drive electronics and optics in a compact assembly.

lmplementation
The first-generation light guides were fabricated from
black anodized aluminum. Working models could not be
machined from filled plastic since the optical performance
depends on the presence of a dielectric skin, which might
have been destroyed by the machining process. plastic versions would have to be tooled and molded.
Aluminum was chosen for prototyping purposes because
it was easy to machine and the sapphire skin grown during
the anodizing process provided the necessary dielectric
interface for surface reflections. The black dye served to
absorb the light refracted into the surface so that it did not
emerge as reflections from the underlying aluminum. The
reflectivity of the black anodized aluminum was measured
on an optical bench and exhibited the surface reflectivity
characteristics predicted based on the refractive index of
sapphire. Machined versions also offered the advantage of
quick turnaround and flexibility for design modifications
without the capital investment of hard tooling.
The optical baffle was fabricated in two sections with a
series of shallow saw cuts forming a row of teeth, which
interdigitate when mated, creating an array of rectangular
apertures. Even using a machined optical baffle, the optics
had better performance and were less expensive than other
alternatives, specifically self-focusing lens arrays. The
combination of the optics, the LED array, and the hybrid
circuit gave HP a cost-effective solution with performance
superior to other technologies for this application.
The first-generation product was developed under a tieht
schedule and designed against changing specifications."As
a result, some of the dimensions used were empirical and
the design was frozen once satisfactory performance was
achieved. Although the design might have been adjusted
for ultimate performance and realized in molded plastic
instead of anodized aluminum, the improvements did not
justify the time, risk, and other costs.
A cross section of a typical light guide cavity is shown
in Fig. 6. The light guides were constructed using the di_
mensions given in Table I. A flat cover of clear plastic was
added to protect the LEDs and the hybrid circuit from dust

Fig. 8. Erasebar assembly.The cover ptatecontainingthe
Iight guides f itson top of the circuit board containing the LEDs.
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and other particulate matter present in the electrophotographic copier environment. To a first approximation,the
flat cover doesnot contributeto the shapeof the light beam'
The main impact on the optical characteristicsis to reduce
the intensity by Fresnel reflection lossesat two surfaces
(or by about B%).
The optical performance of the aperture LED array is
shown in Fig. 7. The intensity profiles were measuredat
the imageplane with one LED on, one off, and two on' The
characteristicsof adjacentpixels overlapsmoothly without
gapsor overexposure.The transition edgesare abrupt' The
b""kg.onttd Ievel is low, showing an absenceof crosstalk,
scattering,noise, and other unwanted signals.
Fig. B shows the erasebar assemblywith its small size
and compactdesign.
Conclusions
The partially reflectivelight guide designmakesa major
contribution to the LED erasebar. It is the optical baffle
with its efficient performance,simple design,and low manufacturing coststhat allows the LED erasebar to be a viable
alternative for the erasefunction in electrophotographic
copiers.
The light guides are specifically tailored for use with an
LED array in this application, simply to proiect well-defined, narrow beamsof light. The resulting performanceis
superior to self-focusinglens arrays, which compromise
other performanceattributes in favor of projecting a highresolution image.Comparedto these,the light guides provide a larger range of working distances(depth of field),
more controlled and reproducible light-to-darktransitions
(image sharpnessand contrast), and higher optical efficiency (numericalaperture).
The combination of the optics, high-sterance*LEDs,and
the hybrid circuit gives a high-performance,low-cost,
solid-stateerasebar that is superiorin performanceto other
technologiesproviding the samefunction, such as incandescent bulbs, vacuum fluorescent bars, and gas plasma
lamps.

In newer-generation copiers, where the erase function is
more sophisticated, requiring features such as edit, zoom
and selective color, the intelligent LED erase bar with its
individually addressable LEDs offers significant advantages:
r Visible wavelength compatible with copier photoreceptors
r Low power consumPtion
r Predetermined pixel shaPe
r Simplified system timing and clocks
r Solid-state construction and reliability
r Low cost for equivalent function.
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